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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research is to extend the current body of literature pertaining to the ‘Fear 

of Missing Out’ (FOMO) within a luxury branding context. Specifically, the research aims to 

investigate the effects of FOMO on consumer behaviour. The study adopted a rigorous theory 

building process to conceptualise FOMO as a general personality trait that varied across 

different individuals, and demonstrated how this trait influenced consumption behaviour. 

Subsequently, this led to the development and validation of a uni-dimensional ‘Tendency 

towards the Fear of Missing Out’ (T-FOMO) scale, which built on the existing FOMO scale 

(Przybylski et al. 2013). The T-FOMO scale which is more relevant and suitable for use in a 

marketing context.  

A theoretically-driven research model was developed to empirically test the impact of T-

FOMO on two different scarcity messages, namely, limited quantity scarcity and limited time 

scarcity. This was done across two product categories, namely, private and public goods. 

Moreover, the context of the study was restricted to limited edition aspirational luxury 

products. The research model consisted of T-FOMO and other related constructs such as desire 

for uniqueness, attitude toward the advertisement, purchase intention, consumer susceptibility 

towards interpersonal influence and inferences of manipulative intent. These constructs were 

incorporated into the research model to test the effects FOMO has on consumer behaviour.  

This research utilised a two by two factorial experimental design (type of scarcity message: 

limited quantity scarcity and limited time scarcity and type of product category: public and 

private). This resulted in six studies that were used to examine the effects of FOMO on 

consumer attitudes and purchase intentions. A total of 936 useable responses were collected 

for the study. For the scale development, the process involved a combination of statistica l 

analysis techniques which were used to generate, purify and validate the scale items. The key 

ones employed were Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) and Confirmatory Factor Analys is 

(CFA). To investigate the hypothesised relationships for the main study, the key statistica l 

techniques used were Structured Equation Modelling (SEM), Hierarchical Moderated 

regression (HRM) and Mediation Analysis (MA).   

The findings of the study found further evidence that the use of the ‘limited edition’ label is an 

effective marketing communication strategy. More importantly, the findings identified that the 

use of explicitly expressed scarcity messages in the advertisement were found to be effective 
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in enhancing the perceived value of the advertised limited edition product. Furthermore, this 

finding also proved that the use of scarcity cues was effective in generating favourable attitudes 

and purchase intentions towards the advertised product for FOMO consumers across the 

majority of the studies. Additionally, the findings of the study revealed that individuals with 

the FOMO trait responded differently, depending on the type of scarcity message and product 

type.  

Finally, these findings provide some key theoretical, methodological and manageria l 

contributions. Firstly, these contributions are pertinent for researchers who want to further 

investigate the effects of FOMO in other marketing contexts. Secondly, these insights will be 

useful for brand managers when formulating their communications strategies to appeal to the 

FOMO consumer. Thirdly, the findings also provide strategies for product development and 

launches. 

Key words: Fear of Missing Out, Scarcity Messages, Aspirational Luxury Brands, Public and 

Private Goods, Scale Development, Attitudes, Purchase Intentions  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 HUMAN EVOLUTION AND FOMO 

The ‘Fear of Missing Out,’ or popularly referred to as FOMO, is a contemporary phenomenon 

that has generated a lot of attention over the past decade, in both popular press as well as 

scholarly literature. However, while this concept may have garnered attention at this point in 

time, its existence can be traced as far back as to the beginnings of human civilisations. In 

particular, an entry in Urban Dictionary defines FOMO as “evolutionary biology – an 

omnipresent anxiety brought on by our cognitive ability to recognize potential opportunit ies ” 

(FOMO 2013). 

For early humans, their inherent need to congregate in groups was important to their surviva l 

during that period of time. Being part of a group meant that someone was looking out for them, 

warning them of impending danger, as well as providing mutual aid when needed. Individua ls 

experienced intense unease whenever they were separated from their group (Darwin 1871). 

Furthermore, what distinguished humans from other species was their predisposition towards 

social learning, problem solving, and their capacity of language (Catton and Dunlap 1978). 

Humans were unique as a species because of their ability to create artefacts (e.g. tools) and to 

pass this technology on to subsequent generations (Schiffer and Miller 1999; Schroeder 2015).  

This process of sharing technology led to the development of more complex social systems 

within groups, especially during food procurement. More specifically, during the period when 

humans were known as hunter-gatherers, they were physically disadvantaged compared to 

many of the animals they hunted, and to predators that saw them as easy prey. Hence, to survive 

in these environments, it was necessary for them to rely on their ability to cooperate and 

communicate effectively as a group (Schiffer and Miller 1999; Schroeder 2015). This ability 

to communicate through speech and written language was also crucial to the sharing of 

complex technologies with one another. Hence, an individual’s survival depended on the 

knowledge they gained during these interactions (Sanz 2015).  

Additionally, hunter-gatherers were opportunists (Domínguez-Rodrigo 2002) and FOMO often 

drove their way of life. For example, when potential food sources became available, they had 

to make quick decisions and take action immediately as any delay may result in the loss of the 

food source. It was this mentality that ensured their survival. 
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As humans evolved from hunter-gatherers to agrarian societies, the numbers within their 

groups grew substantially. They stopped roaming to search for food. Instead, they started to 

settle down in communities, where they learnt how to domesticate both plants and animals 

(Zeder et al. 2006). As a result, these people started to accumulate possessions, which they 

were unable to do so as hunter-gatherers because they moved from place to place frequently. 

As a result, the concept of wealth started to become more prevalent within these societies. 

People during this period started to be more concerned with materialism. Dittmar et al. (2014, 

880) define materialism as ‘the long-term endorsement of values, goals or beliefs which 

emphasize the importance of acquiring money and possessions that convey status.’ During this 

period, their priorities shifted from fighting for their survival to improving their well-being 

through the accumulation of material possessions. 

Similar to the hunter-gatherer era, people in these agrarian societies had to rely on interacting 

and integrating within their social community as means to accumulate knowledge on increasing 

their wealth. This involved understanding the techniques and opportunities that enabled them 

to better utilise nature’s resources for both sustenance and profit (Bennett 1969; Smelser and 

Baltes 2001). In this era, money or currency did not exist yet. Hence, to ‘purchase’ a good or 

service, people engaged in ‘bartering’. Bartering is defined as ‘the exchange of goods/services 

for other goods/services without using money’(Online 2010). As there was no clear value 

assigned to these goods/services (e.g. there was no way to determine exactly how much wheat 

is needed to exchange for a cow), people had to learn to be knowledgeable on recognising a 

good deal, as well as be opportunists when such deals presented themselves.  

Today, the environment in which people exist has changed significantly over the past few 

millennia. In particular, the way in which people communicate has evolved at a dramatic rate. 

People are now able to communicate and interact with each other using a multitude of 

platforms. The emergence of internet as a communication medium has led to the development 

of sophisticated communication tools such as social media networking sites (Boyd and Ellison 

2007).   

As people interact on social media, what they read on social media become triggers for the 

onset of FOMO. Posts pertaining to activities that people within their social circles are involved 

with, are significant in triggering FOMO (e.g. finding out about activities they have been left 

out from or have missed out on) (Clark 2015) Many scholars agree that the most painful 

experiences are those that involve hurt attributed to damaged social connections. This is 
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because pain caused by physical injury undergo the same neural processing as pain caused by 

social rejection (Eisenberger and Lieberman 2004). This means that the brain processes the two 

in a similar way. Hence, the pain of being left out motivates individuals to alleviate these 

feelings (Eisenberger and Lieberman 2004).  

Being left out of social group during the period of hunter-gatherers had detrimenta l 

consequences to a person’s survival. People depended on each other for protection and 

procuring food. Though not the same as a life and death situation, not being active on social 

media platforms, and thus missing out various events or activities can have detrimental to one’s 

social standing and subsequent psychological well-being. Moreover, the opportunist ic 

behaviour of humans has evolved over time, from the need to survive to fulfilling material 

needs, like queuing for hours so as not to miss out on the chance to be the first to own the latest 

Apple product. Thus, drawing parallels between past and present, FOMO today still depicts 

that same hypervigilant state that humans experience when fighting for their survival (Sanz 

2015).  

1.2 BACKGROUND OF FOMO 

The ‘Fear of Missing Out’ or FOMO for short, is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as ‘anxiety 

that an exciting or interesting event may currently be happening elsewhere, often aroused by 

posts seen on a social media website’ (“FOMO,” n.d.). FOMO evolved from what seemed like 

a neologism, and has eventually made its way into mainstream culture.  

On one hand, there are some who argue against the inclusion of such words such as ‘FOMO’ 

and ‘Selfie’ into the Oxford dictionary. They claim such terms circumvent traditional review 

processes. On the other hand, there are others who share a contrasting belief that additions like 

these show how language ought to be viewed today – a constantly evolving mode of 

communication that adapts to the changes in society and the world at large (Robehmed 2013). 

It is also important to note these words are only made relevant in modern culture with use, and  

many similar terms and words become forgotten in the process when people stop using them.  

FOMO however, has managed to stand the test of time (as discussed in the earlier section). In 

fact, it has since inspired a more in-depth investigation into the understanding of its origins 

(Schreckinger et al. 2014). Behaviourist Dr Andrew Przybylski and his fellow colleagues 

conducted a formal empirical study in 2013 to conceptualise FOMO through a theoretica lly 
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driven framework outlined by the self-determination theory (Ryan and Deci 2000) as well as 

to develop a measurement instrument to determine an individual’s level of FOMO (Przybylsk i 

et al. 2013).  

Many of these research describe how FOMO stems from an individua l’s innate need to 

compare their own well-being with that of others (Festinger 1954) because of various 

unfulfilled psychological factors (Przybylski et al. 2013; Reagle 2015). The growth of social 

media platforms has made these comparisons easier, allowing an individual to have easy access 

to what people in their social circles are up to, thus inadvertently increasing the effect of 

FOMO.  

In the area of marketing, there are studies which examined how FOMO can be utilised to 

influence consumption behaviour (JWT Intelligence 2011; JWT Intelligence 2012). This will 

be elaborated in the following section. 

1.3 LEVERAGING FOMO 

One of the primary drivers of FOMO is the need for social interactions and acceptance. Current 

social media has a variety of platforms for individuals fulfill these needs by providing endless 

opportunities for people to connect and interact with people worldwide. These include ‘posting 

pictures of recent purchases, ‘creating and inviting friends to a specific event’ or ‘sharing posts 

made by someone else on their own social media profile’.  

Many organisations today still struggle to fully comprehend the impact social media has on 

their brands. Though many brands have invested considerable amounts of resources into 

developing content on social networks, their reputation on these networks are reliant on what 

their consumers say about them (Booth and Matic 2011). For brands that are able to effective ly 

manage their communication strategies, social media can facilitate and act as a powerful tool 

to trigger FOMO.  

With the evolution of communication technologies, the reach of the social media has allowed 

ordinary consumers to have a large share of voice, and consequently influence, in the market. 

These consumers make their opinions of the brand known through the sharing and posting of 

their own personal brand experiences through a variety of social media platforms (e.g. 

Facebook, Twitter and Instagram), with the potential of reaching even people outside of their 

own personal social networks (Booth and Matic 2011). Based on the social exchange theory 
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by Homans (1958), it suggests that individuals are motivated to engage in sharing behaviour 

on this social media networks because they expect to get some form of approval or recognit ion 

by their peers.  

 

By encouraging the sharing of content, brands today are able to tap into the FOMO mindset. 

They are able to reach consumers who are reading these shared posts on their social media 

feeds. For example, in Figure 1-1, many brands like Cascio hold competitions to encourage 

consumers to post pictures of their brand experiences on their social media accounts in 

exchange for incentives. For the individual with FOMO, reading what someone else has 

bought, especially if it is someone they regard as an opinion leader, will have a significant 

influence on their attitude and behaviour toward the advertised product (Bearden, Netemeyer, 

and Teel 1989). 

Figure 1-1: Cascio Photo Competition (‘Win a Cascio Gift Card’ 2016) 
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Apart from encouraging the sharing of content, brands leverage FOMO through advertising 

campaigns that induce FOMO through emphasising on missed experiences or opportunit ies. 

Many of these strategies are focused on the idea that ‘someone else is benefiting from those 

missed experience or opportunities’. The strategies emphasise on a ‘bandwagon’ effect which 

is the tendency for people to figuratively ‘climb on the bandwagon’ of anything that seems to  

be gaining popularity (Sutherland and Sylvester 2000). This strategy involves the brand 

communicating the idea that since ‘everyone is going/buying/doing it,’ individuals who do not 

follow suit will be ‘missing out.’ An example of this is depicted in Figure 1-2.  

Figure 1-2: Melbourne Storm Rugby Promotion  

(‘Dont Miss out’ 2016) 
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Some brands also focus on helping consumers prevent FOMO through developing mobile 

phone apps that notify them of deals and offers through their smartphone. Figure 1-3 depicts 

an example of one such app designed by RetailMeNot. 

Based on the prior discussion, it can be seen how FOMO can be effectively leveraged to 

influence consumer’s attitudes and purchase behaviour. 

  

Figure 1-3: RetailMeNot Application Screenshot (‘RetailMeNot’ 2016) 
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1.4 EFFECTS OF SCARCITY ON FOMO 

This year, Chinese e-commerce giant, Alibaba, smashed its own record for the Singles Day 

shopping bonanza, which was set just one year ago. The company generated $14.3 billion in 

gross merchandise value (GMV), a 60 percent rise compared with the last year, according to 

unaudited company figures’ (Wang 2015). The shopping event is held every year on November 

11 to celebrate Singles' Day, an anti-Valentine's Day holiday that emerged in China two 

decades ago as a time to celebrate the single life. The significance of the date is symbolized by 

‘four number ones’, reading ‘11/11’. In 2009, Alibaba, China's largest e-commerce company 

has turned the occasion into the biggest ever 24-hour online shopping frenzy worldwide, by 

offering massive discounts on a variety of products ranging from cars to clothes (Peterson 

2015).  

‘Singles Day’ and other similar single day shopping events in the year such as ‘Black Friday’ 

and ‘Cyber Monday’ have provided retailers another opportunity to persuade consumers to buy 

their products with notions of massive savings. The idea of not participating in these once a 

year sale events may mean that the consumer would have to wait another year to attain an 

amazing deal. This is something that many find hard to resist, which is evident from the huge 

turnout at these events. Also, this means that these exceptional savings are only limited to the 

lucky few, which increases the sense of urgency to participate in such events. As a result, some 

consumers even resorted to camping in front of stores weeks in advance, in anticipation of the 

start of such events (Schwartz 2015).  

Emotions are rampant during these annual sale events for those who choose to participate in 

the buying frenzy. In the UK, there are recorded footages of violence during these events as 

people compete to get £20 discount on a coffee-maker (Ruz 2015). Such seeming irrationa l 

behaviour and determination not to miss out can be attributed to the scarcity principle. This 

principle explains the attractiveness of these sale events and the motivation to participate in 

these events in two ways. Firstly, there are only limited quantities of the sale items, hence if 

a person is likely to miss out if they do not arrive early to these events. Secondly, there is high 

demand for the products on sale, and people know there is going to be strong competition for 

these limited items. As cited by Roux, Goldsmith, and Bonezzi (2015),  scarcity encourages a 

competitive disposition, which guides the consumer toward advancing their own welfare in 

such situations. Finally, these deals are only available once a year (during a designated time  
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frame). Hence, consumers know if they miss out this year, they would have to wait a whole 

year before such an event happens again  

The use of this same scarcity principle has proven to drive demand for products and trigger 

FOMO tendencies. Based on the commodity theory, scarcity enhances the value of anything 

that can be possessed, is useful to the possessor, and is transferable from one person to another 

(Brock 1968). Studies have shown that marketers are able to increase the perceived value of 

products, services and promotions through the manipulation of perceived scarcity (Gierl and 

Huettl 2010; Lynn 1991; Wu et al. 2012).  

Marketers who understand the persuasive effect of scarcity on consumers have devised 

countless advertising tactics to exploit this weakness of consumers. The various techniques 

used in infomercials provide a useful illustration of how the scarcity principle can be applied.  

An infomercial is a program-length paid advertisement that promotes an organisation’s 

products or services usually with a direct response element. Interested viewers are persuaded 

to call a toll-free number to order the product or service or seek additional information 

(Chapman and Beltramini 2000). After a demonstration and explanation of the benefits of the 

advertised products, the salesperson on screen would engage in a variety of call to action 

techniques to persuade the viewer to purchase the product. For example, offering the first few 

viewers that call in an additional incentive such as a free gift or discount, or offering additiona l 

incentives for a limited period of time e.g. ‘call in the next hour and you will receive a 20 

percent discount on the original advertising price etc.’  

Based on the preceding discussion, and the review of past literature (elaborated further in 

chapter two), the following section outlines the research questions and objectives for this thesis.   
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1.5 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

Research Question One: How does FOMO impact on consumer attitudes and purchase  

intentions? 

Objective 1: To develop the Tendency towards the Fear of Missing Out (T-FOMO) scale   

Objective 2: To develop a theoretically driven framework to measure FOMO in a marketing 

context  

Research Question Two: What other variables (including FOMO) impact on the 

effectiveness of different scarcity messages on limited edition aspirational luxury 

products? 

Objective 3: To validate desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO as correlated by separate and 

distinct constructs  

Objective 4: To examine how traits such as T-FOMO and desire for uniqueness influence the 

effectiveness of scarcity messages  

Objective 5: To examine the effectiveness of different types of scarcity messages on limited 

edition products across different product categories within a luxury branding context 

Objective 6: To examine the mediating role of attitudes on the relationship between traits and 

behaviour  

Objective 7: To examine the moderating effects of inferences of manipulative intent and 

consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence on the relationship between traits (T-FOMO 

and Desire for Uniqueness) on attitudes and purchase intentions. 
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1.6 DELIMITATIONS AND SCOPE 

The purpose of this section is to address the delimitations and scope of the study. This will also 

support the preceding discussion on the research question and objectives for the study.  

Due to the limited work done in the area of FOMO, this research looks to explore and extend 

the theoretical and conceptual framework underpinning FOMO. Hence, the study is primarily 

focused on the theory building approach rather than a theory testing investigation. More 

specifically, the main purpose of the study is to investigate the impact of FOMO in a marketing 

context. Hence, one of the objectives is to develop the T-FOMO scale, a scale which is specific 

and relevant within a marketing context.  

Current work done in the area of FOMO has focused more on a social science perspective, 

where FOMO has been utilised to understand its impact on an individual’s well-being as well 

as in explaining negative social behaviour, such as distracted driving and learning (Przybylsk i 

et al. 2013). Furthermore, the current FOMO measurement scale is predominantly based on 

scenarios pertaining to an individual’s interaction with social media and their peers (Przybylsk i 

et al. 2013). Hence, the development of the T-FOMO scale is in response to the existing scale’s  

applicability in testing for effects on consumer behaviour. 

Finally, to understand the effects of FOMO in a marketing context, the scope of the study 

encompasses the use of scarcity messages across different product types to examine its effects 

on consumer behaviour.  Scarcity has the ability to enhance the value of a particular product. 

Furthermore, many brands have employed the effect of scarcity on their products by 

introducing ‘limited edition’ versions. These ‘limited editions’ communicated a sense of 

exclusivity to its potential buyers (Gierl and Huettl 2010). Hence, a FOMO consumer is likely 

to be susceptible to products advertised as scarce as the value or opportunity of buying such a 

product is greatly enhanced. Hence, this study follows work done by Jang et al. (2015) on the 

use of limited edition products. In particular, understanding the use of scarcity messages 

namely LQS (Limited Quantity Scarcity) and LTS (Limited Time Scarcity) across different 

product types (Public vs Private goods) in a luxury branding context.  
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1.7 DEFINITION OF KEY CONSTRUCTS AND THEORIES 

1.7.1 Definition of Key Constructs 

For the purposes of the study, the following definitions of the constructs are adopted: 

• Tendency towards the Fear of Missing Out (T-FOMO) is defined as an individua l’s 

innate tendency to engage in behaviours that will alleviate the negative tension caused 

by the fear that one might miss out on potential opportunities. 

• Desire for Uniqueness is described as the “dispositional tendency to pursue uniqueness 

through consumption” (Lynn and Harris 1997, 16).  

• Attitude towards the Advertisement is described as the “predisposition to respond in 

a favourable or unfavourable manner to a particular advertising stimulus during a 

particular exposure occasion” (Lutz 1985, 46). 

• Purchase Intention is described as the measure of the strength of an individua l’s 

willingness towards performing a planned action towards the procurement of a product 

or service (Ajzen 1991). 

• Inferences of Manipulative Intent is defined as “consumers’ perception that the 

advertiser is attempting to persuade them through inappropriate, unfair or manipula t ive 

means” (Campbell 1995, 226). 

• Consumer Susceptibility to Interpersonal Influence defined as “the need to identify 

or enhance one’s image with significant others through the acquisition and use of 

products and brands, the willingness to conform to the expectations of others regarding 

purchases, and/or the tendency to learn about products and services by observing others 

and/or seeking information from others” (Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel 1989, 474). 

1.7.2 Key Theories 

The study is underpinned by two key theories namely the drive-reduction theory and the social 

cognition theory. 

• Drive-Reduction Theory describes how individuals are motivated to reduce negative 

states (e.g. hunger) to maintain homeostasis or a sense of equilibrium (Hull 1943) 

• Social Cognition Theory involves understanding how people perceive and interpret 

the world around them. Specifically, it looks at how individuals make sense of others 
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which in turn impacts on how they evaluate themselves, and ultimately influences how 

they interact with the world around them (Fiske and Taylor 2013). 

1.7.3 Secondary Theories 

• Theory of Social Comparison postulates that humans possess an innate drive for self-

evaluation, which is reliant on comparisons to others (Festinger 1954). 

• Uniqueness Theory postulates that people are motivated to maintain a certain level of 

distinctiveness in relation to other people (Snyder and Fromkin 1980). 

• Protection Motivation Theory describes how individuals are motivated to protect 

themselves from the negative consequences associated with fear appeals (Rogers 1975). 

• Theory of Regret Intensity postulates that regret is intensified when individuals feel 

they could have made better decisions when an opportunity first become availab le. 

Hence, missing out on past opportunities which were once available creates a sense of 

lost opportunity and further intensifies feelings of regret (Beike, Markman, and 

Karadogan 2009). 

• The Theory of Planned Behaviour postulates that when consumer attitudes are 

positive, it translates to positive behaviour (Ajzen 1991). 

• Cognitive Response Theory suggests that cognitive responses (or thoughts) have an 

indirect influence on attitude change in persuasive communications (Greenwald 1968). 

• Persuasion Knowledge Model postulates that consumers develop knowledge about 

persuasion attempts over time and draw on this knowledge to identify and deal with 

attempts to influence them (Friestad and Wright 1994). 

• Reactance Theory postulates that when people perceive that their freedom to choose 

is threatened, they undergo a negative state of reactance, thus having a negative effect 

on their subsequent behaviour (Brehm 1989). 

• Field Theory examines the interactions between the individual and the environment 

and how positive and negative opposing forces guide decision-making (Lewin 1951). 
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1.8 METHODOLOGY   

Due to the experimental nature of the research, there was no intention to generalise point and 

interval estimates from the findings to any specific group of consumers. Hence, general 

consumers were deemed as an appropriate sample population and use of an online consumer 

panel was found to be a suitable method for data collection. This was done through a web-

based survey instrument consisting of established scales (reflected in the constructs in the 

overall research model), a stimulus to elicit the scarcity message and reflect the different 

product categories, and simple demographic questions.  

The research was conducted in two phases. The first phase: scale development (chapter five) 

will outline the steps taken to develop and validate a single scale measuring the tendency 

towards the fear of missing out (T-FOMO). The scale will then be used in phase two: main 

study (chapter six) to measure the effects of FOMO in marketing context. Phase two is an 

empirical study which employs a two by two (types of scarcity message: limited quantity 

scarcity and limited time scarcity and product categories: private versus public) factorial 

experimental design. In addition, two control groups without the scarcity manipulation were 

included. The research design is adapted from Jang et al. (2015). Exploratory Factor Analys is 

(EFA) in SPSS and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) are the main statistical techniques 

used in phase one for scale development and validation. For phase two, Structured Equation 

Modelling (SEM), Mediation Analysis (MA) and Hierarchical Moderated Regression (HMR) 

were the main methods used to examine the relationships in the overall research model. The 

method and support for the chosen instrument and methods are detailed in chapter four  

(research methodology).  
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1.9 SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 

Due to the contemporary nature of FOMO concept, most of the research done on FOMO and 

its impacts are still relatively unexplored within a marketing context, particularly in 

understanding its effects on consumer behaviour. Despite the lack of academic research in this 

area, there is an abundance of popular press, news articles, and industry publications that have 

explored the use and effects of FOMO and its relevance to consumers today.  

These sources have highlighted that when properly implemented, FOMO can be effective in 

influencing consumer behaviour (JWT Intelligence 2011; JWT Intelligence 2012). 

Furthermore, the increased relevance of FOMO today can in seen in how online technologies 

today shape the way consumers shop. In particular, by the end of 2016, it is forecasted that the 

total global e-commerce retail sales will reach $22.049 trillion, up 6 percent from 2015 

(“Worldwide Retail Ecommerce Sales Will Reach $1.915 Trillion This Year” 2016). Duncan 

Clark, managing director of Beijing based consultancy BDA commented, “What keeps people 

up at night is the fact that they might miss a certain trend or a certain hot company that 

really is going to bring all the attention and the users in. The fight to stay essential, to stay 

relevant, to stay on top of the home screen, it's what it's all about” (Carsten and Ruwitch 2015). 

Hence, many brands are driven to invest considerable resources into these online platforms 

(Hollis 2005) so that their brand stays ‘top of the mind’ in this generation of FOMO consumers.  

This also holds true for many luxury brands today (Okonkwo 2009). 

1.9.1 Theoretical and Conceptual Significance 

The theoretical and conceptual significance of this study lies in expanding the current 

knowledge pertaining to FOMO. Current literature on FOMO is limited to a social sciences 

context (e.g. Elhai et al. 2016; Przybylski et al. 2013). Hence, this study will look at 

incorporating FOMO within a marketing context to understand its significance to consumer 

behaviour. It contributes by developing a theoretically driven framework to establish FOMO 

as a general personality trait that varies across individuals. This process will involve drawing 

from relevant behavioural, psychological and sociological theories so as to ensure that the 

research outcome is theoretically sound. 
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1.9.2 Methodological Significance 

The research methodology undertaken is sound and adopts an experimental approach using real 

consumers and brands, which adds to its ecological validity. This will assist future studies that 

are looking to incorporate FOMO in order to understand its effects on consumer behaviour. 

More importantly, the most significant methodological contribution is the development and 

validation of the T-FOMO scale, which will be used to measure the effects of FOMO within a 

marketing context. 

1.9.3 Managerial Significance 

The findings of this study may prove useful for managers who are looking to appeal to the 

FOMO consumer. These consumers are characterised by their insatiable need to grab all 

possible opportunities of a good deal as soon as they become available so they do not miss out. 

The outcomes of the study will provide luxury brand managers with insights into how they can 

effectively tailor their advertising strategies to match such individuals. More specifically, the 

study will look at how the FOMO consumers will respond to the use of different scarcity 

messages in different limited luxury product contexts. For luxury brand managers, this will 

clarify how and when to use scarcity messages to best appeal to the FOMO consumer.  

Additionally, for policy makers, the use of the T-FOMO scale may provide means for these 

companies/associations to identify individuals who have a strong tendency towards FOMO. 

These individuals are likely to be more susceptible to the persuasive effects of advertising 

compared to those who have lower tendencies towards FOMO. As a result, highly FOMO 

consumers may end up overspending, which may lead to detrimental outcomes such as an 

accumulation of credit card debt and low personal savings (Redmond 2000). Hence, by being 

able to target these individuals specifically, they can tailor their initiatives more effectively to 

teach these consumers how to overcome FOMO as well as on how to make smarter purchase 

decisions. 
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1.10 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter provides an overview of the entire process undertaken for this research. The 

research from this point onwards is structured as follows: Chapter 2 contains the literature 

review exploring FOMO and the other relevant constructs used for the study. Next, the 

theoretical framework and development of the hypotheses is discussed in Chapter 3. Following 

this, Chapter 4 will describe the research’s methodology for the main study. Chapter 5 then 

proceeds to explain the processes undertaken to develop and validate the T-FOMO scale. 

Chapter 6 provides an in-depth discussion on analysis and results of the main study. Finally, 

Chapter 7 concludes the study with a discussion on the implications based on the findings from 

the previous chapter. The chapter includes a discussion on the limitations and suggestions for 

future research. An overview of this process is depicted in Figure 1-4. 
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Figure 1-4: A Schematic Overview of the Research Process  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 OVERVIEW 

This chapter provides a detailed discussion on the Fear of Missing Out (FOMO) literature and 

other variables that can influence the effectiveness of scarcity messages. Firstly, the chapter 

discusses the relevant literature pertaining to the use of scarcity messages as an effective means 

to influence consumer’s attitudes and behaviours. Following that, it will discuss the different 

types of scarcity messages and the various ways these messages have been used.  

Secondly, the chapter presents current literature on FOMO, which is the main focus of this 

thesis. This chapter explains how FOMO is viewed, conceptualised and utilised, drawing from 

work by practitioners and scholars from various disciplines. Hence, an extensive review of 

sources in scholarly literature, popular press and industry publications was conducted to 

achieve a holistic and comprehensive interpretation of FOMO. The chapter will also discuss 

the proposed dimensions of FOMO, which will be investigated in chapter five.  

Following this, the chapter will continue to discuss other variables related to FOMO, which 

also represent the constructs that are adopted for the study’s research model. These constructs 

include desire for uniqueness, attitude toward the advertisement, purchase intention, inferences 

of manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence. 

Finally, the chapter concludes by presenting the major research gaps identified from the 

literature review.   
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2.2 BACKGROUND ON SCARCITY  

Past literature has shown that specific objects or opportunities become more valuable as they 

become less available. This is known as the principle of scarcity. This is supported by the 

commodity theory which states that “any commodity will be valued to the extent that it is 

unavailable” (Brock 1968, 246). As discussed by Shen (2013), this assumption is also 

confirmed by the heuristic-cue theory, which posits that scarcity functions as a heuristic cue. It 

is seen as a mental shortcut for individuals in determining the value of an object (Cialdini 

2008). In other words, individuals are conditioned to perceive that the value on an object is 

enhanced when it is scarce. Furthermore, these perceptions are reinforced and strengthe ned 

through an individual’s experiences with economics of supply and demand, day-to-day 

encounters, as well as from the popular press (Lynn 1991; Shen 2013).  

Scarcity can also act as a motivation moderator like involvement as opposed to a heuristic cue 

(Brannon and Brock 2001; Shen 2013). This is supported by the motivation enhancement 

theory, which explains that high scarcity can alert individuals to scrutinise the benefits of a 

particular object (Bozzolo and Brock 1992). For example, when a consumer sees a product 

promoted as being scarce, it motivates them to examine the quality of the product more 

thoroughly (Brannon and Brock 2001; Shen 2013).  

In addition, as proposed by reactance theory, when an individual’s freedom to choose is 

threatened or restricted, they will attempt to reassert their free choice (Brehm 1989). Hence, by 

restricting opportunities or limiting the availability of specific objects, individuals will tend to 

desire these objects more. By doing so, it serves a coping mechanism to negate the perceived 

loss (Aggarwal, Sung Youl, and Jong Ho 2011; Cialdini and Goldstein 2002).  

Scarcity exists across time because of events such as droughts, famine, and economic 

recessions, which impact on the availability of products and resources (Roux, Goldsmith, and 

Bonezzi 2015). For firms, these events represent scarcity that is out of the firm’s control and 

can be described as ‘natural scarcity.’ On the other hand, there is also ‘virtual scarcity.’ This 

type of scarcity is manipulated by firms through carefully executed marketing and distribution 

strategies, which takes advantage of an individual’s vulnerability towards the effects of 

scarcity. According to Cialdini (2001), individuals  are susceptible to scarcity effects because 

“people want more of what they can have less of”. 
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The concept of scarcity has been extensively researched in marketing literature with numerous 

studies demonstrating its effectiveness (Aguirre-Rodriguez 2013; Chandy et al. 2001; Eisend 

2008; Mukherjee and Lee 2016). It has been empirically proven to positively influence product 

evaluation, value perceptions (Jung and Kellaris 2004; Lynn 1991; Verhallen and Robben 

1994) and purchase intentions (Eisend 2008).  

2.3 TYPES OF SCARCITY MESSAGES 

Advertisers have communicated the limited availability, or scarcity, of an advertised product 

in various ways. In general, these can be categorised into two main types, namely, limited-

supply scarcity and limited-time scarcity (Aggarwal, Jun, and Huh 2011; Cialdini 2001; 

Cialdini 2008; Jang et al. 2015). 

2.3.1 Limited-Supply Scarcity 

Current literature distinguishes the communication of the limited supply scarcity in two forms. 

Firstly, it can be caused due to the limited quantities of the advertised products. Products such 

as wines are known to only produce limited quantities each year. For example, Bordeaux 

produces only 150,000 – 300,000 bottles per year for their first growths wine (top of the range 

wines) (Masset and Weisskopf 2013). These are also commonly referred to in literature as 

‘supply-driven scarcity.’  

The most prominent example of this type scarcity is through the implementation of ‘limited 

edition’ products (Aggarwal, Jun, and Huh 2011; Balachander and Stock 2009; Gierl and 

Huettl 2010). Many brands implement these ‘limited’ or ‘special’ edition products as part of 

their product line as they are perceived to be more ‘attractive’ and ‘valuable’ by consumers  

(Aggarwal, Jun, and Huh 2011; Jang et al. 2015).  ‘Limited edition’ products first originated in 

the arts industry where it was a common strategy implemented by artists who selected and 

managed output of their artwork to secure higher selling prices (R. Bennett and Kottasz 2013). 

However, this strategy has extended far beyond art pieces and has been successful in the 

marketing of products such as cars, clothing, jewellery, musical instruments, toys and many 

more (Balachander and Stock 2009; Bennett and Kottasz 2013).   
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For example, Figure 2-1 depicts the limited first edition XC90 released by Volvo in 2014. Only 

1927 (based on the year where Volvo was founded) individually numbered cars went on sale 

via their online website (“All-New Volvo XC90” 2014) and they were sold out within 47 hours 

after it was released. ‘Most of the cars were reserved within one hour from sales start. At its 

peak, 7 cars were sold every minute’ (“Instant Success: First Edition of All-New Volvo XC90 

Sold out in 47 Hours” 2014).  

 

As seen in Figure 2-2, introducing limited edition products have also been found to effective 

in revitalising brands as with the case of the brand Absolut Vodka. In 2010, sales figures were 

stagnant in the Chinese market for the brand. After much research, Absolut Vodka decided to 

launch a special limited edition bottle that was unique to the Chinese market. The strategy was 

successful not only because how scarcity cues enhanced the perceived value of the product, but 

the release of the limited edition bottle also generated buzz and excitement amongst its 

consumers (Lu and Davis 2014).  

Figure 2-1: Volvo’s XC90 Limited First Edition (“ Volvo XC90 - First Edition” 2014) 

Figure 2-2: Limited Edition Bottles Designed for the Chinese Market  

(“Absolut Vodka: Chinese Limited Edition” 2010) 
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To communicate supply-driven scarcity, advertisers often use phrases that emphasise the 

exclusive nature of the advertised product. For example, in Figure 2-3, it depicts Puma’s 

limited edition ‘evoSPEED 1.3 PINK’ shoes, which are “limited to only 500 pairs worldwide ”. 

Furthermore, this also highlights how brands have complemented the release of their limited 

edition products with scarcity messages. Limited edition products by nature are already seen 

as scarce. By reinforcing this perceived scarcity through explicit messages which specify the 

exact quantity of the product available, it has the effect of enhancing the value and 

attractiveness of the limited edition product (Jang et al. 2015). In particular, for many brands 

which have implemented limited edition products, they commonly use both limited quantity 

scarcity (LQS) messages and limited time scarcity (LTS) messages as part of their 

communications strategy (Cialdini 2008). As discussed earlier, studies have found that the uses 

of scarcity messages are an effective means to advertise limited edition products. More 

specifically, these messages have been found to positively influence brand evaluations, 

purchase intentions and word of mouth (WOM) recommendations (Jang et al. 2015). 

Secondly, limited-supply scarcity can be caused by excessive demand for the advertised 

product. This type of scarcity occurs when supply fails to meet market demand (Ku et al. 2013). 

This type of scarcity is also commonly referred to in literature as ‘demand-driven scarcity.’ It 

generally occurs when firms are unable to predict the popularity or success of a product 

(Aguirre-Rodriguez 2013). In 2010, when Amazon announced priced-reductions on its e-book 

reader Kindle, its entire stock of the e-book reader completely sold out within days. Moreover, 

the company was not able to provide an estimated date on which the Kindle would be availab le 

for purchase again (Musil 2010). This type of scarcity often leads to consumers having positive 

perceptions of the product because of its popularity (Gierl and Huettl 2010; van Herpen, 

Pieters, and Zeelenberg 2009). Additionally, products which are communicated as scarce due 

to excessive demand are often perceived as being of high quality (Gierl and Huettl 2010). 

Figure 2-3: Puma evoSPEED Advertisement (“Puma evoSPEED 1.3 PINK” 2015) 
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However, in most scenarios, the perceived popularity or scarcity is not market-driven but 

manipulated by advertisers. To communicate demand-drive scarcity, advertisers often use 

phrases which emphasise the popularity of the advertised product. For example, in Figure 2-4, 

it depicts Soundplate promoting its New Year’s Eve event and communicating ‘tickets selling 

out fast’, implying that many consumers have bought tickets already. 

 

Another example is shown in Figure 2-5, where promoters of the event emphasized the 

popularity of the event through phrases such as “Pre-sale sold out!” and the limited availability 

of the remaining tickets “Limited early bird remaining”. This was firstly to highlight the 

Figure 2-4: Soundplate NYE Event Promotion (‘Soundplate NYE Almost Sold Out’ 2015) 

Figure 2-5: Vibe Music Festival Event Promotion (“Vibe Music Festival” 2016) 
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popularity of the event, and secondly, to encourage people to purchase the limited early bird 

tickets remaining before it sells out. 

However, scarcity which is due to high demand is found to reduce consumer’s attitudes towards 

conspicuous consumption of goods (Gierl and Huettl 2010). Conspicuous consumption is 

generally related to the purchase of products associated with high social status, wealth and 

power, and is found to be closely related to the purchase of luxury brands (Wiedmann, Hennigs, 

and Siebels 2009). Individuals who purchase products because of high demand “signa l 

conformity to the masses” and hence, are seen to be in direct conflict with consumers who have 

a preference towards conspicuous consumption (Gierl and Huettl 2010). Hence, many luxury 

brands refrain from using this approach as it reduces the exclusiveness of the product.  

2.3.2 Limited-Time Scarcity 

Time can be described as the “ultimate scarce resource” (Deighton, Nicosia, and Wind 1983). 

As the saying goes “time and tide wait for no man” Hence, most individuals consider time as 

a precious resource.  

Time-related scarcity often relates to an opportunity or object which is only available for a pre-

defined period of time (Aggarwal, Jun, and Huh 2011). In particular, time pressure often 

imposed by deadlines have been found to have a significant impact on consumer behaviour 

(Ackerman and Gross 2000; Lim 2013; Vallen, Block, and Eisenstein 2014). In marketing 

literature, studies have found that limiting the duration of a particular offer can lead to more 

positive product evaluations (West 1975) and drive purchase behaviour (Aggarwal and 

Vaidyanathan 2003; Aggarwal, Sung Youl, and Jong Ho 2011).  

 
Figure 2-6: Starbucks ‘Share the Love’ Promotion  

(Dunfee 2014) 
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To communicate time-related scarcity, advertisers often placed time-restrictions on offers on 

the advertised products. For example, in Figure 2-6, for Valentine’s Day, Starbucks ran a 

promotional offer on its handcrafted latte ‘Buy one handcrafted latte and share one on us.’ 

However, this offer was only limited to February 14 between 2 to 5 p.m. 

 

As discussed earlier, when introducing limited edition products, brands tend to enhance its 

perceived scarcity through different scarcity messages. More specifically, for this example, 

fashion designer Diane von Fürstenburg and Diet Coke collaborated to create a set of limited 

edition iconic diet coke bottles. The bottles were only made available during the month of 

February, which made owning of the limited edition bottles even more attractive. Furthermore, 

100 percent of the proceeds which came from the sales of these bottles were donated to the 

Foundation for the National Institute of Health, which further enhanced the intangible benefits 

of purchasing the product (Navarro 2012). 

2.4 FEAR OF MISSING OUT 

The fear of missing out or popularly referred to as FOMO for short is defined as “pervasion 

that others might be having rewarding experiences from which one is absent” (Przybylski et al. 

2013, 1841). For example, FOMO can be triggered when one sees their friends or peers buying 

Figure 2-7: Diane Von Fürstenburg Limited 

Edition Coke Bottles (Navarro 2012) 
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something that they have not bought yet, or finding out that their friends or peers are going to 

a social event that they are not part of or invited to.  

The now ubiquitous nature of FOMO is evident through mentions from countless sources in 

popular press, published academic research (Przybylski et al. 2013), an entry in the Oxford 

Dictionary and even warranting studies from reputable advertising agencies such as JWT (J. 

Walter Thompson) (JWT Intelligence 2011; JWT Intelligence 2012). Schreckinger et al. (2014) 

traced its origin to early 2000 where marketing strategist Dan Herman described the 

phenomenon (Herman 2000; Herman 2011). However, the term only started to reach 

prominence several years later. In 2004, a student newspaper published an article titled ‘Social 

Theory at HBS: McGinnis’ Two FOs’. It described how university students suffer from FOMO, 

evident from routinely scheduling as many social activities they can during their nights off 

(McGinnis 2004; Schreckinger et al. 2014).   

By 2010, the term FOMO was seen to be synonymous with the use of social media. Przybylsk i 

et al. (2013) highlighted how FOMO was fuelled through the proliferation of social media 

platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. Individuals are drawn to the use of these platforms as 

it provides its users the means to communicate with others, develop social competence and an 

opportunity to form social ties. In particular, the research suggested that individuals who 

suffered from low levels of psychological need satisfaction, such as “connectedness to other”, 

were more vulnerable to the effects of FOMO. 

A report by JWT found that there was a huge potential for brands to tap into their consumers’ 

FOMO. For example, brands can address FOMO by encouraging people to join in on the things 

that make them feel left out, or showing consumers how to get a taste of what they’re missing 

by developing products that are more affordable or convenient (JWT Intelligence 2012). In 

addition, brands can also offer exclusive and unique consumption experiences that intens ify 

feelings of FOMO and motivate desired actions (Herman 2011).   

Reagle (2015) suggested that the FOMO arose from envy-related anxiety as individuals start 

to compare their current state of well-being to that of others. This proliferation of FOMO is 

aided by the growth of social media platforms, which allow users to easily communicate and 

exchange information about what they are doing, where they are going and what they are 

buying. In addition, modern technologies, such as portable mobile and handheld devices allow 

increased accessibility to these social media platforms. 
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Based on current literature, social influences play a key role in the conceptualisation of FOMO. 

However, this study proposes that FOMO is more than just a reaction to an envy-related anxiety 

driven by social influences. The following sections will seek to expound on how FOMO is a 

general personality trait that varies across different individuals, and is driven by an 

opportunistic tendency. To do this, it is important to investigate the origins of FOMO and how 

it was first conceptualised. This will help to establish a holistic conceptual definition for 

FOMO. The following sections will elaborate more on this area. 

2.5 CONCEPTUALIZING FOMO  

2.5.1 Personality Traits and Consumer Traits 

To reiterate, this study proposes that FOMO is a general personality trait that varies across 

different individuals. Drawing from personality literature, this study aims to examine the 

psychological correlates of FOMO to develop a better understanding of how it functions as a 

trait. Hence, to understand the rationale behind this proposed perspective, it is crucial to have 

an appreciation of what a personality trait is and its development process. 

Understanding why individuals are unique compared to another has fascinated researchers for 

many years. Personality traits hold potential answers for this question by looking at the innate 

characteristics that define an individual. Trait theory suggests that individuals behave 

differently because they possess varying degrees of measurable traits (Goldberg 1999). 

 

Personality psychology is seen as an integrative approach that takes into account the 

idiosyncrasies that shape the mind of an individual (Orom and Cervone 2009). The way people 

exist and cope within their world to establish their identity is contextual as each person is 

unique. Hence, as personality trait research is fundamentally the study of persons, it is 

important to examine the different life contexts which determine how various traits of an 

individual are formed (Rook and Fisher 1995).  

 

As cited by Mischel and Shoda (1995), interactions between personality systems and different 

social contexts produced distinctive patterns of consistency. To illustrate this, Funder and 

Colvin (1991) conducted an experiment with 140 undergraduate subjects who were observed 

in two different experimental conditions. The experiment was based around measures for 

behavioural traits exhibited amongst individuals in social situations.  
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For the experiment, participants of the same sex were placed in a small room containing a 

couch and video camera. Next, facilitators of the experiment gave each participant instruct ions 

to talk about anything they liked and left the room. Their responses were recorded and assessed 

by trained research assistants. A few weeks later, a similar experiment conducted, the only 

difference was that each subject was paired with a different opposite sex partner.  

 

For the first experiment, subjects displayed behaviour that was relatively awkward, tense and 

fearful. In the second experiment, however, subjects were much more at ease because they 

were found themselves in a more familiar situation having already taken part in the first 

experiment. In these two situations, though the conditions are essentially identical (except for 

the introduction of a partner), the mental state of the subjects in the second condition was 

comparatively different from the first.  

 

Subjects learnt to adapt based on their prior experience gained from the first experiment. 

However, though there were identifiable differences between both experiments. What 

remained constant was that each subject still maintained his/her individuality, or personality. 

The experiment found that people who were most fearful during the first session still exhibited 

the most fear. Similarly, those that were more expressive in the first session were also most 

expressive in the second situation (Funder 2006). This experiment offers an illustration of how 

traits are consistent, but can vary at different intensities. 

 

Roberts (2009) identifies two primary influences of the development of traits, namely 

environmental influences and biology. Environmental influences play an important role in a 

person’s transition from adolescence to adulthood. A number of studies have found that 

diversities in experiences can shape the development of personality traits in each individua l. 

More specifically, the development of these traits is influenced by both cultural and 

environmental mechanisms (Bouchard and Loehlin 2001). In addition, evidence also show that 

traits are hereditary from birth (Bouchard and Loehlin 2001; Eaves, Eysenck, and Martin 

1989). The impact of these two influences can be illustrated in the following example : 

traumatic life events, such as an accident, can have serious ramifications on an individua l’s 

neuroanatomy, which in turns affects personality traits through impact on their physiologica l 

systems. Stressful states occurring at various life stages of an individual affects neuroanatomy, 
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which in turn shapes the habitual capacity of an individual to respond consistently to future 

environmental triggers (Roberts 2009).  

 

As seen from the above discussion, there is sufficient evidence that demonstrates the stability 

of traits which permits generalisations on how traits are a good approach to understand ing 

behaviour (Parks and Guay 2009). 

 

The concept of a personality trait can be described as “differences among individuals in a 

typical tendency to behave, think, or feel in some conceptually related ways, across a variety 

of relevant situations and across some fairly long period of time” (Ashton 2013, 27). This 

definition is reinforced by Roberts (2009, 140), who describe personality traits as the 

“relatively enduring patterns of thoughts, feelings, and behaviours that reflect the tendency to 

respond in certain ways under certain circumstances”; and Shiner and Caspi (2003, 2) who 

describe personality as “people’s tendencies to behave, think and feel in certain consistent 

ways”. 

 

In summary, the following list breaks down the concept of personality traits into four distinct 

points. Each point will also briefly discuss its relevance to FOMO as a trait. 

1. Personality traits measures the differences amongst individuals : The study of personality is 

only relevant to the extent that it offers a comparison with others. 

• A person may experience more intense FOMO compared to another person to buy 

a certain product because he/she is loyal to that product’s brand. 

2. Personality traits describe an individual’s tendencies to behave, think and feel: An 

individual described as having a particular personality trait does not suggest the individua l 

will always react in a particular manner. Different contexts may affect how the person 

reacts and behaves. If someone possesses an aggressive trait, this means that that particular 

person has the tendency to behave aggressively towards other people in most situations. 

However, in some situations such as during a meeting with a superior, they may need to 

adapt their behaviour accordingly due to the respect for authority or fear of punishment. 

3. Personality traits are applicable across a variety of relevant situations - A personality trait 

is not simply a habit that is confined to specific situations, but is displayed in a variety of 

settings. To illustrate, if one is to refer to John as friendly, it would mean that John would 

be friendly in a wide range of situations. However, if John was only friendly to his close 
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friends for example, or only friendly when there is something to gain, then one would 

probably not refer to John as friendly. 

• In a marketing context, an individual is likely to experience FOMO for both a 

limited time deal on a laptop as well as a watch that is only available in limited 

quantities. The difference is that they would experience FOMO in varying 

intensities for each situation.  

4. Personality traits are representative of an individual’s behaviour, cognition, emotiona l 

responses over a fairly long period of time – For personality traits, it should indicate some 

pattern which can be observed over a long run as compared to a temporary basis. The idea 

of a trait is that it is relatively stable over a “fairly long period of time”. However, a person 

who exhibits a particular trait does not necessarily need to show this tendency throughout 

the entire life span. As discussed earlier, there may be different factors such as 

environmental influences that may affect an individual’s personality trait in their lifet ime. 

For example, for the trait “nurturance” (Goldberg 1999), someone may exhibit low levels 

of the trait during adolescence, but after entering adulthood and starting a family, may 

inevitably start to exhibit higher nurturing tendencies.  

• As millennials, individuals may experience FOMO more intensely with regards to 

missing out on social activities and engagements during this stage of their life. As 

these individuals grow older, “missing out” on such activities may not be as 

important as it was before. 
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Similarly, the notion of consumer traits originates from the preceding discussion. Consumer 

traits are described as the “dimensions of individual differences in people’s tendencies to show 

consistent patterns of thoughts, feelings and behaviours in their role as consumers ” 

(Joachimsthaler and Lastovicka 1984; Steenkamp and Maydeu-Olivares 2015). More 

precisely, consumer traits are based on the concept of personality traits where individua ls 

acquire more narrowly defined dispositional tendencies through their personal experiences as 

consumers (Steenkamp and Maydeu-Olivares 2015).  

Since the meaning of an advertisement can be created in the person who receives the message, 

it is logical to suggest that different people have unique preferences for different types of 

advertisements. Hence customers may react most positively when exposed to an advertising 

stream that matches their personality (Myers, Sen, and Alexandrov 2010). Unfortunately, in 

marketing, the study of traits has not been a key focus. Based on the concept of relationship 

marketing (Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995), or more accurately, Customer-Relationship 

Management, it is believed that an individualised approach is the most effective way to reach 

the consumer (Winer 2001; Verhoef 2003). This approach has potential drawbacks as it only 

focuses on what the customer wants as opposed to what they really are. This means that 

companies can produce a product that a customer may think they want, but is not what they 

really want.  

Personality traits dwell deeper into the psychological correlates that make up an individua l 

(Roberts 2009). Hence, understanding how personality traits work in consumer behaviour can 

provide marketers valuable insight into what customers really want. In a persuasion context, 

this would allow advertisers to formulate strategies or determine what strategies best appeals 

to the consumers, which is based on who they are rather than what they want.  

As discussed by Myers, Sen, and Alexandrov (2010), if companies are determined to build 

successful relationships with the customer, they need tap into and understand the customer’s 

psychological tendencies (traits) that define an individual. The interaction between traits and 

the marketing mix is an area that should be explored and tested so that more effective 

strategies can be formulated to reach the consumer. 
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2.5.2 Loss Aversion 

FOMO can also be understood by the concept of loss aversion. Loss aversion posits that people 

have the tendency to prefer avoiding losses as opposed to securing an equivalent gain (Brenner 

et al. 2007). In an experimental study conducted on consumer sensitivity towards price changes 

to insurance policies, results indicated that policy price increases had double the effect on 

customer switching as compared to price decreases of an insurance policy of a competing firm 

(Dawes 2004). This means that the customer is more willing to change their insurance policy 

if their current insurance provider increases the price of their policy compared to if a competing 

insurance company provides them with a cheaper insurance policy alternative. Furthermore, 

this is supported by an individual’s preference to remain at the status quo (Kahneman, Knetsch, 

and Thaler 1991). 

In the same way, missed opportunities are seen as potential losses. FOMO is often triggered 

when opportunities present themselves, such as seeing a limited time deal for a particular 

product. Hence, if the individual does not adopt the offer and ends up missing out on the deal, 

this is perceived as a loss to the consumer. Adopting the deal is not seen as a gain, but rather 

negating a perceived loss. Thus, FOMO consumers are driven to behave in ways to mitiga te 

that potential loss. 

2.6 EMOTIONAL CORRELATES OF FOMO 

2.6.1 Fear and Anxiety 

To further illustrate how FOMO operates and exist within an individual, the following section 

explores the emotion of fear and how it drives FOMO.  

One negative emotion that is commonly employed to influence consumer behaviour is fear. 

Fear is instinctual and has the ability to drive behaviour. Fear results in feelings of anxiety and 

tension, which are negative states that people avoid and seek to reduce (LaTour, Snipes, and 

Bliss 1996). This is supported by the drive reduction theory, which conceptualises fear as “a 

drive state that motivates individuals to adopt recommendations expected to alleviate the 

unpleasant state” (Williams 2012, 6). Fear and anxiety are ordinary responses to situations in 

everyday life, and are an essential part of being human. The word “fear”, initially represented 

impending peril or calamity, but later has been described as the feeling of uneasiness triggered 

by the sensing of potential danger. Anxiety on the other hand means ‘troubled in mind, 
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solicitous or uneasy.” Though the two are conceptually similar, they do share subtle 

differences. Fear is an instinctual response to a more immediate threat, whereas anxiety is an 

outcome of fear of a more distal, non-present threat that is predominantly more cognitive in 

nature (McNeil et al. 2012). Steimer (2002) similarly describes fear being focused on a 

recognized threat of danger, whereas anxiety is a more generalised response to an unidentified 

threat or internal conflict. For FOMO, these two emotions work simultaneously with each 

other. 

Fear and anxiety are important emotional states which has contributed to the survival and 

evolution of human kind (Williams 2012; Misslin 2003; McNeil et al. 2012). Fear can be 

understood as a functional defence behaviour system, which is a basic to the survival of both 

humans and animals alike. It functions as a mechanism to protect humans and animals from 

threats of danger or the avoiding of aversive situations. This is typified through the “fight or 

flight” system where living beings either stand their ground and defend or flee when faced with 

predators or stressful, aversive situations (Misslin 2003; McNeil et al. 2012).  

The adaptive nature of fear and anxiety allows an individual to respond more effectively to 

dangers. In particular, anxiety allows for people to anticipate and prepare for potential negative 

outcomes in the future. Elicitation of these approach-avoidance behaviours as described in the 

“fight or flight” instance is not necessarily confined as a response to adverse situations. Novel 

objects, foods, and situations also prompt adaptive approach-avoidance behaviours in humans 

and animals. These behaviours can be beneficial as the unfamiliar carries with it the possibility 

of both danger and opportunity (McNeil et al. 2012). Since the manner in which people respond 

to fear is learned, marketers often rely on such appeals to arouse interest in products or servic es 

(LaTour, Snipes, and Bliss 1996). 

In addition, in a lot of instances, fear is sometimes more powerful than reason. People are hard-

wired to flinch first and ask questions after. For example, reacting to non-existent threat, like 

avoidance of a stick which looks like a snake; as this is more favourable then failing to respond 

to an actual threat of a real snake (Williams 2012). As such, fear can be easily evoked in such 

a way that it is not subject to reason (Williams 2012; Maren 2008).  

2.6.2 Fear Appeals in Marketing 

In general, fear appeals are found to be an effective means to increase interest, involvement, 

recall and persuasiveness (LaTour, Snipes, and Bliss 1996; Williams 2012). Compared to 
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positive affect campaigns using warmth and humour to gain compliance, evidence shows that 

the use of negative emotions, such as fear, are more effective in arousing attention and 

enhancing recall (Snipes, Latour, and Bliss 1999). Fear appeals are not only used in 

discouraging negative social behaviour like drink driving and smoking (e.g. Witte and Allen 

2000; Brennan and Binney 2010; Jessop and Wade 2008), but also in other forms of 

communications such as the marketing of products, services, political agendas, social causes 

and ideas (e.g. LaTour, Snipes, and Bliss 1996; Hartmann et al. 2014). Fear appeals are used 

to persuade an individual to take a particular course of action (e.g. refrain from drink driving, 

buying a particular product) through the threat of impending danger or harm which arouses 

fear (Williams 2012; Rogers 1975; Shimp 2010).  

In general, fear appeals, which are neither extremely strong nor very weak, are the most 

effective. For example, if fear levels are too high, there is the possibility of defensive 

avoidance, denial of the threat or selective distortion exposure or distortion of the ad.  In 

addition, advertisements that elicit feelings of fear, guilt or anger have the potential to cause 

the consumer to ignore or dislike them (Cotte and Ritchie 2005). However, research has found 

that high fear arousal can be effective if controlled for the right type of consumer segments . 

This is because some individuals may be more susceptible when the intensity of the fear is 

increased (Burnett and Wilkes 1980).  

 

The decision to use a high or low intensity fear also depends on the degree of relevance the 

product or subject has with the receiver. In other words, people who are highly involved in a 

topic can be motivated by a relatively low fear appeal compared to someone who is less 

Figure 2-8: Michelin Tyre Advertisement (“Pathos, Ethos And Logos” 2016) 
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involved, and may require a more intense level of threat to be motivated to take action (Shimp 

2010). For example, a Michelin tire advertisement only needs to use subtle fear cues such as 

“babies sitting on or being surrounded by tyres” to influence the target audience (parents) to 

buy their tyres, because the safety of their children is of high relevance and priority to them 

(See Figure 2-8). On the other hand, advertisements which discourage young people from drink 

driving will need to employ a higher intensity fear appeal to impress on them that they are not 

only putting themselves at risk, but others as well (Shimp 2010). In the same way, individua ls 

can experience varying intensities of FOMO and certain situations may trigger FOMO in higher 

intensities compared to others.  

2.6.3 Types of Fear Appeals 

Broadly speaking, fear appeals can be executed using either a rational or an irrational approach. 

Rational fear appeals induce fear relating to potential physical harm. For example, in a 

marketing context, advertisements for products such as smoke detectors and automobile tyres 

highlight the potential physical danger an individual might face if they do not adopt the 

products recommended by the advertiser. 

Irrational fear on the other hand induces fear relating to risks which relate to psychological 

harm. For example, mouthwashes, deodorants, toothpastes and other similar products appeal 

to fears emphasizing on potential social disapproval. These advertisements may highlight how 

one maybe ostracized socially if they suffer from bad breath, have sweaty underarms, or if their 

teeth are not perfectly white.  

 Figure 2-9: People lining up days to buy limited-edition Air Jordan (Wong 2016) 
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In particular, FOMO is driven by irrational fear. The fear that by not going to an event, 

buying a product on sale or checking one’s social media feed, one would be missing out on a 

potential rewarding outcome. These types of fear relate to how FOMO individuals cope 

psychologically when these types of “opportunities” present themselves. Moreover, in these 

situations, it is the intense emotions experienced which drives behaviour. For example, some 

people would resort to queuing up for days before the limited edition product goes on sale (See 

Figure 2-9).  As described earlier, products advertised as “limited edition” utilise the persuasive 

power of scarcity to influence purchase intention. This suggests that perceived scarcity can 

trigger the irrational fear of missing out in individuals, which in turn evokes positive purchase 

intentions. 

2.7 DEFINING FOMO 

To provide a more comprehensive definition for developing the scale, it is important to review 

current definitions of the term. This step is important to ensure a more holistic approach in its 

conceptualization.  

Table 2-1: Summary of Current Definition and Descriptions of FOMO 

Source 
Type 

Source  
Name 

Title  Definitions 

Peer-

Reviewed 

Journal 

First Monday  

 

“Following the Joneses: 

FOMO and 

Conspicuous Sociality.”  

“FOMO can be understood as envy-related anxiety about missed 

experiences” (Reagle 2015, 2). 

Peer-

Reviewed 

Journal 

Computers in 

Human Behaviour 

 

“Motivational, 

Emotional, and 

Behavioural Correlates 

of Fear of Missing Out” 

“Pervasion that others might be having rewarding experiences from 

which one is absent ,” “FOMO is characterised by the desire to stay 

continually connected with what others are doing” (Przybylski et al. 

2013, 1841). 

Dictionary Oxford Dictionary “FOMO” “Anxiety that an exciting or interesting event may currently be 

happening elsewhere, often aroused by posts seen on a social media 

website” (“FOMO,” n.d.). 

Website Danherman.com “The Fear of Missing 

Out (FOMO)” 

“FOMO is experienced as a clearly fearful attitude towards the 

possibility of failing to exhaust available opportunities and missing 

the expected joy associated with succeeding in doing so” (Herman 

2011). 

Dictionary Urban Dictionary “fomo” “The fear that if you miss a party or event you will miss out on 

something great,’ ‘A state of mental or emotional strain caused by 

the fear of missing out,’ and ‘Evolutionary biology - An 

omnipresent anxiety brought on by our cognitive ability to recognize 

potential opportunities” (FOMO 2013). 

Industry 

Publication 

Slide Share: J. 

Walter Thompson 

Intelligence 

“Fear of Missing Out 

(FOMO) (May 2011)” 

“The uneasy and sometimes all-consuming feeling that you’re 

missing out – that your peers are doing, in the know about or in 

possession of more or something better than you” (JWT Intelligence 

2011). 
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Source 
Type 

Source  
Name 

Title  Definitions 

Popular 

Press 

Huffington Post “ If You Don't Have 

FOMO You Don't  

Know What You're 

Missing Out On.” 

 

“FOMO is basically an anxiety or apprehension around the idea that 

others might be experiencing something that you're not. It's the fear 

that your experiences aren't good enough when compared to those of 

others” (Jones 2016). 

Popular 

Press 

T ime Magazine “This Is the Best Way 

to Overcome Fear of 

Missing Out.” 

‘It’s certainly not a good thing. And it  leads you to check social 

media again and again and again so you don’t feel out of the loop. 

So you know you’re doing okay. So you don’t feel left out,’ 

‘Sometimes that alleviates the anxiety — but often it doesn’t. And 

either way it  drives you to keep running around the digital hamster 

wheel to feel okay with yourself’ (Barker 2016) 

 

As seen in Table 2-1, majority of the definitions highlight the importance of social influences 

in triggering FOMO. For example, Przybylski et al. (2013) defines it as “pervasion that others 

might be having rewarding experience.” Reagle (2015) suggests it arises from “envy-rela ted 

anxiety.” Oxford Dictionary indicates that it is “often aroused by posts seen on a social media 

website” (“FOMO,” n.d.). However, deeper analysis into the preceding definitions reveals 

three key components of FOMO. These are discussed in the following section.  

 

2.7.1 FOMO Behavioural Model 

As seen in Figure 2-10, the FOMO Behavioural Model (FBM) was developed for this study to 

illustrate the stages that an individual undergoes when FOMO is first triggered.  

2.7.1.1 Stage One – Awareness of Opportunities 

The first stage of the FBM is the ‘awareness of opportunities’. These opportunities come with 

the promise of tangible and intangible benefits. A tangible benefit happens when an individua l 

comes across an opportunity to enjoy significant savings when he/she comes across a limited 

time discount. An intangible benefit could in the form of a ‘rewarding experience’ – going to 

STAGE ONE: 
Awareness of 

Opportunities

STAGE TWO: 
Arousal of 

Emotion

STAGE THREE: 
Alleviating the

Negative Tension

Figure 2-10: FOMO Behavioural Model 
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an enjoyable concert or social event with friends. However, one of the key components of 

FOMO is that the individual must be aware or informed about the opportunity.  

 

As cited in Przybylski et al. (2013), social utilities today allow for individuals to have easy 

access to real-time information about these ‘opportunities’ such as activities, events or 

conversations that are happening within their social networks. As such, individuals today are 

exposed to an unfiltered number of such ‘opportunities’ evident by the staggering number of 

active social media users (See Figure 2-11). 

Looking at it from a marketing perspective, these opportunities are presented to customers 

through a variety of persuasive messages and offers. One example is the use of scarcity appeals 

which research has found to increase the attractiveness of the particular product on offer (Gierl 

and Huettl 2010). Advertisers tend to use persuasive messages like ‘limited time sale,’ ‘only 

available for a limited period of time’ and ‘almost sold out’ to emphasize the inherent scarcity 

of the product on offer. These messages are communicated in both online and offline channels, 

aiming to reach as many consumers as possible. 

Figure 2-11: Global Snapshot of Social Media Users (Allen 2016) 
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2.7.1.2 Stage Two – Arousal of Emotions 

The second stage of the FBM is the ‘arousal of emotions’ such as anxiety and fear. This is 

triggered by the awareness of a particular opportunity (as discussed earlier). As discussed 

earlier, this type of fear is not triggered because of impending danger (e.g. getting attacked by 

someone) but is more irrational in nature.  

In a marketing context, these emotions can be intensified when the advertiser highlights or 

enhances the attractiveness of these ‘opportunities’ through the use of scarcity cues. A good 

example is during the ‘Black Friday sales’ where emotions run high during these one-day sale 

events leading to verbal and physical fights over sale items (Boyle 2015). In addition, repeating 

promotional offers reminds consumers of these ‘opportunities’, which has the ability to arouse 

feelings of anxiety and fear to be aroused each time the consumer fails to act. 

2.7.1.3 Stage Three – Alleviating the Negative Tension 

The third and last stage of the FBM is ‘alleviating the negative tension.’ Individua ls 

experiencing fear and anxiety are motivated to reduce the negative tension they are feeling 

(Snipes, Latour, and Bliss 1999). This is supported by the drive reduction theory, which states 

that “individuals resort to behaviours that are expected to alleviate the unpleasant state” 

(Williams 2012). Looking at FOMO from a ‘social media addict’ perspective, this can explain 

why some individuals develop the compulsive need to check their social media feeds as means 

cope with the negative tension that they are feeling. Similarly, in a consumption setting, FOMO 

prone consumers, when presented with a message such as ‘buy now or you will regret missing 

out on this once in a lifetime opportunity,’ will start to experience intense feelings of anxiety 

and fear. As a result, it drives them to adopt the advertiser’s ‘recommended course of action’ 

so as to reduce or alleviate these negative emotions 

Closely related to the concept of FOMO is the buying impulsiveness trait. It is defined as ‘a 

consumer’s tendency to buy spontaneously, unreflectively, immediately and kinetically’ (Rook 

and Fisher 1995, 306). Both traits are activated through a heightened emotional state, where 

the individual has low cognitive control (Vojvodic and Matic 2013). Sharma, Gandharva, and 

Kumar (2015) found that these impulsive individuals undergo the same negative state when 

the see triggers like point-of-sale displays and resort to impulse purchases to relieve stress, and 

such behaviour can be pleasurable as well. In the same way, the stress caused by the ‘need to 
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engage in the opportunity’ can be averted through taking action. This has the effect of relieving 

the stress, which may result in a positive impact on the particular individual’s mood state. 

It is also important to note that impulsive buying and buying impulsiveness are different, as the 

former represents an enduring trait which motivates the latter (Sun and Wu 2011). More 

specifically, consumers with a buying impulse may not necessary engage in impulsive buying 

Research on impulsive buying found that even those with high impulsive tendencies do not 

necessary give in to every spontaneous buying opportunity. Rather, there is a shift from an 

immediate impulsive feeling to buy, to the need for an immediate deliberation. This is because 

there are a multitude of factors (e.g. economic pressure, time pressure, social visibility etc.) 

that can influence impulse buying behaviour (Sharma, Gandharva, and Kumar 2015).  

In a similar manner, FOMO consumers do not always succumb to their FOMO tendencies. It 

would depend on the degree to which they can control their emotional urges. Furthermore, the 

intensity of these feelings is determined by the situational context. For example, an individua l 

may notice that all his/her friends are going swimming, which inadvertently triggers their 

FOMO tendencies. However, the intensity to which it is felt is negated by the fact that they do 

not actually enjoy swimming. This study proposes that this intensity or the attractiveness of the 

opportunity can be enhanced by the use of scarcity messages. 

Based on the above discussion, this study defines FOMO as ‘an individual’s innate tendency 

to engage in behaviours that will alleviate the negative tension caused by the fear that one might 

miss out on potential opportunities.’ 

2.8 MEASURING FOMO 

FOMO is a relatively contemporary phenomenon only popularized in the recent decade. As 

such, it is not surprising that there is a lack of empirical research done in the area.  

To date, only one study by Przybylski et al. (2013) has looked at developing a measurement 

instrument for FOMO. The study used a self-report assessment technique underpinned by the 

latent trait theory to measure FOMO. As cited by Przybylski et al. (2013, 1841), FOMO is a  

“pervasive apprehension that others might be having rewarding experiences from which one is 

absent,” and that “FOMO is characterised by the desire to stay continually connected with what 

others are doing”. The approach taken to develop the scale emphasizes people’s fears, worries 

and anxieties related to events, experiences and conversations, which take place across their 
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extended social circles. The conceptualization of the scale only focuses on specific domain of 

FOMO, in particular, social influences. 

Furthermore, the scale has only been successfully implemented in relation to need satisfact ion 

and an individual’s psychological well-being (Beyens, Frison, and Eggermont 2016; Elhai et 

al. 2016; Przybylski et al. 2013). More specifically, it focuses on the affective and behavioura l 

correlations on social issues such as distracted learning and driving (Przybylski et al. 2013), 

and its effect on social media usage (Beyens, Frison, and Eggermont 2016; Elhai et al. 2016; 

Przybylski et al. 2013). This highlights the limitations of Przybylski et al. (2013) FOMO scale 

in its applicability to measure FOMO in a marketing context, as well as in measuring other 

aspects of FOMO, that will be discussed in the following section.  

2.9 DIMENSIONALITY OF FOMO 

To reiterate, based on an analysis of a number of definitions in existing literature and popular 

press, ‘fear of missing out’ e.g. FOMO is defined as an individual’s innate tendency to engage 

in behaviours that will alleviate the negative tension caused by the fear that one might miss out 

on potential opportunities. The general view of FOMO described in past studies related it to an 

‘envy-related anxiety about missed experiences’ (Reagle 2015). It is seen as a social angst 

triggered by being deprived of what someone else is doing or is in possession of. For this study, 

the author describes the Comparative FOMO tendencies dimension. Additionally, the study 

posits that that there are two other types of FOMO tendencies, namely Reactive FOMO 

tendencies and Anticipatory FOMO tendencies.  

The rationale behind this approach is inspired by Huhmann and Brotherton (1997) who 

similarly described three dimensions in which guilt is elicited. They are namely reactive, 

anticipatory and existential guilt; more specifically, the existential and reactive dimens ions 

conceptually correspond to two of the dimensions proposed. The subsequent sections will 

discuss and elaborate on each dimension of FOMO in detail. 

2.9.1 Comparative FOMO Tendencies 

As highlighted earlier, existing work on FOMO has described the impact of social influences 

on FOMO. More precisely, FOMO is associated with being deprived of something someone 

else possesses or has experienced. This type of FOMO can be illustrated in the following 

example. In early 2000, McDonald’s Singapore launched a promotion which included a limited 
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edition Hello Kitty plush toy for every purchase of their ‘Happy Meal’. At the peak of its 

popularity, almost 300,000 Singaporeans, which is approximately 8 percent of the population, 

resorted to queuing for hours outside 114 McDonald’s outlets in Singapore just to get their 

hands on the limited edition plush toy. It turned into a nation-wide frenzy which generated a 

lot of media publicity. Moreover, the insatiable desire to possess these plush toys resulted in 

outbreaks of violence at some of the outlets (“Toy Riot in Singapore Burger Joint” 2000). An 

interesting statistic reported by the media was that of those who were queuing up for these 

plush toys, the majority were not even fans of the Hello Kitty franchise (Ng 2001). Many who 

were queuing up for the plush toys did so because of the limited quantities of the plush toy, but 

more so because everyone else was doing it (“On a Hello Kitty Hunt” 2013).  As cited by Ng 

(2001) it was the ‘inexplicable desire to have something which everyone else is having , 

regardless of whether it is of any use.’ Furthermore, this example also reinforces the impact 

that scarcity can have in driving behaviour. As cited by Roux, Goldsmith, and Bonezzi (2015), 

scarcity can induce a competitive drive towards advancing one’s own interests. 

Theoretically, this dimension can be understood through the concept of relative deprivation. It 

suggests that ‘individuals are adversely affected when they perceive themselves to be socially 

or economically deprived relative to their peers’ (Balsa, French, and Regan 2014). For 

example, a person’s economic status relative to others has been shown to affect their level of 

happiness and health status (Gerdtham and Johannesson 2001; Lam and Liu 2014). A study 

conducted by Luttmer (2005) also reported that people who had neighbours earning a higher 

income compared to them were less happy compared to those who had neighbours with similar 

incomes.  

Drawing from the conceptual definition of existential guilt, which is defined as guilt evoked 

based on the comparison of one’s own well-being relative to others (Izard 1977), and the 

preceding discussion, Comparative FOMO tendencies is defined as ‘the innate tendency 

towards FOMO which is driven by the desire not be deprived of what someone else is 

experiencing or is in possession of’. 

2.9.2 Hedonistic FOMO Tendencies 

This dimension of FOMO represents the hypervigilant state that individuals are constantly in 

which drives them to grab to every ‘attractive opportunity’ that comes their way. This is 

illustrated in Clark (2015) which described how FOMO drove the addiction towards being 

connected to social media networking sites. Furthermore, the article also revealed that a survey 
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conducted on teenagers found that over 53 percent of those surveyed checked their social media 

accounts at least 15 minutes before sleeping every night. In a marketing context, the ‘nagging’ 

feeling that one might miss out on a good deal may drive individuals to be constantly online 

checking for any available deals or sales. These behaviours are not driven by the tangib le 

benefits associated with potential savings, but the emotional satisfaction obtained when the 

individuals manages to find a good deal. Similarly, such behaviour is also observed by that of 

deal prone consumers. Although previous research viewed deal proneness as a function of 

opportunity cost (consumers are prone to deals because of the significant potential savings), 

recent observations found that high-income consumer groups participated in deal hunting as 

well – where the monetary savings gained were insignificant to their high disposable incomes. 

This meant that they participated in such behaviour for more intangible reasons (Schind ler, 

Lala, and Corcoran 2014). This is further supported by Kwon and Kwon (2013) who found that 

consumers derived great enjoyment and satisfaction from deal shopping. 

Furthermore, this dimension relates to the negative state experienced due to anticipated regret 

if the individual were to miss out on the opportunity. It describes the period between the time 

when the individual first recognizes the opportunity to when he/she actually capitalizes on it. 

Based on the preceding discussion, Hedonistic FOMO tendencies are defined as ‘the constant 

state of tension driven by the anticipated regret of missing out’. 

2.9.3 Reactive FOMO Tendencies 

Regret is a common and distressing emotional experience that has long-term consequences for 

health and well-being (Beike, Markman, and Karadogan 2009). This dimension of FOMO 

represents the regret experienced whenever individuals miss out on opportunities, which plays 

a significant role in determining future behaviour.  

Theoretically, this can be understood by the lost opportunity principle (Beike, Markman, and 

Karadogan 2009) where lost opportunities act as a constant reminder to people not to lose out 

on future opportunities. In a marketing context, the reactive dimension looks at how missing 

out on consumption opportunities in the past can influence how individuals respond to future 

deals or promotional offers. More specifically, past regret motivates consumers to adopt these 

opportunities with less hesitation. This dimension represents a ‘buy first think later’ mentality 

where consumers are almost conditioned to respond positively when such opportunities present 
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themselves again. Moreover, each time they miss out on an opportunity, the regret motivates 

to be more vigilant in the future, making every effort not to miss out on the opportunity again.  

Drawing from the conceptual definition of reactive guilt which is defined as guilt evoked based 

on ‘a response to the past and over an act of having violated those standards’ (Lwin and Phau 

2011, 304), and the preceding discussion, Reactive FOMO tendencies is defined as ‘the regret 

experienced because of missed opportunities in the past which drives future behaviour’.  

2.10 ASPIRATIONAL LUXURY BRANDING 

Many scholars have argued that that luxury brand’s true identity is defined by its uniqueness 

and inaccessibility to the masses (Dubois and Paternault 1995; Kastanakis and Balabanis 2012). 

However, because of the changing dynamics in the marketplace today, luxury brands are no 

longer limited to the select few. Due to improved economic factors worldwide, such as 

increasing disposable incomes and lower unemployment rates, the luxury market is becoming 

more mass market, which not only caters to the wealthy, but also to those of more modest 

backgrounds (Truong, McColl, and Kitchen 2009). As a result, luxury brands today have 

started to stretch the perceived boundaries of luxury through introducing more affordable 

product lines to the market (Catry 2003; Kapferer and Valette-Florence 2016; Okonkwo 2009; 

Kastanakis and Balabanis 2012). This has created a type of luxury consumption which appeals 

to a wider audience, who are attracted by the prestige derived from the consumption of luxury 

brands (Kastanakis and Balabanis 2012). In literature, this transformation of luxury is described 

as the ‘democratization of luxury’ (Kapferer and Laurent 2016), and these affordable product 

lines introduced are known as ‘masstige luxuries’ (Silverstein and Fiske 2003; Kastanakis and 

Balabanis 2012). 

Due to the inherent inaccessibility of its core products (the obvious barrier being price), many 

luxury brands have started to adopted category extensions to make it more accessible to the 

masses. This is also seen as means to attract new consumers to the brand. These brands have 

started to introduce products lines such as watches, eyewear, bags and perfume to the market 

at affordable prices (Kapferer and Laurent 2016). For example, luxury brands such as Louis 

Vuitton have included lifestyle products like watches and eyewear in their product line which 

are less costly than their premium flagship leather goods (Nueno and Quelch 1998). The 

success of these extensions can be attributed to how these luxury brands are seen as an 

aspirational target for many users. Luxury brands release these line extensions to allow people 
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who are not able to afford their premium lines feel that they are still part of the brand experience  

(Lamb 2011). As cited in Kapferer and Bastienm (2012), luxury brands should not only be 

perceived as unique and exclusive, they should also evoke aspirational goals in their target 

consumers. Hence, for consumers, these cheaper alternatives are seen to be a progressive step 

towards attaining the more premium lines in the future. Hence, it is important for luxury brands 

today to understand the importance of evoking such aspirational goals in consumers. For the 

purposes of this study, this study describes this approach to luxury as ‘aspirational luxury 

branding’. 

2.10.1 Luxury Brands and Scarcity 

Despite being inherently scarce in nature, luxury brand managers have found that they are able 

to further enhance this ‘perceived value’ through scarcity messages in their communica t ion 

strategy. For example in 2013, despite seeing an increase in its sales, Ferrari decided to cut 

production of its cars so as to maintain the exclusivity of its brand (Allen 2013). Luxury brands 

also frequently release special or limited edition version of their products which are only 

available at limited quantities (Orlovic 2002). For example, luxury car manufacturer Bentley 

recently launched its first Australian limited-edition model dubbed the ‘Black Speed’ in 

conjunction of the Australian Formula 1 Grand Prix. Further, it was announced that only 10 

such cars were available for purchase (Sinclair 2016). The release of these exclusive models 

have the effect of enhancing the overall perception of the brand (Snyder and Fromkin 1980; 

Snyder 1992).  

2.10.2 Luxury Brands and FOMO 

Luxury brands today have recognized the importance of social influences in their marketing 

communication strategies. In particular, this concept of FOMO has started to gain traction with 

advertisers in the development of their promotional strategies.  

The demographic profile of luxury brand buyers is no longer confined to the stereotype of 

older, wealthier individuals. As discussed earlier, the global appeal of luxury brands has 

significantly changed as the distribution of wealth as seen in emerging economics has 

broadened (Nueno and Quelch 1998). The luxury market once thought of as a niche has started 

to become relative mass market, accessible not only to the wealthy, but also to more modest 

income groups (Nueno and Quelch 1998; Truong, McColl, and Kitchen 2009; Yeoman and 

McMahon-Beattie 2006).  
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This evolution has led the re-evaluation of marketing communication strategies adopted by 

luxury brands. Traditionally, luxury brands have refrained from a mass-marketing approach 

when it comes it promoting its brands as it they see it as diluting the exclusive allure of the 

brand. This is because these brands perceive that consumers will seek out their brand and hence 

do not need to invest much resources to reach their consumers. However, if luxury brands 

continue with this approach today, they risk alienating their consumers.  

Brands such as Burberry and Tiffany and Co have started to engage with their consumers using 

social media platforms such as Instagram and Snapchat. For example, Burberry became the 

first luxury brand run a native ad through Snapchat’s discover channel. The Burberry-

sponsored channel was dedicated to promote its latest men’s fragrance and other grooming 

products. Within it, users were able to view articles, videos and interviews inspired by the 

theme ‘how to be a modern man.’ To appeal to an individual’s FOMO nature, the sponsored 

channel only ran for 24 hours before disappearing. This encouraged its users to interact and 

engage with the content before it was ‘too late.’  

A report by Mckinsey & Company found that globally, almost 95 percent of all luxury brand 

buyers own least one smartphone. These consumers are also highly social digitally, with 80 

percent of these shoppers using social media such as Facebook and Twitter on a monthly basis. 

Also, these consumers are not just passive users. Almost two-thirds of luxury brand buyers are 

involved with generating and posting their own social media content through photographs, 

reviews or sharing content created by other people (Remy, Catena, and Durand-Servo ingt 

2015).  

The benefits for luxury brands engaging with their target audience through these channels are 

two-fold. Firstly, it allows brands to interact, engage and reach their current customer base 

more effectively. It allows brands to trigger an individual’s FOMO tendencies by informing 

them about new product releases or exclusive events. Secondly, it also creates a platform to 

attract new users as their current clientele through their social media channels act as their brand 

ambassadors through the sharing of content generated by the brand as well as their own 

experiences with the brand. Seeing their friends owning and sharing their experiences with the 

brand, it further capitalizes on the prevailing fear of missing out which has captured the minds 

of this new generation of customers. 
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However, despite the obvious significance of the scarcity appeals and FOMO for luxury brands, 

a review of past literature still indicates a lack of research done in this area. Much of the work 

done so far has been limited to industry publications (JWT Intelligence 2011; JWT Intelligence 

2012; Remy, Catena, and Durand-Servoingt 2015). In particular, few studies have looked at 

the success of the use of scarcity appeals to enhance the perceptions of these aspirational luxury 

brands who have adopted category extensions to allow their brand to more accessibility to new 

users. 

2.11 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PRODUCT DIMENSIONS OF LUXURY 

BRANDS 

Based on Bourne (1957), Bearden and Etzel (1982) suggests that reference group influence can 

influence product and brand decisions based on two forms of ‘conspicuousness.’ These are 

operationalized as the necessity-luxury items dimension and the public-private consumption 

dimension.  

The necessity- luxury item dimension compares products based on their ownership where 

necessities are ‘possessed by everyone’ and luxuries are products that possess a degree of 

exclusivity. Thus, in regards to reference group influence on product decisions, a product that 

is ‘possessed by everyone’ is not likely to be seen as conspicuous no matter how visible it is 

(Bearden and Etzel 1982).  

The public-private consumption compares products based on where a product is consumed 

where publicly consumed products are observable by others whereas privately consumed 

products are not. Thus, in regards to reference group influence on brand decisions, products 

that are easily recognized are more prone to reference group influence (Bearden and Etzel 

1982).  
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Table 2-2: Public-Private and Luxury-Necessity Dimensions with Product and Brand Decisions  (Bearden 

and Etzel 1982) 

 Weak RGI (-) 

(Product Decisions) 

Strong RGI (+) 

(Product Decisions) 

Strong RGI (+) 

(Brand Decisions) 

Public Necessities: 

Consumed in public view that owned by 

most people 

Public Luxuries: 

Consumed in public view and not 

commonly owned 

Weak RGI (-) 

(Brand Decisions) 

Private Necessities: 

Consumed out of public owned but 

owned by most people 

Private Luxuries : 

Consumed out of public view and not 

commonly owned 

RGI = Reference Group Influence 

 

Combining the two dimension of public-private consumption and luxury-necessity, Bearden 

and Etzel (1982) produces following four conditions, namely, Publicly Consumed Luxuries, 

Publicly Consumed Necessities, Privately Consumed Luxuries and Privately Consumed 

Necessities. These are also depicted in   
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Table 2-2. 

In measuring the necessity- luxury dimension, Bearden and Etzel (1982) described it as a 

continuum ranging from absolute necessity to absolute luxury. Subsequently, Kemp (1998) 

developed a six-point scale Likert scale ranging from ‘a necessity for everyone’ to ‘a luxury 

for everyone’ to measure this particular dimension (Heine 2011). However this assumption was 

found to be somewhat flawed (Heine 2011), and a study conducted by Chaudhuri (1998) who 

measured necessity and luxury as two separate variables found no significant between the two 

variables. 

Furthermore, in relation to luxury brands, the relevance of the necessity- luxury dimension is 

also lacking. Luxury brands as portrayed by literature are characterized by their high price and 

exclusive to those that could afford it (Bian and Forsythe 2012; Snyder and Fromkin 1980; 

Frank Vigneron and Johnson 2004).  Hence, the necessity-luxury dimension in the context of 

luxury brands may not be applicable. However, an interesting aspect of luxury brands is in 

relation to the public-private consumption dimension described by Bearden and Etzel (1982). 

Many consumers tend to buy luxury products because they signal wealth and social status 

(Wilcox, Kim, and Sen 2009). Hence, the visibility of the product is an important when 

choosing luxury brands. However, people still continue to buy luxury brands which are 

privately consumed. Thus, the differences between public vs private consumed luxury products 

warrant further investigation.  

2.12 DESIRE FOR UNIQUENESS 

The complexities of understanding unique value is attributed to its foundations in both 

interpersonal and personal effects (G. Sun, D’Alessandro, and Johnson 2016; Franck Vigneron 

and Johnson 1999). Desire for uniqueness is viewed as an inherent trait of an individual (Lynn 

and Harris 1997; Sun, D’Alessandro, and Johnson 2016). As postulated in the uniqueness 

theory, people in general seek to maintain an equilibrium between conformity and 

distinctiveness when comparing themselves to others (Snyder and Fromkin 1980). Snyder 

(1992, 10) suggests that the degree of similarity an individual’s experiences will be evaluated 

based on a uniqueness identity dimension, ‘a hypothetical cognitive continuum on which the 

person performs an overall analysis of his or her similarity relative to one or more people,’ in 

which varying levels of perceived similarity will be correlated in terms of its acceptability. 

More specifically, the author proposes that increases in perceived similarity from very slight 
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to moderate levels results in increased acceptability. However, when the individual sense of 

perceived similarity exceeds the moderate range, it becomes less acceptable.  

This desire to express uniqueness has found to be a strong motivator of many aspects of 

behaviour including consumption (Lynn and Harris 1997). Though it is an individual’s innate 

nature to pursue uniqueness, this pursuit has the potential of alienating others. Hence, many 

individuals strive to achieve a certain level of distinction between one self’s to others in more 

socially acceptable ways (Lynn and Harris 1997; Snyder and Fromkin 1980). 

For many consumers, the desire to be unique drives them to pursue goods, services and 

experiences that will help distinguish themselves from others. This drives consumption 

decisions such as purchasing rare or novel goods (Franke and Schreier 2008; Tian, Bearden, 

and Hunter 2001). These consumers have a preference for products which are unique and 

different from mainstream products (Tian, Bearden, and Hunter 2001).  

Hence, for marketers, it is important to highlight the uniqueness of the product through their 

communications strategies. Lynn & Harris (1997) found that almost one quarter of all 

advertisements promote the exclusiveness of the product or its ownership.  

2.12.1 Measures of an Individual’s Uniqueness Disposition 

In literature, many empirical studies have used the uniqueness construct in a variety of contexts 

to explain a range of consumer behaviours. In particular, many of these studies have looked at 

how an individual’s inherent pursuit for uniqueness can influence an individual’s attitudes and 

behaviour towards scarcity effects (Lynn and Harris 1997; Roy and Sharma 2015; Snyder 1992; 

Verhallen and Robben 1994; Wu et al. 2012). Hence, to test the effects of an individua l’s 

inherent desire for uniqueness, researchers have since developed specific measurement scales 

to achieve this. However, as reviewed by (Lynn and Harris 1997; Ruvio, Shoham, and Brencic 

2008), many of these scales use items which emphasize on public and socially risky displays 

of uniqueness. For example, in Snyder and Fromkin (1977) need for uniqueness scale, some of 

the items include ‘I find it sometimes amusing to upset the dignity of teachers, judges, and 

‘cultured’ people’ and ‘I speak up in meetings in order to oppose those who I feel wrong .’ 

Another example is from Tian, Bearden, and Hunter (2001) where some of the items include, 

‘When dressing, I have sometimes dared to be different in ways that others are likely to 

disapprove,’ and ‘If someone hinted that I had been dressing inappropriately for a social 

situation, I would continue dressing in the same manner.’  
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However, as cited by Snyder and Fromkin (1980), people have a preference for more socially 

conventional ways of being unique. Though the items described earlier may not be entirely 

reflective of the nature of the full scale, they still represent a degree of biasness within the 

aforementioned scales (Lynn and Harris 1997; Ruvio, Shoham, and Brencic 2008). In response 

to these criticisms, Lynn and Harris (1997) addresses these measurement problems by 

measuring consumer dispositions rather than specific behaviours, by developing the self-

attributed need for uniqueness (SANU) scale. However, though preliminary work on the SANU 

scale offers promising results in understanding the role of uniqueness in explaining consumer 

behaviour, it is still very limited and warrants further investigation.  

2.12.2 Uniqueness and FOMO 

Based on the preceding literature, it reveals that FOMO and uniqueness are two distinct traits. 

However, there is evidence to suggest that though they are distinct, they are conceptually 

similar in terms of how they function as a trait. Although they are no existing empirical studies 

which support this assumption, an analysis of their conceptual definitions and how they are 

operationalized provides a preliminary evidence of this correlation. In particular, they share  

similarities in two main ways.  

Firstly, both are subjective to the effects of interpersonal influences. One of the key drivers for 

human motivation is the need to form strong and stable interpersonal relationships (Baumeis ter 

and Leary 1995). This has a significant influence on an individual’s emotional and cognit ive 

processing, which in turn influences behaviour. The majority of current literature on FOMO 

reinforces this notion where FOMO tends to arise in response to an envy-related anxiety caused 

by seeing someone else doing or in possession of something they do not have or are not a part 

of (JWT Intelligence 2012; Reagle 2015). As highlighted in Przybylski et al. (2013), 

individuals who struggle with FOMO experience intense unease whenever they felt at risk of 

missing out, and many of whom who experience such feelings more intensely are those that 

suffer from low ‘need for belongingness’ (Maslow 1943).  

Based on the uniqueness theory, individuals have a predisposition to compare themselves based 

on how similar they are relative to that of others (Snyder 1992). Though individuals who desire 

uniqueness tend to favour having higher levels of distinction compared to other people, this is 

limited to degree to which this ‘distinction’ is acceptable to other people. In other words, 

individuals can behave in ways that demonstrate their uniqueness, but they only do it within 
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the constrains that this behaviour is seen to be acceptable by other people (Snyder and Fromkin 

1980). 

Secondly, both traits drive behaviour because of the need to alleviate the negative tension 

experienced. For FOMO, this is evidenced in current literature where the onset of FOMO is 

accompanied by feelings of anxiety and uneasiness. Based on the FOMO behavioural model 

described earlier in this chapter, individuals are motivated to act on these opportunities because 

not doing so will prolong the unpleasant feelings of anxiety and unease. Similar, an individua l’s 

desire to perform behaviours which demonstrate uniqueness are done in response to a strong 

emotional tension (Helgar Dittmar 1992). More specifically, an individual pursuit for 

uniqueness is motivated by the need to avoid being labelled as being ‘common’ (Lynn and 

Harris 1997; Tian, Bearden, and Hunter 2001). Hence, based on preliminary evidence of the 

associations between these two traits, it warrants further investigation into how these two traits 

are related in an empirical sense, more precisely, how they influence consumer attitudes and 

behaviour. 
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2.13 ATTITUDE TOWARD THE ADVERTISEMENT 

Attitudes are an important part of daily life. Routine activities like the choosing what to eat can 

be a complex process. For example, when choosing a brand of cereal to buy, if consumers did 

not have any enduring positive or negative feelings about any brands in the cereal category, it 

may take them considerably longer time to make a decision (because of the sheer number of 

choices available on the shelf). Hence, they are likely to spend more time and cognit ive 

resources evaluating each brand before eventually coming to a decision. On the other hand, if 

they held favourable attitudes about certain brands of cereal, it would make their choice less 

difficult. As such, attitudes play an important role in helping consumers reach decisions more 

efficiently. In this sense, having enduring attitudes, either positive or negative is functiona lly 

favourable to consumers (Jaehwan and Nayakankuppam 2015).  

Understanding consumer’s emotional responses to advertisements has had increased 

significance for both academics and practitioners (Batra and Ray 1986; Brown and Stayman 

1992). The belief that an individual’s affective responses towards the advertisement can 

influence their evaluation as well as purchase intentions towards the brand has been 

conceptualised as the attitude towards the advertisement construct (Chattopadhyay and 

Nedungadi 1992).  

Attitude towards the advertisement is defined as ‘predisposition to respond in a favourable or 

unfavourable manner to a particular advertising stimulus during a particular exposure occasion’ 

(Lutz 1985, 46). Mitchell and Olson (1981) and Shimp 1981) have introduced and suggested 

the important role that attitudes towards the advertisement construct plays in understand ing 

advertising effectiveness. Haley and Baldinger (2000) suggested that positive affect towards 

an advertisement may the best indicator for advertising effectiveness. Since then, there has 

been a growing number of empirical studies which have found it to be a useful measure of 

advertising effectiveness relating to brand attitudes and perceptions (Biehal, Stephens, and 

Curlo 1992; Lutz, McKenzie, and Belch 1983; Shimp 1981) , affective responses (Batra and 

Ray 1986; Gelb and Pickett 1983; Kim, Baek, and Choi 2012; Olney, Holbrook, and Batra 

1991).  

In addition, empirical work by Mitchell and Olson (1981) found evidence of the mediating role 

of the attitude towards the advertisement construct when results their experiment concluded 

that they were able to better predict brand attitude and behavioural intention if attitude towards 
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the ad was taken in consideration, together with beliefs about certain product attributes. 

Similarly, using a classical conditioning perspective, Shimp (1981) suggested when consumers 

are repeatedly exposed to products in an advertisement are portrayed in a manner in which the 

consumer perceives as appealing or attractive (e.g. with use of pleasant stimuli such as music 

or a likeable character), these positive perceptions over time are eventually transferred to the 

brand that represents the product. In short, a positive affective response through a process of 

conditioning will not be just for the ad, but also to the branded product that is the subject of the 

ad (Gelb and Pickett 1983; Shimp 1981). 

2.13.1 Attitudes and Traits 

Although conceptually distinct, both attitudes and traits share many similar characteristics. For 

example, they are both  are described as within-person constructs that have the ability to 

forecast future behaviour (Sherman and Fazio 1983; Ajzen 1987). In addition, attitudes and 

traits are also similarly derived based on observations of behaviours. When there is certain 

level of consistency observed in the behaviour which fits with the conceptual understanding of 

a particular trait/attitude, researchers are then able to draw similar conclusions when predicting 

other behaviours (Sherman and Fazio 1983). Further, there are parallels between attitudina l 

responses and traits seen from a classical conditioning perspective. For example, both traits 

and attitudes can be seen as a conditioned response that an individual has derived biologica l ly 

from birth or has developed over time. Both share enduring effects in which the individual is 

conditioned to respond in a particular way when in a particular situation or presented with a 

particular stimulus. For example, an individual who possesses the FOMO trait is conditioned 

to respond favourably presented with an attractive opportunity. Similarly, an individual who 

has positive attitudes towards a particular brand is likely to respond favourably to the products 

that are developed by that particular brand.  

One of the main distinctions between attitudes and traits is that attitudes can only exist in 

reference towards a particular object. It must be directed towards someone or something. In 

contrast, traits are more generalized concepts and do not need to be directed at something to 

make sense. For example, Adam is ‘creative’ is a meaningful statement without needing it to 

be directed at a particular object (Sherman and Fazio 1983). However, as discussed earlier, 

traits and attitudes are derived based on observed behaviour, and for a trait to be more 

meaningful, a situation/context is necessary. Further, traits unlike attitudes involve a variety of 

behaviour directed at multiple objects. For example, FOMO can be measured through different 
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such as ‘bothers me when I miss an opportunity to meet up with friends’ or ‘when I on a 

vacation, I continue to keep tabs on what my friends are doing’ (Przybylski et al. 2013).  

Work done in the area of social sciences has attempted to integrate the two domains of attitudes 

and personality traits as means to better understand behaviour. In particular, Ulleberg and 

Rundmo (2003) found that attitudes mediated the relationship between personality traits and 

behaviours, meaning that personality traits influences behaviour through affecting the 

behaviours attitudinal determinants. For example, the study found that adolescents scoring high 

on altruism, as well as on trait anxiety, were more likely to have a positive attitude towards 

traffic safety and were less likely to undertake risky behaviour in driving. Results indicated 

that a total of 47 percent of the variance in attitude towards traffic safety were explained by the 

different personality traits. This lack of direct effects of personality traits on risk-taking 

reaffirms that behaviour was generally mediated by attitudes. This personality-attitudes 

behaviour model is supported by Lucidi et al. (2014), who reported similar findings.  

In a marketing context, studies have reported significant relationships between attitudes and 

personality traits. For example, in Kolar and Zabkar (2014), results indicated that traits derived 

from the (Big Five). In particular extroversion and openness were found to have a significant 

influence on attitudes towards domestic versus multinational products. However, there is 

limited work done in understanding the mediating role of attitude towards the advertisement 

on traits and behaviour especially in an advertising context. Further, the intended meaning of 

advertisements can sometimes be misinterpreted by the receiver. This is because different 

people may have unique preferences for different types of ads, and may react more favourably 

when exposed to an advertisement that matches their personality (Myers et al. 2006). Myers et 

al. (2006) proposes that specific traits can influence the persuasiveness of the advertisement by 

moderating the links to attitude toward the advertisement, attitude towards the brand and 

purchase intentions. Hence, understanding the role of attitudes is important to better understand 

and predict the influence on traits and behavioural intention. 

Finally, Lord, Lee, and Sauer (1995) suggest that though behaviour is driven primarily through 

attitude toward the advertisement, it is still important to recognize the influence of message 

arguments and how cognition plays an important role in eliciting favourable attitudina l 

responses. Hence for advertisers, there is a need to ensure that the messages are conform to the 

recipient’s existing beliefs (or in particular for the study’s context their traits), which in turn 

are likely to elicit favourable perceptions.  
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2.14 PURCHASE INTENTION 

Past literature has suggested that stated intentions are perhaps the best predictors of actual 

behaviour (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975). In this context, it means that consumers stated intentions 

to purchase the product would lead to the purchase.  Numerous studies have found statistica l 

significant relationships between prior intentions and subsequent purchasing of goods at both 

household and aggregate levels. However, forecasting the value of these intentions has been 

both disappointing and controversial (Morwitz 1997; McNeil 1974; Juster 1966; Kalwani and 

Silk 1982; Chandon, Morwitz, and Reinartz 2005). Despite this, purchase intention is still a 

good measurement of advertising effectiveness used by marketers as a guide to forecast relative 

effectiveness of an advertising appeal or campaign (Stafford and Day 1995; Morris et al. 2002; 

Jamieson and Bass 1989). 

Personality traits are found to play an important role in predicting and explaining human 

behaviour (Icek 2005). An individual’s personal interests or traits act a part in establishing their 

choice criteria through enduring beliefs and values held by the individual. For example, 

preferences for different types of food vary amongst different individuals and individuals also 

tend to express traits such as being ‘adventurous,’ ‘conservative’ or ‘picky’ in relation to the 

food consumption choice (Furst et al. 1996) . In a different context, results of the study by Chen 

and Tsai (2010) found that the impulsiveness and vanity trait was found to be a significant 

predictor on consumers purchase intention towards luxury goods. 

2.15 INFERENCES OF MANIPULATIVE INTENT 

Deceptive tactics are commonly employed as means to influence consumer behaviour. 

Deception takes place when the consumer believes that the advertiser has manipulated or 

presented the product/product information in a way to persuade them to act in a particular 

manner (e.g. purchasing an item based on a misleading or misrepresented information) 

(Riquelme and Roman 2014). Further, a tactic is deceptive regardless of whether it was the 

intention of the marketer to deceive or not (Burke et al. 1988).  

Persuasion as defined by Hunt (1976) is the ‘manipulation of symbols by one party in an 

attempt to induce certain changes in another party.’ For marketers use a variety of persuasion 

tactics to induce behavioural and attitude change. This come in the form of guilt appeals (Cotte, 

Coulter, and Moore 2005) , offering various pricing or other incentives (Carlson, Bearden, and 
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Hardesty 2007), placing restrictions on promotional offers such as limited time deals (Inman, 

Peter, and Raghubir 1997) just to name a few. 

Many consumers believe that advertisers sometimes inappropriately employ the use of 

persuasion tactics to try and manipulate consumers, this is sometimes referred to as the 

inferences of manipulative intent (Campbell 1995; Chang 2007; Wentzel, Tomczak, and 

Herrmann 2010). Inferences of manipulative intent’ is defined as the ‘consumers’ perception 

that the advertiser is attempting to persuade them through inappropriate, unfair or manipulat ive 

means’ (Campbell 1995, 226). Literature suggests that individuals tend to reject information 

that believe is designed to manipulate them unfairly (Sagarin et al. 2002). As such, consumers 

are likely to respond contrary to the advertiser’s objectives of a particular advertisement if they 

perceive the ad’s message as manipulative (Wood and Eagly 1981; Campbell and Kirmani 

2000; Cotte, Coulter, and Moore 2005; Carlson, Bearden, and Hardesty 2007; Sagarin et al. 

2002).  

Studies have found that consumers’ perceptions of manipulative intent arise, consumers' 

personal experiences as well as their thoughts about experiences with the advertiser play a vital 

role (Campbell 1995; Cotte, Coulter, and Moore 2005). Over time, consumers develop 

knowledge about persuasion attempts made by marketers. This is an adaptive process which 

allows them to cope and respond to these persuasion attempts so that they are better able to 

make informed, objective decisions (Friestad and Wright 1994). This is outlined by the 

Persuasion Knowledge Model (Friestad and Wright 1994). When suspicions are aroused about 

an advertiser motives, it heightens awareness about the particular persuasion tactic and, as a 

result, lowers its persuasiveness.  

The influence of IMI is particular relevant in scarcity appeals because of its repeated use as a 

persuasive tactic used in the marketplace  (Aguirre-Rodriguez 2013; Tan and Chua 2004). 

Consumers are likely to infer manipulative intent when the particular ad conveys scarcity 

information that the marketer is unlikely to disseminate accurately or be objectively verify.  

Research has found that scarcity caused by ‘limited quantities’ are generally more persuasive 

as consumers are less suspicious of its claims as compared to scarcity caused by ‘excessive 

demand.’ This is because it is more believable when marketers communicate product supply 

shortages as they have control over distribution and manufacturing strategies as opposed to 

demand-related product scarcity where these conditions are hugely subjective as they are 
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associated with other consumer’s apparent purchase preferences and behaviour towards the 

item. This is coupled by the fact that information about DRS conditions are only accessible to 

the marketer (Aguirre-Rodriguez 2013).  

Though scarcity can have a positive influence on preferences for the scarce product, it only has 

an effect if consumers believe that the scarcity is attributed to market forces. When consumers 

believe that the scarcity is created non-market forces, scarcity messages are generally not as 

effective (Parker and Lehmann 2011).  

2.16 CONSUMER SUSCEPTIBILITY TO INTERPERSONAL 

INFLUENCE 

Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel (1989, 474) define consumer susceptibility to interpersona l 

influence (CSII) as a ‘the need to identify or enhance one’s image with significant others 

through the acquisition and use of products and brands, the willingness to conform to the 

expectations of others regarding purchases, and/or the tendency to learn about products and 

services by observing others and/or seeking information from others.’ The literature identifies 

two dimensions for CSII. First, a normative dimension in which the consumer has the desire to 

conform to the expectations of others. Second, an informational dimension where the consumer 

learns about products through observation or seeking information from others (Bearden, 

Netemeyer, and Teel 1989). Research by Cheng et al. (2013) has found that interpersona l 

influence can enhance emotionally driven purchases such as impulse buying situations.  

The presence of a companion in which the individual has a high-cohesive (someone whom 

he/she is very close) relationship with during the purchase scenario tend to exhibit a higher 

likelihood for impulse purchase behaviour.   

In consumer decision making, social influences can motivate an individual towards either 

informational or social-normative goals (Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel 1989; Deutsch and 

Gerard 1955). For example, those motivated by informational goals may use these groups when 

seeking information about a particular product or brand and those motivated by social-

normative goals are likely choose product or brands that conform and are accepted by their 

peers. In short, consumers are influenced by the preferences of others to the extent that it is 

beneficial in aiding them in obtaining information, comprehending reality, maintaining 

relationships and building their identity (Wood and Hayes 2012). 
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Additionally, as highlighted in the preceding sections, social influences have a significant 

impact on triggering an individual’s FOMO tendencies. 

2.17 RESEARCH GAPS 

2.17.1 Research Gap 1 – The need to develop a ‘Fear of Missing Out’ (FOMO) scale 

relevant to a marketing context 

A review of literature reveals that the current measure of FOMO by Przybylski et al. (2013) is 

unable to effectively cover the full domain of FOMO. The current measure of FOMO is 

constrained to ‘missed social experiences’. In other words, this interpretation is limited to its 

relevance within socially-driven context. Hence, its use within a marketing context may be 

affected by its relevance to a consumer’s perspective.  In response to this limitation, a more 

holistic conceptualisation and measurement of FOMO is needed to adequately allow for FOMO 

to be adequately operationalized within a marketing context. Hence, a new measure of FOMO 

which is generalizable in a marketing context is required.  

2.17.2 Research Gap 2 – The need to expand the knowledge on how traits can influence  

consumer’s receptivity of different advertising messages. More specifically, to 

expand the operationalisation of FOMO in marketing, through the use of scarcity 

messages to promote aspirational luxury products. 

A review of literature reveals that there is a lack of research in understanding how FOMO as a 

trait can be operationalized within a marketing context. Most work which has explored the use 

of FOMO and its impact of consumer behaviour has been limited to industry publications (JWT 

Intelligence 2012; Remy, Catena, and Durand-Servoingt 2015). In a broader sense, 

understanding how different traits can impact on advertising has not been a key focus in 

marketing literature. Based on the concept of relationship marketing (Sheth and Parvatiyar 

1995), or a more formalized approach described as Customer-Relationship Management 

(CRM), which believes that an individualised approach is the most effective way to reach the 

consumer (Verhoef 2003; Winer 2001). This approach suggests that marketing efforts should 

be focused on what the customers wants as opposed to what they are. However, personality 

literature suggests that consumers can be more effectively reach via a more collective approach 

through reaching consumers based on their individual traits (Myers, Sen, and Alexandrov 

2010). Hence, it may be more effective to focus on ‘who the customer is’ as opposed to ‘what 

the consumer wants.’ In other words, understanding how personality traits work can provide 
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marketers with valuable insight into how to effectively appeal to consumers based on their 

traits. In a persuasion context, it allows marketers to determine which strategies best appeal to 

a particular trait.  

Within the context of this study, it provides an opportunity to close this gap by investiga t ing 

how traits such as FOMO as well as desire for uniqueness impacts on the effectiveness of 

scarcity messages. In a broader sense, the outcome will provide insights into how advertisers 

can match specific traits to specific types of persuasive messages, which in turn has impact on 

the overall effectiveness of their advertising strategy. In addition, though there have been a 

substantial amount of literature in understanding the impact of scarcity messages in advertising 

(e.g. Gierl and Huettl 2010; Lynn 1991), there is still limited work exploring the effects of 

scarcity appeals in a luxury branding context, focusing on a aspirational luxury branding 

perspective. 

2.17.3 Research Gap 3 – The need to validate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and FOMO 

An examination of current literature has suggested opportunities in validating the conceptual 

relationships between desire for uniqueness and FOMO. An analysis of past literature for both 

construct has revealed that though both constructs are distinct constructs, they share similarit ies 

based on their conceptual definitions and operationalisations. Firstly, they are both trait which 

exist due to an individual’s need to belong. Secondly, they drive behaviour in response to the 

need to alleviate a negative emotional tension. Hence, this unique relationship that both 

constructs share warrants further investigation.  

2.17.4 Research Gap 4 – The need to examine the effects of different types of scarcity 

message within the context of private versus public limited edition products 

Studies have found that brands today have started to implement scarcity messages to enhance 

the promotional effectiveness of their limited edition (LE) products (Balachander and Stock 

2009; Gierl and Huettl 2010; Jang et al. 2015). These brands typically implement two types of 

scarcity messages to promote LE products namely limited time scarcity (LTS) and limited 

quantity scarcity (LQS). This concept of LE products has been explored extensively by scholars 

and marketing practitioners. However, the use of scarcity messages to enhance to effectiveness 

of introducing LE products has not been adequately examined and requires further 

investigation (Jung and Kellaris 2004). Pioneering work in this area has already commenced 
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by Jang et al. (2015), however further research is needed especially within a luxury branding 

context. 

2.17.5 Research Gap 5 – To examine the direct and indirect effects of other key variables  

within the FOMO model 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, there is a clear lack of empirical research examining the 

effects of FOMO in a marketing context. Studies on FOMO (e.g. Przybylski et al. 2013) have 

only examined the direct effects of FOMO on behaviour related to social issues such as 

distracted learning and driving. Hence, there is a need to develop a theoretically driven 

framework examining the direct/indirect effects of other key variables which impact on FOMO. 

This study has identified that the following constructs namely desire for uniqueness, attitude 

toward the advertisement, purchase intention, inferences of manipulative intent and consumer 

susceptibility to interpersonal influence were found to be integral to achieving this objective.   

Additionally, a review of literature clearly indicates the lack of empirical research in 

understanding the mediating effects of attitudes on specific consumer traits and behaviour. 

Studies have looked at the mediating effects of attitudes on personality traits (e.g. Big Five 

personality trait framework) on behaviour. Ulleberg and Rundmo (2003) found that attitudes 

mediated the relationship between personality traits and behaviours, meaning that personality 

traits influence behaviour through affecting the behaviours attitudinal determinants. However, 

there are not many studies that have looked at the mediating effects of attitudes specifica l ly 

between traits (e.g. desire for uniqueness and FOMO used for this study) and behavioura l 

intentions. 
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2.18 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

A discussion of the relevant literature for the study has been discussed in the current chapter. 

This has been done through a systematic review of past studies as well as popular press on the  

key constructs of the study. This process revealed several gaps which form the basis for the 

current’s study research objectives and aims. The following chapter will discuss the conceptual 

framework and hypotheses which have been formulated to address the gaps identified in the 

current chapter. 
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES 

DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

This chapter will discuss and examine the hypotheses for the study and their underpinning 

theories. Though existing literature has attempted to conceptualization FOMO (Przybylski et 

al. 2013), there is still a need to offer more theoretical support in understanding the function of 

FOMO in marketing, in particular its impact on consumer behaviour. Hence, one of the primary 

purposes of the research is to develop knowledge and findings in relations to these gaps. 

The chapter will provide a discussion on the relevant sociological and psychological theories 

that underpin the development of the conceptual framework for this study. These theories are 

complemented with relevant literature and were used to formulate the hypotheses of the study.  

 

3.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES 

The focus of this study is to operationalize FOMO in a marketing context. More specifica l ly, 

it looks to examine how FOMO and desire for uniqueness impact on the overall effectiveness 

of scarcity messages. The scope of the research is also specific to ‘limited edition’ products to 

promote aspirational luxury brands. Based on the identified gaps, the following research 

questions and accompanying objectives underpin the research framework for this study.  

Research Question One: How does FOMO impact on consumer’s attitudes and purchase  

intentions? 

Objective 1: To develop the Tendency towards the Fear of Missing Out (T-FOMO) scale (Gap 

1)  

Objective 2: To develop a theoretically driven framework to measure FOMO in a marketing 

context (Gap 2) 

Research Question Two: What other variables (including FOMO) impact on the 

effectiveness of different scarcity messages on limited edition aspirational luxury 

products? 
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Objective 3: To validate desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO as correlated by separate and 

distinct constructs (Gap 3) 

Objective 4: To examine how traits such as T-FOMO and desire for uniqueness influence the 

effectiveness of scarcity messages (Gap 2, 4) 

Objective 5: To examine the effectiveness of different types of scarcity messages on limited 

edition products across different product categories within a luxury branding context (Gap 4) 

Objective 6: To examine the mediating role of attitudes on the relationship between traits and 

behaviour (Gap 5) 

Objective 7: To examine the moderating effects of inferences of manipulative intent and 

consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence on the relationship between traits (T-FOMO 

and Desire for Uniqueness) on attitudes and purchase intentions (Gap 5) 

3.3 THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

The research model is underpinned by two main theories namely the drive-reduction theory 

and the social cognition theory. 

3.3.1 Drive-Reduction Theory 

Drive-reduction theory by Hull (1943) emphasizes the need for humans to mainta in 

homeostasis or a sense of equilibrium. For example, when a particular individual experiences 

a lack of a homeostatic need (e.g. food), a negative drive state (hunger) is developed and will 

continue to grow unless it is reduced by appropriate behaviour (eating) (Anagnostaras and Sage 

2010). The attainment of drive reduction also influences learning as drive reduction reinforces 

the link between drive and behaviour (Hull 1943).   

Based on the theory, individuals are motivated to reduce negative states to mainta in 

homeostasis or their sense of equilibrium. These negative states manifest in the form of 

unpleasant emotions such as fear and anxiety. Williams (2012,6) describes fear as ‘a drive state 

that motivates individuals to adopt recommendations expected to alleviate the unpleasant 

state.’ In the same vein, the theory of cognitive dissonance by Festinger (1957) proposes that 

individuals seek consistency amongst their existing beliefs, ideas or values; when this 

consistency is shaken, it leads to dissonance. Similar to the negative state of fear of anxiety, 
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dissonance produces a state discomfort and an individual will be pressured to either reduce or 

seek to eliminate the dissonance completely. 

3.3.2 Social Cognition Theory 

‘Most of us care about what other people think of us. All of us care about understanding other 

people’ (Fiske and Taylor 2013, 1). In general, the study of social cognition involves 

understanding how people perceive and interpret the world around them. More specifically,  it 

looks at how individuals evaluate other people which in turn influences how they evaluate 

themselves (Fiske and Taylor 2013). As individuals try to make sense of each other, it 

influences their behaviour and interactions with the people and the environment around them 

(Frith and Frith 2007). In addition, Fiske and Taylor (2013), drawing from Lewin (1951) 

psychological field theory describes how a person exists in a psychological field that is made 

up of opposing forces that contribute to how a person who eventually act in a particular 

situation. Applying this theory in relation to a consumer’s consumption behaviour, 

environmental influences such as what someone else says or what the consumer reads can 

impact on their decision to buy a particular product. 

Social cognition research provides a theoretical framework in understanding how individua l -

difference or specific traits have the ability to influence how and to what degree an individua l 

experiences fear when presented with a fear inducing stimulus (Witte and Morrison 2000). 

According to the social cognition perspective, specific traits can influence how individua ls 

interpret the world around them (Witte and Morrison 2000).  

Mowen, Harris, and Bone (2004) suggest that different traits influence different types of fear 

appeals. For example, individuals with certain traits may be more responsive to fear appeals 

regarding body image versus drink-driving. This is because the nature of the threat may 

influence different aspects of their personality trait (Mowen, Harris, and Bone 2004). In 

addition, Witte and Morrison (2000) found that individuals who possess high levels of trait 

anxiety are more likely to perceive threats from fear inducing appeals as more significant and 

are likely to see them as more relevant. Conversely, those will low levels of trait anxiety were 

more likely to perceive these threats as irrelevant and of little significance.   
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3.4 SECONDARY THEORIES 

The secondary theories help to explain specific relationships within the research model. Each 

of these theories will be discussed concurrently with various hypothesized relationships within 

the model. They are as follows: 

• Theory of Social Comparison Processes (Festinger 1954) (H1) 

• Uniqueness Theory (Snyder and Fromkin 1980) (H1) 

• Protection Motivation Theory (Rogers 1975) (H3, H5) 

• Theory of Regret Intensity (Beike, Markman, and Karadogan 2009) (H5) 

• Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen 1991) (H6) 

• Cognitive Response Theory (A. G. Greenwald 1968) (H7, H8) 

• Persuasion Knowledge Model (Friestad and Wright 1994) (H9, H10) 

• Reactance Theory (Brehm 1989) (H9, H10) 

• Field Theory (Lewin 1951) (H9, H10, H11, H12, H13,H14) 
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3.5 HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 

 

Figure 3-1 depicts the research model illustrating the various hypothesized relationships. The 

following sections will discuss each hypothesis in detail, with justifications from both theory 

as well as relevant literature. 

3.6 VALIDATING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DESIRE FOR 

UNIQUENESS AND TENDENCY TOWARDS THE FEAR OF 

MISSING OUT 

As discussed in chapter two (literature review), FOMO and desire for uniqueness are described 

as two distinct traits but share similarities in relation to their conceptual definition and how 

they are operationalized.  

Desire for uniqueness and FOMO are alike in two ways. Firstly, they are both subject to the 

effects of interpersonal influences. More specifically, both are traits influenced by a certain 

degree of social comparison. The desire for uniqueness trait as explained through the 

uniqueness theory is influenced by an individual’s need to maintain a sense of distinctiveness 

from that of others (Snyder and Fromkin 1980). Similarly, literature indicates that FOMO 

tendencies are evoked in response to an envy-related anxiety (Reagle 2015), caused by being 

Figure 3-1: Research Model 
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deprived of what someone else has or is in possession of (JWT Intelligence 2012). This 

underpinned by theory of social comparison processes. It postulates that humans possess an 

innate drive for self-evaluation, which is reliant on comparisons with others (Festinger 1954). 

Furthermore, Asch (1952) suggests that all judgements are made in reference to other people. 

Wood and Hayes (2012) affirm this assumption but proposing that most if not all consumer 

decisions are influenced by other people. More specifically, an individual’s behaviour and 

beliefs are guided through either conforming to or directly conflicting with a particular group’s 

norm (Wood and Hayes 2012).   

Secondly, both traits drive behaviour because of the need to alleviate a negative emotiona l 

state. As highlighted in the FOMO behavioural model (chapter two), when individuals are 

presented with attractive opportunities, they undergo a state of negative tension either due to 

having missed out on the opportunity already or are in the midst of contemplating whether to 

go ahead with the opportunity. Based on the drive-reduction theory (Hull 1943), individua ls 

are motivated to reduce negative states to maintain homeostasis or their sense of equilibr ium. 

Hence, individuals are motivated to reduce the negative tension they are experiencing when 

FOMO is triggered by acting on the opportunity quickly. Similarly, Dittmar (1992) describes 

that desires to build and exhibit a distinctive identity are powerful emotions that drive many 

aspects of human behaviour including consumption. Individuals are motivated to pursue unique 

products so as to avoid or alleviate the unpleasant state of being labelled as ‘common’ (Snyder 

1992; Tian, Bearden, and Hunter 2001).  

Based on the preceding discussion, the following hypothesis is postulated: 

H1: Desire for uniqueness and tendency towards the fear of missing out are distinct but 

positively correlated constructs 

3.7 MATCHING EFFECTS OF SPECIFIC TRAITS TO ADVERTISING 

MESSAGES 

Advertising messages are more effective when they are matched with a specific trait. For 

example, Wheeler, Petty, and Bizer (2005) found that the message was more effective when 

the message matched the participants personalities (e.g. introverts ‘you won’t have to deal with 

crowds,’ and extroverts ‘you’ll be the life of the party’) compared to when they received a 

message that was not aligned with their personalities (an introvert receiving the message for 
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the extrovert) (Wheeler, DeMarree, and Petty 2008). In addition, the study also found that when 

the primed trait such as introversion or extraversion, the individuals’ attitudes are more affected 

by the quality of argument. Consumers who exhibit impulsive trait were also found to be more 

susceptible to marketing cues such as point-of-purchase displays which appeal to their desire 

to impulse buy (Youn and Faber 2000).  

These matching effects are supported by the social cognition theory. According to the social 

cognition perspective, specific traits can influence how individuals interpret the world around 

them (K Witte and Morrison 2000). The theory suggests that individuals are found to be more 

responsive to information that is relevant to one’s self (Bargh 1982; Gray et al. 2004). 

Moreover, individuals have the tendency to seek out information that is self-relevant (Fong and 

Markus 1982), are able to recall self-relevant information more effectively (Markus et al. 

1982), and are more motivated to process self-relevant information (Allison, Worth, and King 

1990; Erber and Fiske 1984). In other words, an advertising message is likely to more effective 

if it appeals to an individual’s trait. 

Furthermore, individual differences such as personality traits have found to have a significant 

direct and indirect effect on attitudes and behaviour (Black, Organ, and Morton 2010). The 

relationship between traits and attitudes have been extensively explored in a wide variety of 

contexts such as consumer’s response to domestic and multinational products (Kolar and 

Zabkar 2014), perceived deception (Riquelme and Roman 2014), information acquisit ion 

(Schaninger and Sciglimpaglia 1981), luxury brand perceptions (Tak and Pareek 2016), and 

important marketing and advertising metrics such as customer satisfaction (Mooradian and 

Olver 1997; Matzler et al. 2005), ad-evoked feelings (Mooradian 1996) and advertising 

response to fear appeals (Mowen, Harris, and Bone 2004).  

In particular, this study focuses on the matching effects of the desire for uniqueness and FOMO 

trait on scarcity messages. Consumer traits such as need for uniqueness, were found to 

influence consumer attitudes and purchase intention towards scarcity appeals (Roy and Sharma 

2015). This desire or need for uniqueness can be satisfied through the purchasing of luxury 

brands which offer scarcity value (Park, Rabolt, and Jeon 2008). Studies have shown that 

people that are high in the need for uniqueness will tend to prefer products that help them to 

differentiate themselves from others (Roy and Sharma 2015; Tian, Bearden, and Hunter 2001; 

Wu et al. 2012).  
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Based on the preceding discussion, the following hypotheses are postulated: 

H2: A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to more favourable attitude toward the 

advertisement 

H4: A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a higher purchase intention 

Similarly, individuals who possess the FOMO trait are likely to favour products which are 

advertised as being scarce, because scarcity has the effect of enhancing the attractiveness of a 

particular opportunity. Additionally, in the context of FOMO, scarcity appeals can be viewed 

as an irrational fear appeal. This is because scarcity appeals have the ability to tap into an 

individual’s irrational ‘fear of missing out.’ The persuasive effect of fear appeals can be 

explained through the Rogers (1975) protection motivation theory which describes how 

individuals are motivated to protect themselves from the negative consequences associated 

with fear appeal. For example, individuals may be motivated to quit smoking because of the 

detrimental effects on their health which is highlighted in a public service announcement they 

encounter. In a similar way, individuals who possess the FOMO trait are motivated to purchase 

scarce product to alleviate feelings of anxiety and fear of potentially missing out because of 

the limited availability of the advertised product.  

In the same way, the drive-reduction theory also proposes that consumers are motivated to 

reduce negative states (e.g. feelings of anxiety and fear) so as to revert back to a state of 

equilibrium (Hull 1943). In addition, because of the subtle nature of the fear appeal, this 

motivation to purchase scarce products may actually happen on a subconscious level, and 

consumers may not actually be aware of how these scarcity appeals are affecting their 

behaviour. In this way, this also suggests that it has an effect of generating favourable ad 

attitudes when they see an advertisement using scarce cues because it appeals to them on a 

subconscious level. 

Finally, the theory of regret intensity also offers additional support to the relationship between 

FOMO on consumers purchase intentions towards scarce products. This theory is underpinned 

by the lost opportunity principle which defined is as an undesired outcome that could have been 

prevented at the time of its occurrence (past opportunity), but however can no longer be 

rectified (low future opportunity) (Beike, Markman, and Karadogan 2009). Regret is 

intensified when individuals feel that they could have made better decisions when the 

opportunity first became available. In short, missing out on past opportunities which were once 
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available creates a sense of lost opportunity and further intensifies feelings of regret. 

Furthermore, if an individual experiences an undesired outcome after acting, regret is 

experienced immediately. However, if the individual experiences an undesired outcome 

because of failure to act, the feeling of regret has a more enduring effect (Beike, Markman, and 

Karadogan 2009; Gilovich and Medvec 1994). As discussed in Zeelenberg et al. (2002), people 

tend to regret undesired outcomes resulting from inactions as opposed to actions.  

This concept of lost opportunities shares parallels conceptually with FOMO. To reiterate what 

was discussed in chapter two, when an opportunity is identified, it is instinctual for an 

individual to take action as not doing so enhances negative emotions such as anxiety and fear. 

As the theory proposes, this could be due to individuals’ preference to take action when an 

opportunity represents itself as opposed to regretting not taking action at all. 

Based on the preceding discussion, the following hypotheses are postulated: 

H3: A higher tendency towards the fear of missing out will lead to a more favourable attitude 

toward the advertisement 

H5: A higher tendency towards the fear of missing out will lead to a higher purchase intention  

3.8 ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOUR 

Research on attitudes suggests that attitudes have a strong predictor on intentions (Fishbein and 

Ajzen 1975). This correlation between attitudes and intentions is vital in attitudinal research 

and has been confirmed and supporting in a variety of settings (Bagozzi 1981; Shimp and 

Kavas 1984). This is supported by the theory of planned behaviour which suggests that when 

consumer attitudes are positive, it translates to a positive behaviour (Ajzen 1991). Though there 

are some studies which offer empirical support in the context of scarcity appeals (e.g. Roy and 

Sharma 2015), research in this area is still limited and requires further investigation. However, 

a number of studies in both marketing and psychology literature have confirmed that a positive 

relationship will be observed between the two variables (Ajzen 1991; Cotte, Coulter, and 

Moore 2005; Mackenzie and Lutz 1989; Spears and Singh 2004).  

Thus, based on the preceding discussion, the following hypothesis is postulated: 

H6: A more favourable attitude toward the advertisement will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 
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3.9 MEDIATING EFFECTS OF ATTITUDES 

The mediating role of attitude toward the advertisement on other attitudinal and behavioura l 

responses has been explored extensively in advertising literature (MacKenzie, Lutz, Belch 

1986; Mitchell and Olson 1981; Lutz, McKenzie, and Belch 1983; Shimp 1981; Holbrook and 

Batra 1987). More specifically, MacKenzie, Lutz, Belch (1986) explored the mediating effects 

of attitude toward the advertisement on brand attitudes and purchase intention. The study 

determined that a dual mediation hypothesis, in which attitude toward the advertisement 

influences brand attitudes and both directly and indirectly through brand cognition. Viewing it 

under a similar lens, traits are fundamental in determining an individual’s cognition. As per 

Shiner and Caspi (2003, 2) which describe traits as ‘people’s tendencies to behave, think and 

feel in certain consistent ways.’ This is supported by the cognitive response theory which 

suggests that cognitive responses (or thoughts) have an indirect influence on attitude change in 

persuasive communications (Greenwald 1968). Additionally, work done in the area of the 

social sciences have found evidence of the mediating role of attitudes on personality traits and 

behaviour (Kolar and Zabkar 2014; Lucidi et al. 2014; Ulleberg and Rundmo 2003).  

Based on the preceding discussion, the following hypotheses are postulated: 

H7: Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention 

H8: Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between tendency towards 

the fear of missing out and purchase intention 

3.10 MODERATNG ROLE OF INFERENCES OF MANIPULATIVE 

INTENT AND CONSUMER SUSCEPTIBILITY TO 

INTERPERSONAL INFLUENCE 

One of the key theories discussed in the earlier sections is the social cognition theory. To 

reiterate, the social cognition theory proposes that an individual’s actions and behaviour is 

guided by how individuals perceive or makes sense of other people as well as how they perceive 

themselves (Fiske and Taylor 2013). Firstly, in relation to the role of inferences of manipulat ive 

intent (IMI), based on the social cognition perspective, when viewing an advertisement, the 

consumer will seek to understand or make sense what the intentions of the advertiser behind a 
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particular advertising message. Hence, if they perceive the advertiser is trying to manipula te 

them, it reduces the effectiveness of persuasion attempt. Secondly, in relation to the role of 

consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence (CSII), based on the social cognition 

perspective, it describes how an individual’s actions are influenced by their perception and 

understanding of other people. People who are high in CSII perceive other people’s behaviour 

as a guide (normative influence) as well as an information source (informational influence) 

(Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel 1989).  

 
Hence, CSII is likely to moderate or influence how consumers perceive their perceptions of a 

particular ad as well as their behaviour. In addition, this is supported by Lewin’s field theory 

(Lewin 1951) which describes how opposing forces can be influence a consumer decision 

making. This is illustrated in Figure 3-2, which shows an example of consumer’s pressures 

when deciding on whether to purchase a product based on subjectively perceived driving forces 

(IMI and CSII). The two moderators are discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections. 

3.10.1 Inferences of Manipulative Intent as a Moderator 

Past studies have identified the negative influence IMI has on attitude toward the advertisement 

(e.g. Campbell 1995). More precisely, when consumers perceive that the way the advertisement 

is try to persuade them is inappropriate, it will lead to unfavourable feelings toward the 

advertisement as well as the advertiser. Both the persuasion knowledge model (PKM) and the 

reactance theory provide an explanation for this behaviour.  

Firstly, the PKM model posits that consumers develop knowledge about persuasion attempts 

over time and draw on this knowledge to identify and deal with attempts by other people to 

influence them (Friestad and Wright 1994). In advertising, persuasive messages can activate 

consumer’s persuasion knowledge. When this occurs, consumers will treat these messages with 

greater suspicion and may infer that the marketer is being deceptive and manipulat ive 

(Campbell and Kirmani 2000; Campbell 1995). This will inadvertently cause them to resist the 

Issue: 

Decision on 

whether to buy an 

advertised product 

Positive Driving forces 

• Normative influence: 

Other people are buying 
this product as well 

• Informational influence: 

Friend has recommended 

buying product  

Negative driving forces 

• Advertiser is perceived 

to be manipulative 

• Advertise used 

inappropriate means of 

persuasion 

Figure 3-2: Application of Lewin’s Field Theory in an Advertising Context (Lewin 1951) 
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persuasion attempt. Secondly, the reactance theory by Brehm (1989) posits that when people 

perceive that their freedom to choose is threatened, they undergo a negative state of ‘reactance,’ 

thus having a negative effect on their subsequent behaviour. In an advertising context, when 

viewing an advertisement, consumers may feel that the persuasive attempt is trying to 

inappropriately force them to make a choice. As a result, this will inhibit the persuasive attempt 

or message and lead to the consumer responding negatively towards the advertisement. For 

example, if an individual were about to buy something from a soft drink machine and there 

was a large, flashing arrow pointing towards a particular brand of soft drink (coke). Most 

consumers would experience a sense of annoyance or distaste at this sight even if their intent ion 

was to buy the coke in the first place (Brehm 1989). This example highlights how consumers 

are resistant to certain persuasion attempts because it causes them to feel that their freedom to 

choose is restricted. Empirical work done examining the influence of IMI  found that when 

manipulative intent is not salient, it leads to greater levels of positive effect, strong brand 

connections and more positive attitudes (Wentzel, Tomczak, and Herrmann 2010). 

Using scarcity appeals have been found to be an effective means to influence consumer 

behaviour. However, because these tactics have been used quite extensively in advertising, 

consumers are starting to become more familiar about these appeals. As a result, they start to 

develop knowledge about these types of persuasion tactics (Aguirre-Rodriguez 2013).  Studies 

have found that activation of persuasion knowledge can diminish or eliminate the positive 

effect of scarcity appeals (Aguirre-Rodriguez 2013; Mukherjee and Lee 2016).  

Thus, based on the preceding discussion, the following hypotheses are postulated: 

H9: Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and attitude toward the advertisement 

H10: Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between the fear of missing 

out and attitude toward the advertisement 

3.10.2 Consumer Susceptibility to Interpersonal Influence as a Moderator 

As cited by Stafford (1966), interpersonal influence has a profound effect on the consumer 

decision making process. More importantly, studies have found that interpersonal influence 

has a significant impact on the development of the consumer’s attitudes, values and norms 

(Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel 1989; Clark and Goldsmith 2006; Mourali, Laroche, and Pons 
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2005). Research has found that many purchasing decisions and brand preferences are 

influenced by the need to conform to those of relevant others. In particular, Bearden, 

Netemeyer, and Teel (1989) attributes this conformity to two types of social influence, namely 

normative and informational influence. Informational influence is the tendency for individua ls 

to use other people’s behaviour as an important point of reference and a valuable source of 

information, influencing their attitudes and behaviour. On the other hand, normative influence 

is when an individual’s conformity is attributed to gaining rewards and avoiding punishment, 

as well as their desire to be associated and share similarities with relevant others (Bearden, 

Netemeyer, and Teel 1989; Lynn and Harris 1997). 

As described in chapter two (literature review), individuals have an innate drive for uniqueness. 

However, many tend to achieve this level of distinction only through behaviours which are 

seen as socially acceptable (Lynn and Harris 1997; Snyder and Fromkin 1980). Hence, this 

suggests that people who perceive themselves as being unique still rely on normative and social 

influences to make their decisions so as not to risk social disapproval. Similarly, as highlighted 

by Przybylski et al. (2013), individuals who a prone to the effects of FOMO are likely to be 

those that suffer for low basic need satisfaction (need for belongingness), and thus use social 

media as means to gain social approval and acceptance. In the same vein, this suggests social 

influences are likely to play a significant role in their consumption decisions. 

Based on the preceding discussion, the following hypotheses are postulated: 

H11: (a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness and 

attitude toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship 

between desire for uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 

H12: (a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between FOMO and attitude 

toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between 

FOMO and attitude toward the advertisement 

H13: (a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness and 

purchase intention; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between desire 

for uniqueness and purchase intention. 
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H14: (a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between tendency towards the 

fear of missing out and purchase intention. (b) Informational influences will enhance the 

relationship between tendency towards the fear of missing out and purchase intention 

3.11 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter provides a detailed discussion of the relevant theories and literature which 

underpin the formation and development of the conceptual framework for this study. The 

hypotheses outlined in the chapter were designed based on the research questions and 

objectives underlined in chapter two. The following chapter discusses the methodologica l 

design of the current study which outlines the different methods and techniques used to 

operationalize the hypothesized relationships and discussed in this chapter. 
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4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

The chapter outlines the methodology undertaken for the main study. Please refer to chapter 

five for detailed discussion on the procedures used for scale development. This chapter will 

first briefly outline the purpose of the research objectives and design. The chapter continues to 

the section on pre-testing, which outlines the processes used to develop the stimulus. This 

includes a discussion on the choice of brand, product and message used. After this, the next 

section will discuss how the sample was chosen and the method of data collection.  Next, the 

design of the survey instrument and the various scales adopted for the study are elaborated. 

Finally, analyses methods and statistical techniques for the main study are explored. 

4.2 PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 

The main purpose of the study is to investigate a series of hypothesized relationships between 

various related constructs outlined in chapter three. Based on the conceptual framework 

discussed in chapter three, the primary purpose of the research is to examine the effects of T-

FOMO and desire for uniqueness on different types of scarcity messages (limited quantity 

scarcity vs limited time scarcity) for limited edition luxury products. Other objectives involve 

validating any significant differences between two product categories (private vs public 

products) and examining the mediating effects of attitude toward the advertisement and the 

moderating effects of inferences of manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to 

interpersonal influence. The scope of the study is delimited to aspirational luxury products who 

have implemented product extensions beyond their core competencies. 

The following sections will outline the research design and how the research is carried out to 

fulfil the above objectives. The nature of the sample, the methods by which data will be 

collected as well as the identification of appropriate methods of analysis for treating the data 

collected will be explored thoroughly in the following sections.   
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4.3 RESEARCH DESIGN 

As outlined in Table 4-1, the study employs a 2 (type of scarcity message) x 2 (type of product 

category) factorial experimental design. The methodology has been adopted and adapted from 

previous studies (e.g. Jang et al. 2015; Aggarwal, Sung Youl, and Jong Ho 2011). For the 

purposes of this study, the control groups are essentially used to reflect another treatment 

condition to evoke scarcity but does not explicitly state how it is scarce unlike the other 2 

(limited quantity and limited time) This resulted in a total of 6 studies (four experimenta l 

groups and two control groups).  

Table 4-1: Research Design 

  Type of experimental condition 

  Limited quantity scarcity Limited time scarcity Control group 

P
r
o

d
u

c
t 

c
a

te
g

o
r
y

 

Public 

(watch) 

   

Private 

(fragrance) 

   

 

4.4 PRE-TESTS 

The following sections will examine a number of pre-test issues and components that are 

instrumental to the current research and methods. The procedures in determining the product 

choice and brand selection will be explored first, and are followed by preparation and pretesting 

of advertisements and final survey instrument.  
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4.5 STIMULUS CONTEXT – ASPIRATIONAL LUXURY 

Despite the volatile nature of many global economies, sales of luxury brands have managed to 

exhibit resilience (Hassan, Husić-Mehmedović, and Duverger 2015). The matter of price is of 

little significance for consumers of luxury products especially when they are presented with 

the opportunity to own a product with inherent scarcity value (Hwang, Ko, and Megehee 2014). 

This perception of scarcity value and prestige is what drives consumers to pay exorbitant prices 

for luxury brands today. The use of luxury brands as a focus for this research is deemed suitable 

in eliciting FOMO as the attractiveness of the opportunity to own a limited edition is enhanced 

by the fact that it is a luxury brand. As discussed earlier, the scope of the study is limited to 

aspirational luxury brands who have implemented extensions beyond their core competencies.  

One of the reasons why some luxury brands adopt category extensions is to seemingly 

democratize luxury and make it more affordable to more people. As such, they have started to 

use downward vertical extensions to introduce products lines such as watches, eyewear, bags, 

perfume etc. to the market at affordable prices (Kapferer and Laurent 2016). For example, 

luxury brands such as Louis Vuitton have included lifestyle products like watches and eyewear 

in their product line because they are less costly than handbags. Consumers are likely to buy 

them so that they are still part of the brand experience (Lamb 2011). Another example is the 

brand Hermes, whose lower-priced accessory items now comprise of 40 percent of its sales 

(Nueno and Quelch 1998). This also has the effect of attracting new customers to the brand. 

4.5.1 Choice of Brand 

To determine the brand used for this particular study, the study adopts the criteria set out by 

Trocchia, Saine, and Luckett (2015) in determining what constitutes an aspirational brand. 

These criteria are:  

• Individual possesses the desire to own or consume the brand 

• Individual is unable to purchase such a brand based on his/her current socio-economic 

status 

• Individual must perceive that they would be able to afford to buy the aspirational brand 

at some point in their life time 

In addition, these luxury brands must have extended into products which are beyond its core 

competencies. 
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Using a focus group consisting of academics and industry practitioners, the study examined the 

list of luxury brands depicted in Figure 4-1. Many of these luxury brands have also extended 

beyond products they were traditionally perceived to produce. For example, Gucci well-known 

for its high-end leather goods have successfully extended into product such as perfumes. 

Similarly, luxury brands such as BMW and Mercedes traditionally known as car manufacture rs 

have extended into product categories such as watches. After a process of elimination, majority 

of participants of the focus group favoured Mercedes Benz as a brand which conformed to the 

criteria of an aspirational brand set out by (Trocchia, Saine, and Luckett 2015). In addition, 

Mercedes-Benz, a brand known best for its iconic luxury cars, established a ‘Mercedes-Benz 

Style’ division in 2010. This division was set up as part of the brand’s commitment to 

innovation. The division not only develops transport-related products such as luxury yachts, 

but also extends to furniture, lifestyle and industrial design orientated products (“Mercedes-

Benz Style” 2016). Hence, based on the above discussion, Mercedes-Benz was chosen. Further, 

existing brands as opposed to fictitious brand were used to enable the generation of brand-

related memories to test effects of brand breadth on perceived typicality (Boush and Loken 

1991).  The final versions of the six advertisements can be found Appendix A – F. 

4.6 CHOICE OF PRODUCT CATEGORY 

Figure 4-1: Top 20 Luxury versus Aspirational Brands (Trocchia, Saine, and Luckett 2015) 
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A pre-test was conducted using a focus group to determine a suitable product to represent 

public and private goods. Participants of the focus groups were exposed to a number of 

products ranging from cosmetics to electronic devices. They were then asked to complete a 

simple questionnaire asking them to rank each product in terms of the extent to which they 

would consume the product in a public or private setting. Based on a majority vote, most of the 

participants agreed that watches were perceived to be the most typically consumed in a public 

setting and perfumes were perceived to be most consumed in a private setting. This was also 

consistent with  Jang et al. (2015) ,also found similar results in terms of the visibility of the 

products, where watches were found to be of higher visibility as compared to perfumes.  

4.7 STIMULUS PREPARATION 

A total of six advertisements were created using resources available on public internet websites. 

A professional graphic designer was used to create the stimulus. Real advertisements were 

consulted and used as a reference for the design of the stimulus. This was done so as to simula te 

what consumer would see actually see if they were exposed to a real advertisement. Various 

mock print advertisement designs were created and an expert panel was used to determine 

which designs were the most appropriate for use in the main study.  

4.7.1 Developing the advertising message 

To test the hypotheses empirically, the research required advertisements that are controlled 

from a number of variables. The advertisements were shown in the form of a print 

advertisement. Overall, there were two different types of advertisement created. Each 

advertisement was created to elicit a particular scarcity condition namely, a limited quantity 

scarcity (LQS) condition or a limited time scarcity (LTS) condition. Each of these scarcity 

conditions had two product categories making a total of four different executions. In addition, 

there was also one control execution created for each product category. Hence, a total six 

advertisements created for this study. The product used for each of the six advertisements was 

described as ‘limited edition’.  

Each of the advertisements was developed based on the message cues specific to each type of 

scarcity condition. The message cues used replicated work done by (Jang et al. 2015). Each 

advertisement was pre-tested to ensure that it elicited the intended scarcity condition. Previous 

studies using scarcity appeals also adopted similar approaches by used specific message cues 

to elicit perceptions of scarcity (e.g. Aggarwal, Sung Youl, and Jong Ho 2011; Gierl and Huettl 
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2010; Howard, Shu, and Kerin 2007; Roy and Sharma 2015). Moreover, research has found 

that many brands have implemented scarcity messages to further enhance the persuasive effect 

of their limited edition (LE) products (Balachander and Stock 2009; Gierl and Huettl 2010; 

Jang et al. 2015). These brands typically use a LQS or LTS message. The messages used to 

elicit the respective scarcity conditions are discussed below: 

LQS messages communicate the limited number of products available for purchase. Consumers 

are informed that the supply of the available product is limited (Aggarwal, Jun, and Huh 2011; 

Jang et al. 2015; Howard, Shu, and Kerin 2007). Hence, the final wording used to manipula te 

the LQS condition is (after the stimulus pre-test discussed in the following section): 

‘Only 500 pieces/bottles available worldwide.’ 

LTS messages persuade consumers to purchase as many products during a limited amount of 

time. A time limit explicitly restricts the consumer’s opportunity to purchase the product 

(Aggarwal, Jun, and Huh 2011; Howard, Shu, and Kerin 2007). Hence, the final wording used 

to manipulate the LTS condition is (after the stimulus pre-test discussed in the following 

section): 

‘Only available for sale from 1st February – 14th February.’ 

4.7.2 Stimulus Pre-Test 

To ensure that the images and message was relevant, an expert panel was used. The panel were 

first informed of the purposes of the study before the focus group commenced. Next, they were 

shown a number of mock print advertisements designed based on the six experimenta l 

conditions. Each member of the panel was required to assess the advertisements for ecologica l 

validity. Elements that were discussed included the graphics, font, layout and colours used for 

the advertisements. In addition to this, the panel were also asked to evaluate whether the 

phrasing and wording of the messages used represented the two different scarcity messages as 

well as whether they triggered an FOMO.  

The panel each agreed that the messages used for the LQS and LTS elicited the intended 

scarcity condition. Also, to elicit the most favourable response, the optimum number of units 

for the LQS message and the duration for the LTS message were also discussed.  Respondents 

generally agreed that for both for watches and perfumes, the quantities should be at least 500 

– 1000 units and the duration should be at least 15 – 20 days.  
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There were also some design issues that needed to be addressed for ecological validity. The 

decision as to what changes need to be made was done by a majority vote after a discussion on 

the merits of each panel member’s suggestions. After a consensus was made, several changes 

were made and are discussed below: 

• Changed positioning of the advertising message so that it was more prominent. 

• Graphics, font, layout and colours were updated for ecological validity. 

• Graphics were updated so that the advertisements did not show any gender bias. 

• Messages were rephrased to elicit the element of scarcity 

• Quantity Amount for the Limited Quantity Scarcity message was updated to 500 units 

• Duration Amount for the Limited Time Scarcity message was updated to 14 days 

The final versions of the advertisements are shown in Appendix A – G. 

4.8 DATA COLLECTION METHOD 

The data used in the present study were provided by members of an online consumer panel, 

who were provided with incentives to complete the present study’s survey. The pros and cons 

of using such an approach in obtaining the required data were examined before a decision was 

made to use this approach for the data collection. The main reasons which led to the selection 

of an online consumer panel method were for its anonymity, convenience, data quality and 

accuracy, as well as cost benefits that online consumer panels have over traditional approaches 

of data collection (Lim 2013).  

Anonymity is one of the significant advantages of online surveys as it reduces social and 

interview biases. It is also less intrusive than traditional offline methods such as mall intercept 

methods where the interview has to approach and interact with the respondent on a one-on-one 

basis (Schillewaert and Meulemeester 2005). This sense of anonymity allows respondents to 

be more honest and open with their responses and eliminates any feelings of self-consciousness 

that they may experience when someone else is present while they are completing the survey 

(Buchanan 2000).  

People are also more responsive and receptive to online surveys because it allows them to 

complete the survey at their own convenience and comfort. They are able to take as much time 

as they want to answer the question without being pressurized to fill out a survey quickly (e.g. 

when approached to complete a survey when they are shopping during a mall intercept). This 
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may cause the respondent to become annoyed and adversely affect their responses to the 

questions in the survey (Hogg 2003).    

The quality and accuracy is also greatly enhanced when using online surveys compared to 

traditional offline methods. This is because online surveys facilitate the building of intelligence 

such as personalisation, question branching, skipping patterns, forced answer prompts and 

audio-visual material (Schillewaert and Meulemeester 2005). For example, with forced answer 

prompts, it eliminates the problem of missing data which is an issue that is commonly faced in 

traditional data collection approaches which can reduce the number of usable responses 

significantly (Duray et al. 2000; Kathuria 2000). Due to budget constraints, large samples were 

not obtainable and hence having complete data was seen to be an important factor when 

choosing the online consumer panel as a preferred choice for data collection for the present 

study. Further, the accuracy of online data is greatly increases due to few errors in data entry 

(such as human error) as responses do not need to be imputed manually (Schillewaert and 

Meulemeester 2005). 

Finally, given the budget constraints, using an online data collection method was found to be 

the most cost effective way of obtaining data. McDonald and Adam (2003) found the cost of 

mail response research to be twice as much as online surveys. In addition, other studies reported 

financial savings of between 20 – 80 percent for using online surveys as compared to other data 

traditional collection methods such as pen and paper surveys (Granello and Wheaton 2004; 

Ilieva, Baron, and Healey 2002; Rhodes 2003). 

4.8.1 Research Participants (Sample) 

The study is focused on general consumers and there no intention to generalize point and 

interval estimates from the findings to any specific group of consumers (Goldsmith 2002). In 

addition to this, as this study is one of the pioneer studies examining FOMO in the area of 

consumer behaviour, use of a consumer panel is deemed to be a good starting point. 

4.9 RESEARCH MODEL MEASURES 

4.9.1 Desire for Uniqueness 

Lynn and Harris (1997) developed a 4-item scale to measure an individual’s self-attributed 

need for uniqueness scale (SANU). The scale was based on an earlier scale, the need for 

uniqueness scale (NFU) developed by Snyder and Fromkin (1977). One of the reasons why 
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Lynn and Harris (1997) developed the SANU scale was because the NFU scale placed too 

much emphasis on public and socially risky displays of uniqueness. The NFU scale as 

described by the author fails to capture the more important indicators of uniqueness motives, 

and hence in certain studies (e.g. Tepper 1994) proved to be a poor predictor of some consumer 

behaviours. The revised scale demonstrated internally consistent and statistically related to 

several theoretically relevant consumer dispositions e.g. desire for scarce products, the desire 

for customized products, the preference for unique shopping venues, and the willingness to 

adopt innovative new products (Lynn and Harris 1997). In addition, it was found to be reliable 

(alpha = 0.80). Wu et al. (2012) later revised the SANU scale and renamed it the Desire for 

Uniqueness (DFU). The items did not significantly defer and only one of items namely ‘I have  

a need for uniqueness’ was changed to ‘I have a strong desire for uniqueness.’ For the purposes 

of this study, the SANU scale will adopt the name ‘Desire for Uniqueness’  based on Wu et al. 

(2012) revised interpretation of the construct. 

Hence, the items used in the present study were: 

1. I prefer being different from other people 

2. Being distinctive is important to me 

3. I intentionally do things to make myself different from those around me 

4. I have a strong desire for uniqueness 

4.9.2 Tendency towards the Fear of Missing Out 

The present study developed a 5-item scale to measure an individual’s tendency towards the 

fear of missing out (T-FOMO). The scale was developed based on Przybylski et al. (2013) fear 

of missing out (FOMO) scale. One of the main flaws of the FOMO was that it was too context -

specific to users experiencing FOMO in a social media context. Hence, use in a consumer 

behaviour setting may not be applicable. In addition, personality traits are generally more 

predictive of behaviours over multiple situations as opposed to single behaviours (Epstein 

1979). These items had gone through rigorous purification and validity testing (described in 

chapter five). The final items used in the present study were: 

1. I become anxious during a sale and tend to buy more than I actually need 

2. I have the constant urge to check for the latest product deals on the internet for fear of 

missing out 
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3. I have the habit of accepting appointments even though my schedule is full for fear of 

missing out 

4. I tend to panic buy during a sale for fear of missing out 

5. I have the urge to buy during a sale even though there is nothing that I really want 

4.9.2.1 Preview of Scale Development Process 

The process to develop the T-FOMO scale encompasses follows the steps outlined by a 

combination of studies namely (Churchill Jr 1979; DeVellis 1991; DeVellis 2003; Li, Edwards, 

and Lee 2002; Nunnally 1978; Oh 2005; Wells, Leavitt, and McConville 1971). The process 

undertaken involved a total of 4 studies. Statistical techniques namely exploratory factor 

analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were used to purify and validate the 

scale items. Other statistical techniques were also consulted within each respective study during 

the scale development process. A detailed discussion of the scale development process is 

discussed in the following chapter. 

4.9.3 Attitude toward the Advertisement 

Teng, Laroche, and Zhu (2007) developed a 4-item scale measuring attitude toward the 

advertisement. The items were derived and adapted from (Gardner 1985; MacKenzie,.Lutz, 

Belch 1986; Miniard, Bhatla, and Rose 1990; Zhang and Gelb 1996). The scale was found to 

be reliable across two studies (alpha = 0.79 – 0.85). Further, this scale which was measured by 

means of a semantic differential scale was adopted in this case. The four items used to measure 

attitude towards the ad were: 

Please rate your feelings towards the advertisement you have just seen: 

1. Bad/Good 

2. Unfavourable/Favourable 

3. Uncreative/Creative 

4. Unattractive/Attractive 

Two additional items were also taken from Chattopadhyay and Nedungadi (1992) which were 

included to provide a more comprehensive view of the respondents feelings towards the 

particular advertisement. Their two attitude toward advertisement items used in the present 

study were: 

5. Unlikeable/Likeable 
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6. Boring/Interesting 

4.9.4 Purchase Intention 

Past studies have indicated that purchase intention scales suffer from severe theoretical and 

empirical problems. It has long been known that the majority of purchasers are ‘non-intenders’ 

and that actual compliance with stated intention is low (Wright and MacRae 2007). Soderlund 

and Ohman (2003) suggested that intentions should be measured as expectations, plans and 

wants and developed a scale reflecting those attributes. This was reflected in Teng, Laroche, 

and Zhu (2007) 4-item scale measuring purchase intention, whose scale was derived from 

Mathur (1999) and Yi (1990) which shared similar notions with Soderlund and Ohman (2003). 

In particular, the final purchase intention scale derived by Teng, Laroche, and Zhu (2007) was 

found to be reliable (alpha = 0.78 – 0.86). The final items used in the present study were: 

1. I would intend to buy the (product shown in the ad) 

2. I would consider buying the (product shown in the ad) 

3. I would expect to buy the (product shown in the ad) 

4. I would plan to buy the (product shown in the ad) 

4.9.5 Inferences of Manipulative Intent 

Campbell (1995) developed a 6-item scale measuring inferences of manipulative intent. The 

research found that inferences of manipulative intent was found to lower advertising persuasion 

as measured by ad attitudes, brand attitudes and purchase intentions. The scale was found to be 

reliable (alpha = 0.90 – 0.93).  The scale has also been successfully adopted in variety of 

consumer behaviour contexts such as guilt appeals (Cotte, Coulter, and Moore 2005), in-store 

arousal (Lunardo and Roux 2015), effectiveness of narrative ads (Wentzel, Tomczak, and 

Herrmann 2010). These studies also found the scale to be reliable (alpha = 0.89 – 0.92). The 

items used in the present study were: 

1. The way this ad tries to persuade people seems acceptable to me 
2. The advertiser tried to manipulate the audience in ways I do not like 
3. I was annoyed by this ad because the advertiser seemed to be trying to inappropriate ly 

manage or control the audience 
4. I didn’t mind this ad; the advertiser tried to be persuasive without being excessive ly 

manipulative 
5. The ad was fair in what was said and shown 
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6. I think that this advertisement is unfair 

4.9.6 Consumers Susceptibility to Interpersonal Influence 

Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel (1989) developed a two dimensional 12-item scale measuring 

consumer’s susceptibility to interpersonal influence. The two dimensions are namely 

informational and normative interpersonal influence. The scale was found to be reliable (alpha 

= 0.82 – 0.88) across both students and non-student respondents. In addition to this, Cheng et 

al. (2013) also successfully adopted the scale in determining its moderating effect within an 

impulsive purchasing study context, which was closely related to the present study’s context. 

The items used in the present study were: 

Normative 

1. I rarely purchase the latest fashion styles until I am sure my friends approve of them 

2. It is important that others like the products and brands I buy 

3. When buying products, I generally purchase those brands that I think others will 

approve of 

4. If other people can see me using a product, I often purchase the brand they expect me 

to buy 

5. I like to know what brands and products make good impressions on others 

6. I achieve a sense of belonging by purchasing the same products and brands that others 

purchase 

7. If I want to be like someone, I often try to buy the same brands that they buy 

8. I often identify with other people by purchasing the same products and brands they 

purchase 

Informational 

1. To make sure I buy the right product or brand, I often observe what others are buying 

and using 

2. If I have little experience with a product, I often ask my friends about the product 

3. I often consult other people to help choose the latest alternative available from a product 

class 

4. I frequently gather information from friends or family about a product before I buy 
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Table 4-2 provides a summary of the study’s constructs and shows the number of items that 

were used to measure each construct, the answer format that was used in each case and the 

source of the items. 

Table 4-2: Overview of the Constructs 

Construct Items Answer Format Source of the items 

T-FOMO 5 Likert-type scale Developed in present study 

DFU 4 Likert-type scale Lynn and Harris (1997); Wu et al. (2012)  

Aad 6 
Semantic Differential 

Scale 

Chattopadhyay and Nedungadi (1992); Teng, Laroche, 

and Zhu (2007) 

PI 4 Likert-type scale Teng, Laroche, and Zhu (2007) 

IMI 6 Likert-type scale Campbell (1995) 

CSII 12 Likert-type scale Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel (1989) 

T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, DFU = Desire for uniqueness; Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = 
Purchase intention, IMI = Inferences of manipulative intent, CSII = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
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4.10 SURVEY INSTRUMENT 

The survey instrument consisted of six sections. Respondents were first asked to fill in Section 

A – demographics. The demographics were used to filter the sample to ensure that a 

homogenous sample was used. This was followed by Sections B – D which consisted of the 

key independent variables and one of the moderators for the study. They were asked to 

complete a number of scales namely tendency towards the fear of missing out (T-FOMO), 

desire for uniqueness (DFU) and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence (CSII). 

Following this, respondents were commenced on Section E – where they were randomly shown 

one of the six advertisements. After which they were asked complete Section E. Depending on 

which advertisement the subjects were shown, the respective manipulation check question for 

the each of the two scarcity conditions were shown (respondents who were shown the control 

advertisement were exempted from the check).  More specifically, the manipulation check was 

done using a 5 point one-item Likert-type scale. For check for the LTS condition was successful 

manipulated, the item used was: 

‘There appears to be limited supplies of the product advertised.’ 

To check if the LTS condition was successfully manipulated, the item used was: 

‘The product advertised appears to be available for a limited time only.’ 

Both items had end points of 1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree. Finally, respondents 

were then asked to complete sections G – I, which consisted of their emotional and behavioura l 

responses towards the scarcity message and the product advertised. In this section, they were 

asked to complete another set of scales including inferences of manipulative intent (IMI), 

attitude toward the advertisement (Aad) and purchase intention (PI).  
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Table 4-3: Survey Instrument Design 

Part Task 

A Complete question on respondent’s demographic profile  

B Complete questions on T-FOMO 

C Complete questions on DFU 

D Complete questions on CSII 

E Respondent shown one of the six advertisements 

F Complete manipulation check question (except for those that were shown the control advertisements) 

G Complete questions on IMI 

H Complete questions on Aad 

I Complete questions on PI 

 

Table 4-3 depicts the overall survey instrument design.  The survey was also pre-tested to 

ensure that there were no grammatical or question design issues. An example of the survey is 

depicted in Appendix G. 

4.11 METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

The research consisted of a variety of statistical analysis techniques used to test for the various 

hypotheses discussed in chapter three. Firstly, the data went through a process a screening for 

input accuracy, missing data and outliers to ensure that these issues did not affect the 

interpretation of the results in subsequent analyses. Next, the measurement properties of each 

of the constructs for the main model were examined using confirmatory factor analys is. 

Further, each of the constructs included an examination of the uni-dimensionality, reliability, 

convergent and discriminant validity of the constructs. Following this, structured equation 

modelling was used to examine the hypothesized relationships discussed in chapter three 

namely H1 – H6. Next, Mediation Analysis (MA) was used to test for any potential mediators 

in the overall model, namely H7 – H8. Finally, a Hierarchical Moderated Regression (HRM) 

was used to test whether any of the proposed moderators had an effect on the various 

relationships outlined in chapter three, namely H9 – H14. These methods are further discussed 

below. 

4.11.1 Initial Examination of Data 

Each of the 6 data sets collected for the respective experimental conditions discussed earlier 

were first screened for input accuracy, missing data and the presence of outliers. This process 

was done using the SPSS program (Version 22.0). A list-wise deletion of missing cases was 
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used and outliers were examined to ensure extreme value did not influence the results. The 

assumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedasticity were assessed by examining 

skewness and kurtosis values and scatter plot diagrams ( Tabachnick and Fidell 1989). After 

the initial examination of the data using the above procedures, the descriptive statistics were 

also computed for the sample profile for each of the data sets.  

4.11.2 Preparing Constructs for Model Testing 

The analysis will consist of two major steps starting with first validating the measurements of 

each construct, and then, examining the hypothesized relationships. An appropriate 

examination and validation of the constructs measurement properties is crucial before 

estimating any structural model (Hair et al. 2010).  

Confirmatory factor analysis procedures were therefore undertaken to gain an understand ing 

of the constructs’ measurement properties. This was done using the AMOS Program (Version 

22.0). The validation of the construct measures was performed by the use of one-factor 

congeneric models developed within the AMOS Program.  

A one-factor congeneric model is ‘the simplest form of a measurement model and represents 

the regression of a set of observed indicator variables on a single latent variable’ (Holmes-

Smith and Rowe 1994, 6). The model provides a realistic interpretation of the data by 

considering the varying degrees to which each item contributes to the overall measure and is a 

quasi-test of validity.  

Each of the constructs included an examination of the uni-dimensionality, reliability, 

convergent and discriminant validity of the constructs. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and 

Fornell and Larcker (1981) composite reliability measure and average variance extracted 

(AVE) scores were used for this assessment.  Based on Fornell and Larcker (1981) and Hair et 

al. (2010), construct reliability limits were set at (α > 0.70), while an (AVE > 0.50) suggests 

the convergent validity can be assumed as more information compared to noise is present. 

Discriminant validity was determined by comparing the shared variances (squared correlations) 

of the various construct pairs with their respective AVE scores. As per Fornell and Larcker 

(1981), discriminant validity can be assumed if their shared variance was less than their AVE 

scores. 
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4.11.3 Structured Equation Modelling 

After validating the measurements of each construct, the next step was to examine the 

hypothesized relationships in the overall model. This was done using structured equation 

modelling (SEM). The SEM approach procedure recommended by Gerbing and Anderson 

(1988) was followed in the present study, in which the measurement model is first estimated 

through confirmatory factor analysis before the structural relationships between the latent 

variables are estimated. The techniques of estimating the parameters and the criteria for the 

assessment of model fit would be elaborated in greater detail in the subsequent sections. A 

systematic and conforming approach of model testing and model modification or re-

specification was undertaken to report the results of the analyses encompassed by this study. 

4.11.4 Assessing Model Fit 

Although the fit of such a model to observed data can be examined in a number of ways (Byrne, 

1998), the assessment of model’s fit would be determined by the χ² test and an array of measure 

indices that were recommended by the current literature (Bentler 1990; Byrne 2001; Kline 

2005; Marsh, Balla, and McDonald 1988). The non-significance in the p-value of the χ² statistic 

will indicate that there is no significant difference between the model-imp lied 

variance/covariance matrix and the sample variance/covariance matrix, therefore suggesting a 

good model fit of the data (Byrne 2001; Cunningham 2007). However, some have speculated 

the adequacy of this statistic (Hu, Bentler, and Kano 1992). For example, the failure to obtain 

a non-significant chi-square may reflect a number of limitations such as a poorly specified 

model, the power of the test or a failure to satisfy assumptions underlying the statistical test  

(Marsh 1994). Furthermore, while the χ² test is used to assess the statistical fit, it is sensitive to 

sample size and deviations from normality (Kline 2005; MacCallum and Austin 2000).  

In an effort to overcome those limitations, additional measures such as the practical indices 

(based on absolute fit indices and incremental fit indices) will also be used to assess the models 

(Hair et al. 1998; Hu and Bentler 1998). More specifically, absolute fit indices based on Root-

Mean-Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), Standardised Root-Mean-Square Residual 

(SRMR), Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) and Adjusted Goodness-of-Fit Index (AGFI) would be 

reported (Cunningham 2007; Schumacker and Lomax 2004). The incremental indices that 

compare the null model as the nested baseline model with the specified model for better model 

fit improvement would be reported with Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) and Comparative Fit Index 

(CFI) (Hair et al. 1998; Hu and Bentler 1998). Standardised residual covariance matrix and 
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modifications indices (MI) will also be assessed in the process of determining model fit  

(Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; Schumacker and Lomax 2004). 

To consider the models as acceptable fit to the sample data, the following indices criteria were 

set out: RMSEA close < 0.07 represent a close or good fit (Hu and Bentler 1999; Steiger 2007), 

while values up to .08 indicate reasonable fit and values between (0.08 – 0.10) indicate 

mediocre or acceptable fit ( Brown 2003; MacCallum, Browne, and Sugawara 1996).  (SRMR 

< 0.08) (Hu and Bentler 1999), and (GFI, AGFI, TLI and CFI > 0.95) as good fit and (GFI, 

AGFI, TLI and CFI > 0.90) as satisfactory fit (Cunningham 2007; Hair et al. 1998; Schumacker 

and Lomax 2004).  

4.11.5 Moderation Analysis 

A moderator has the potential ability to either strengthen or weaken the relationship between 

an independent/predictor and dependant/outcome variable (Baron and Kenny 1986). To test for 

moderation, a hierarchical moderated regression was used. The method involves a series of 

linear regressions performed in order to test for the statistical ‘interaction’ of a moderating 

variable.  

 

Based on the Figure 4-2, there are three pathways that lead into the outcome variable. Taking 

H7 as an example, it is hypothesized that inferences of manipulative intent will moderate the 

Figure 4-2: Moderation Model (Baron and Kenny 1986, 1179) 
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relationship between desire for uniqueness and attitude towards the ad. Hence the outcome 

variable in this example is attitude towards the ad. The process examines the impact of desire 

for uniqueness on attitude toward the advertisement (path a), the impact of inferences of 

manipulative intent on attitude toward the advertisement (path b) and ‘the interaction’ or 

product of these two (path c). The hypothesis is supported if the ‘interaction’ (path c) is 

significant (Baron and Kenny 1986).  

4.11.6 Mediation Analysis 

The mediation analysis consisted of a series of linear regression analyses to test for either a 

partial or full mediation using the 4 step analysis proposed by (Baron and Kenny 1986). This 

will determine the best predictor of a dependant variable from several independent variables.  

Baron and Kenny’s four step approach is outlined below: 

 

• Step 1: Regression analysis with (X) and (Y) 

• Step 2: Regression analysis with (X) and (M) 

• Step 3: Regression analysis with (M) and (Y) 

• Step 4: Multiple regression with both (X) and (M) on (Y) 

In order to successfully ensure and interpret a mediating relationship, a number of conditions 

are to be met. First, the relationships in step 1 – step 3 should be significant for mediation to 

be possible. Second, some form of mediation is supported if the effect of (M) remains 

significant after controlling for (X). If (X) is still significant and (M) still significantly predicts 

(Y)) the finding supports partial mediation. If (X) is no longer significant when (M) is 

controlled, the finding supports full mediation (Baron and Kenny 1986). In addition, to confirm 

the potential mediating effect (M), a Sobel test was conducted. If the test confirms the 

significant/non-significant results, the mediation will be accepted. The variables and their 

relationship are outlined in in Figure 4-3. 

  

Independent 

Variable 

(X) 

Mediator  

(M) 

Dependant  

Variable  

(Y) 

Figure 4-3: Mediation Process 
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4.12 ETHICAL ISSUES 

The research has applied for the Curtin University's Human Research Ethics and the committee 

has been identified the research as a low risk research. The approval ethics no. is 

‘SOM2014075.’   

4.13 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter describes the measures and methods that will be used to examine the relationships 

discussed in the chapter three. To answer the research questions and address the subsequent 

research objectives, the support and appropriateness of the measures and various methods are 

discussed in detailed. The analysis and results of the hypothesized relationships discussed in 

chapter three will be presented in chapter six. The following chapter describes the process and 

procedures of scale development for the T-FOMO scale.  
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5 SCALE DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 OVERVIEW 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the processes undertaken to develop a single scale to 

measure FOMO, which is described as the Tendency towards the Fear of Missing Out (T-

FOMO) scale. This scale will be adopted to test for the effects of T-FOMO as outlined in 

research model of this thesis (See Figure 3-1). A total for four studies were undertaken to 

generate, purify and validate the scale.  

As seen in Table 5-1, the chapter is structured as follows.  Study 1 will discuss the steps in the 

initial stages of scale development. This consists of outlining the methods for generating the 

scale items and accessing its dimensionality through an exploratory factor analysis (EFA). The 

EFA serves to purify the scale items to prepare it for subsequent analysis.  This is followed by 

Study 2 which involves the further purification of the scale items from Study 1 via a 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Study 3 is aimed at the validating the scale items through 

a series of tests. Finally, Study 4 will examine the generalizability of the scale in terms of its 

stability when used in a different study context and sample population. The final section of the 

chapter will discuss the implications of the scale. 

Table 5-1: Overall Chapter Structure 

Study Description 

1 Generation of scale items 

2 Purification of scale items 

3 Validation of the scale 

4 Generalizability of scale 

- Implications of the scale 
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5.2 STUDY ONE – DEVELOPING THE SCALE ITEMS 

5.2.1 Generate an item pool 

When generating items for a new scale, items should be designed in a way that captures the 

conceptual and logical true variance presented in the construct and is considered an important 

first step in scale development (Eastman, Goldsmith, and Flynn 1999). Construct definition is 

seen as a common of weakness for some scale development and as such, it was important to 

undertake a rigorous approach to ascertain the conceptual definition used for developing the 

scale items. In addition, DeVellis (2003) suggests the need to explore the theory surrounding 

the concept to aid clarity in the scale development. Much of the required theory for this part of 

the process appears in the literature review chapter on FOMO and specific attention is also 

given to pioneering work of by Przybylski et al. (2013). These are discussed in the sections 

below. 

5.2.2 Defining FOMO 

To re-cap, this study defines FOMO as ‘an individual’s innate tendency to engage in behaviours 

that will alleviate the negative tension caused by the fear that one might miss out on potential 

opportunities.’ Additionally, based on a review of past studies (chapter two), this study posits 

that FOMO consists of 3 dimensions. The definitions are reiterated below: 

Comparative FOMO Tendencies is defined as the innate tendency towards FOMO which is 

driven by the desire not be deprived of what someone else is experiencing or is in possession 

of. 

Hedonistic FOMO Tendencies is defined as the constant state of tension driven by the fear of 

missing out. 

Reactive FOMO Tendencies is defined as the regret experienced because of missed 

opportunities in the past which drives future behaviour.  
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5.2.3 Overall Framework for Designing Scale Items 

 

As seen in Figure 5-1, the design and conceptualization of the scale items will be based on the 

FOMO behavioural model (FBM). More specifically, the items for the proposed scale will 

be formulated based on the three stages outlined in the model and are discussed briefly below: 

• Stage One: Awareness of opportunities: The awareness of opportunities is an 

important component of FOMO. FOMO individuals are drawn by ‘attractive 

opportunities’ they encounter. In a marketing context, this could come in the form of 

deals offered by the advertiser. However, it is important the consumer is informed of 

these opportunities. If an individual is not aware of the opportunity, FOMO will not be 

triggered.  

• Stage Two: Arousal of Emotion: FOMO is always accompanied by the arousal of 

negative feelings such as anxiety and fear. These feelings are aroused by the realisat ion 

that one may potentially miss out/or have already missed out on a ‘rewarding 

opportunity’. 

• Stage Three: Alleviating the Negative Tension: Following on from stage two of the 

FBM model, these negative feelings are what drive an individual to act on the 

opportunities discussed earlier. This is typified by the drive reduction theory by Hull 

(1943) which posited that individuals are motivated to reduce or alleviate negative drive 

states to revert back to their original state of equilibrium.  

5.2.4 Theoretical Underpinnings 

Due to the contemporary nature of the construct, current literature offers little in terms of 

conceptualizing the construct and as such, there is a need to establish a robust theoretica l 

framework for the construct to be anchored on. This study uses three theories namely the drive-

Stage One:  

Awareness of Opportunity 

I tend to panic buy during a sale for fear of missing out 

Stage Three:  

Alleviating the negative tension 

Stage Two:  

Arousal of Emotion 

Figure 5-1: Application of FBM on Scale Item Development 
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reduction theory, self-determination theory and confirmation bias theory to form the theoretica l 

framework for this scale development process.  

Drive Reduction Theory: The drive-reduction theory forms the overarching theoretica l 

framework in which the concept of FOMO is underpinned. According to this theory, deviances 

from homeostasis (an individual’s tendency or need to maintain a sense of equilibrium) create 

physiological needs (Hull 1943).  When these needs are not satisfied, a negative state of tension 

is created. Individuals must seek ways to reduce or alleviate the negative tension experienced 

to return to the state of homeostasis. In the same vein, FOMO cause an individual to deviate 

from their state of homeostasis, leaving them feeling anxious or distressed when a good 

opportunity presents itself. This will cause individuals to seek out ways to reduce or allevia te 

the negative tension they are experiencing. As discussed in the earlier chapters, these 

opportunities in a marketing context can be for example is presented in the form of promotiona l 

offers which contain messages such as ‘buy now before stocks run out.’ FOMO consumers 

who see these as attractive opportunities are likely to follow the course of action recommended 

by the advertiser so as relieve the negative tension they are experiencing.  

Self-determination Theory: People are often motivated to behave or act based on external 

factors such as the promise of rewards or for the approval of others. In a similar vein, people 

are driven by intrinsic motivations such as interest, curiosity and value systems that are not 

necessarily externally rewarded or supported. Self-Determination Theory (SDT) suggests that 

people possess inherent psychological tendencies that form the basis for self-motivation and 

personality integration (Ryan and Deci 2000). In the same vein, individuals experienc ing 

FOMO are motivated to act because of the an attractive opportunity which comes with the 

promise of a rewarding experience (Przybylski et al. 2013). 

Confirmation Bias Theory: Many theories seeking to understand consumer decision-mak ing 

processes tend to associate the purchase with a certain degree of cognitive effort and 

involvement. The consumer decision making model (CDM) by Engel, Kollat, and Blackwell 

(1968) describes five activities that consumers go through in a rational, sequential order 

following as seen in Figure 5-2. 
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However, in situations like unplanned purchasing, this sequential order is challenged. 

Unplanned purchasing is defined as ‘a buying action undertaken without a problem previous ly 

having been consciously recognized or a buying intention formed prior to entering the store’  

(Engel, Kollat, and Blackwell 1968, 483). In other words, the realisation of the need is only 

apparent after it is triggered by particular stimuli. For example,  a store only special deal which 

then creates that spur of the moment decision (Bayley and Nancarrow 1998). In these 

situations, these types of purchases are irrational because an individual is motivated to buy 

because of how they feel rather than what they think.  

However, Malter (1996) explains that the emotional aspect of these type of purchases should 

not be confused with irrationality but rather that the decision is based on the degree of 

reasonability of the purchase. The idea of reasonability can be distorted by an individua l’s 

emotional state. This can be further supported by the theory of confirmation bias where 

individuals tend to seek or interpret information in a way that supports their existing beliefs 

(Nickerson 1998). In this scenario, a consumer who has made an unplanned purchase may 

rationalize the purchase because the ‘need’ to have the product.  

In the same vein, FOMO acts on the same premise as behaviours are dictated but how the 

individual feels as opposed to objective reasoning. 

 

Need 
recognition

Search for 
information

Evaluation of 
alternative

Choice
Post choice 
evaluation

Figure 5-2: Consumer Decision-Making Model (Engel, Kollat, and Blackwell 1968) 
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5.2.5 Overview on Scale Development Process 

 

The processes of scale development undertaken based on a review of a number of key studies, 

books and journals. The following studies were identified as being important for the 

development of the current scale (Churchill Jr 1979; DeVellis 1991; DeVellis 2003; Nunnally 

1978; Oh 2005; Wells, Leavitt, and McConville 1971). Churchill Jr (1979) procedure for scale 

development was found to be most suitable and was therefore adapted and adopted for the 

8. Develop norms 

3. Collect data 

4. Purify measures 

5. Collect data 

6. Assess reliability 

7. Assess validity 

2. Generate sample of items 

1. Specify domain of construct 

Recommended Coefficients or Techniques  

Literature Search 

Literature Search 

 

Experience Survey 

Insight Stimulating Examples 

Critical Incidents 

 

Focus Groups 

Coefficient Alpha 

Factor Analysis 

Figure 5-3: Suggested Procedure for Developing Better Measures (Churchill Jr 1979) 
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purpose of this study. In order to better understand the techniques and procedures outlined by 

Churchill (1979), Figure 5-3 illustrates the processes involved. 

Using the preceding explanations of FOMO, the study (as per Li, Edwards, and Lee 2002) uses 

three main methods to generate a set of potential scale items: literature reviews (Churchill Jr 

1979), thesaurus searches (Wells, Leavitt, and McConville 1971), and experience surveys ( 

Chen and Wells 1999; Churchill Jr 1979).  

5.2.6 Literature Reviews 

Purpose of the literature review involves an analysis of past studies as well as the theories. This 

will allow for a more accurate conceptualization of FOMO, its limitations, and potential 

usefulness and applications in a broader research context. A robust literature review should 

also seek to learn from the errors as well as successes of past attempts at measuring FOMO so 

that the development of the current scale is sound (Netemeyer, Bearden, and Sharma 2003). 

A comprehensive review of past studies on FOMO was used to help generate the scale items. 

Out of the studies reviewed, to the best of the author’s knowledge, only one study has 

successfully developed a measurement instrument for FOMO. However, study was limited to 

a social sciences context (Przybylski et al. 2013). Furthermore, the measurement scale was 

based predominantly on missed experiences in a social context. As a result, the scale may have 

issues especially when applied within a marketing context. Hence, other studies and articles 

obtained from marketing industry based publications (JWT Intelligence 2011; JWT 

Intelligence 2012; Remy, Catena, and Durand-Servoingt 2015) were consulted to gain 

marketing perspective to the generation of the scale items. 

5.2.7 Social Media Monitoring Approach 

 Figure 5-4: Examples of FOMO used in Social Media 
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Once a sound definition was established after a review of current literature and popular press, 

the study integrates a Social Media Monitoring (SMM) approach as part of the process to 

generate the initial items for the scale. SMM approach taps into social networking platforms 

such as Facebook, Twitter and blogs by generating spontaneous opinions about brands 

(Branthwaite and Patterson 2011). The process involved searching key words related to FOMO 

and observing what the general perceptions of what FOMO was being discussed on these 

platforms. Figure 5-4 depicts some of the search findings. 

 

Posts were also made on these various social media platforms to encourage discussion about 

FOMO. For example, Figure 5-5 depicts an example of what some of the posts would entail.  

The process aimed to ascertain based on the responses, the different situations in which FOMO 

is evoked. This included how people felt, thought and behaved during those situations.  A 

variety of situations were discussed with three recurring themes which reflected the three 

dimensions described earlier.  

Figure 5-5:  Example of Facebook Group Post to Generate Discussion on FOMO 
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Figure 5-6: Example from SMM Approach – Peer Pressure 

Figure 5-7: Example from SMM Approach – Regret, Competitive Orientation 

Figure 5-8: Example from SMM Approach – Limited Time Scenario 

Figure 5-9: Example from SMM Approach - Emotions 
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Firstly, their comparative FOMO tendencies were highlighted as some respondents related to 

FOMO especially when they are shopping as a group. It highlighted how the purchase decisions 

are influenced by what they friend say or do (See Figure 5-6). Moreover, they are likely to 

experience FOMO for a particular product especially if they fear that someone else will buy it 

(See Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8). Furthermore, when relating to FOMO, people related it to the 

effects of scarcity. For example, one respondent was reminded of the Hello Kitty incident in 

Singapore (“Toy Riot in Singapore Burger Joint” 2000) discussed earlier which saw how 

scarcity effects impacted on FOMO and brought about a competitive drive in the consumer 

(See Figure 5-9). Secondly, the hedonistic tendencies were highlighted when they described 

related to FOMO to emotions that experienced such as ‘panicky’ and ‘fear’ (See Figure 5-7 

and Figure 5-8). Thirdly, reactive tendencies were highlighted when they related FOMO to past 

regrets ‘but I should’ve bought that dress, it still haunts me’ (See Figure 5-7). 

5.2.8 Thesaurus Search 

A thesaurus search was conducted to identify potential items to be used for the scale. Based on 

the definitional components that make up FOMO, the thesaurus search involved looking for 

synonyms related to feelings of anxiety and fear. This resulted in terms such as concern, 

distress, panic, unease, worry which were identified as potential items for the scale. Also, the 

search also involved looking for synonyms related to ‘opportunity’, however only the terms 

chance and favourable circumstance were deemed suitable as many of the other results did not 

encapsulate the intended meaning for opportunity.  

5.2.9 Experience Surveys 

Experience surveys were conducted using an expert panel (consisting of 15 academics and 

practitioners) to examine the wording of the items and the appropriateness of adjectives used 

to describe FOMO situations obtained from the literature review, social media monitor ing 

(SMM) approach and thesaurus search. Also, considerations for the items were based on 

clarity, conciseness, ease of understanding, and also a discussion on other situations that 

describe FOMO. In addition, the panel was also consulted to ascertain the dimensionality of 

the scale. Outcomes of the discussion coincided with what was proposed in the earlier sections, 

where majority of the panel members were able to identify with the 3 dimensions of FOMO. 

Based on the feedback from the expert panel through a systematic process of elimination, 5 

items were left corresponding to each dimension of FOMO. The items and their corresponding 

dimension are as follows: 
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Comparative FOMO Dimension 

• I have the habit of accepting appointments even though my schedule is full for fear of 

missing out 

• I find it hard to say ‘No’ to my friends because I do not like the feeling of missing out 

• I always take part in social activities even though I may not want to for fear of missing 

out 

• I always follow the latest fashion and product trends for fear of missing out 

• I have the urge to join long queues even though I sometimes I do not know what it is 

for 

Hedonistic FOMO Dimension 

• I tend to panic buy during a sale for fear of missing out 

• I feel uneasy whenever there is a sale happening and I do not take part in it 

• I have the urge to buy during a sale even though there is nothing that I really want 

• I become anxious during a sale and tend to buy more than I actually need 

• I tend to panic buy when I am on a trip overseas especially when I know I will not be 

returning any time soon 

Reactive FOMO Dimension 

• It bothers me when I think about the times when I missed out on a great deal. 

• It upsets me when I miss out on a good deal 

• It bothers me when I miss out on a good deal 

• I sometimes find it hard to make purchase decisions for fear that there is a better deal 

out there 

• I have the constant urge to check for the latest product deals on the internet for fear of 

missing out 

5.2.10 Determine Format of Measurement 

The next stage required the use of a survey to finalise the initial pool of items. A five-point 

Likert style scale used following the format used by Przybylski et al. (2013) FOMO scale. The 

scale was anchored with: 1 = ‘Not at all true of me’, 2 = ‘Slightly true of me,’ 3 = ‘Moderately 

true of me’, 4 = ‘Very true of me’, and 5 = ‘Extremely true of me’. Respondents were asked to 

rate how each statement related to their different situations they encounter in their everyday 
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life. The specific wording preceding the scale items is ‘Below is a list of statements about 

different situations you encounter in your everyday life. Please indicate how closely each of 

the following statements describes you.’ 

5.2.11 Survey and Sample used for EFA 

Previous review of literature suggested that there would be three factors derived from the pool 

of items. Hence, the 15 remaining items were put through a process of purification with 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA). A survey was developed containing the remaining 15 items 

left after review by the expert panel. At this point, a stimulus was not deemed necessary for the 

purposes of the study. Use of a stimulus would only be relevant for study 3, to test for predictive 

validity. Further, a consumer panel was used consisting of respondents who resided in 

Australia. Using a sample which made of general consumers was to ensure there was suffic ient 

variation in demographics. 

5.2.12 Evaluate the Items using EFA 

EFA is a common first step in scale development and item refinement (Desselle 2005; DeVellis 

1991; Sweeney, Hausknecht, and Soutar 2000), and this procedure was undertaken via a 

PROMAX rotation to access the dimensionality of the scale. In order to refine the EFA, 

Cronbach’s α was examined and items with squared multiple correlations of 0.30 and corrected 

item-to-total correlations of 0.50 were removed (DeVellis 1991).  
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Table 5-2: Scale Development – Exploratory Factor Analysis 

Item Description 
Factor 1  

(Loadings) 

Factor 2 

(Loadings) 

I have the urge to join long queues even though I sometimes I do not know what 

it is for 

.92  

I have the habit of accepting appointments even though my schedule is full for fear 

of missing out 

.85  

I always follow the latest fashion and product trends for fear of missing out  .84  

I tend to panic buy during a sale for fear of missing out .81  

I always take part in social activities even though I may not want to for fear of 

missing out 

.80  

I tend to panic buy when I am on a trip overseas especially when I know I will not 

be returning any time soon 

.79  

I feel uneasy whenever there is a sale happening and I do not take part in it  .78  

I become anxious during a sale and tend to buy more than I actually need .75  

I have the urge to buy during a sale even though there is nothing that I really want .75  

I have the constant urge to check for the latest product deals on the internet for fear 

of missing out 

.70  

I find it hard to say ‘No’ to my friends because I do not like the feeling of missing 

out 

.69  

It upsets me when I miss out on a good deal  .98 

It bothers me when I miss out on a good deal  .92 

It bothers me when I think about the times when I missed out on a great deal.  .75 

   

Eigen Value 7.90 1.57 

Variance explained (% ) 56.46 11.18 

α .94 .87 

KMO .92 

χ² 1402.38 

df 91 

Sig. .000 

Extraction Method: Principle Component Analysis, Rotation Method: Varimax rotation 
α = Cronbach Alpha, KMO = Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin, IMI = Inferences of Manipulative Intent, CSII = Consumer Susceptibility to 
Interpersonal Influence 

 

At the end of the processes, a total of 14 items remained with only 1 item ‘I sometimes find it 

hard to make purchase decisions for fear that there is a better deal out there’ being removed 

due to cross-loadings. In total, 2 factors were extracted. This was an interesting result as initia l 

literature review indicated that at least 3 factors should have been observed. Detailed results 

are shown in Table 5-2.  
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Table 5-2From this point, step 2 of the scale development can begin. This includes the 

collection of new data sets for validation of the uni-dimensionality of the item sets.  

5.3 STUDY TWO – PURIFICATION OF SCALE ITEMS 

5.3.1 Purpose 

The purpose of study 2 is to test the uni-dimensionality of the individual factors that were 

established in study 1 using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and to purify the scale further 

(if necessary) by removing items that are weak or do not meet the fit criteria. Uni-

dimensionality is often tested using CFA (Pedhazur and Schmelkin 1991), which is considered 

a superior technique to EFA for this task by some studies (e.g. O’Leary-Kelly and Vokurka 

1998). Li, Edwards, and Lee (2002) discuss the importance of uni-dimensionality of scales, as 

composite scores tend to be calculated on the basis of the respondents’ scores on all the items 

of a scale as an unweighted sum (Hattie 1985). By comparing the remaining items with the 

working definition of the construct, content validity could also be undertaken. 

5.3.2 Survey and Sample Characteristics 

A survey was developed containing the remaining 14 items left after purification in Study 1. A 

set of demographic questions were also included in the survey. Similar to study 1, the sample 

was also obtained using a consumer panel. The survey was administered via an online 

consumer panel consisting of 164 valid respondents. The demographics and characteristics of 

the respondents were representative of a general consumer population. The sample consisted 

of males (43.9%) and females (56.1%) females. Most respondents were well educated with 

(35.4%) having completed at least a secondary school, college/tafe (31.1%), bachelor degree 

(22.0%), postgraduate degree (9.8%) and others (1.8%). 
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5.3.3 Results 

 

CFA was conducted on the single-construct measurement model for T-FOMO consisting of 

the 14 items left after the EFA. Each factor’s model’s fit was assessed by examining a number 

of goodness-of-fit indices to see whether they were appropriate for subsequent analysis. For 

factor 1, the initial 11-item model has an unacceptable fit (χ²= 172.71, df = 44, p-value = .00, 

RMSEA = .13, SRMR = .05, GFI = .95, AGFI = .78, CFI = .90, TLI = .87). Hence, the 

modification indices were consulted for possible solutions (Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; 

Garver and Mentzer 1999; Schumacker and Lomax 2004). Based on a systemic process of 

elimination, a total of 6 items were removed due to cross loadings. After these items were 

eliminated, the goodness-of-fit indices for the model were deemed appropriate and are as 

follows. (χ²= 6.81, df = 5, p-value = .24, RMSEA = .04, SRMR = .02, GFI = .98, AGFI = .95, 

CFI = .99, TLI = .99).  

For factor 2, the initial 3-item model did not produce an acceptable fit. The modification indices 

were then consulted for possible solutions (Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; Garver and 

Mentzer 1999; Schumacker and Lomax 2004), however, the model still did not product an 

acceptable fit. As such, factor 2 was removed thus resulting in T-FOMO scale becoming a uni-

dimensional.  

Although this finding did not conform to initial expectations, it confirmed  Przybylski et al. 

(2013) FOMO scale which was uni-dimensional as well.  Shorter scales, often discussed as 

containing three to eight items, are recommended by researchers (Burisch 1997; Gerbing and 

Anderson 1988; Mowen 2000; Mowen 2004) and this result falls within these boundaries.  

Figure 5-10: Purification of Scale Items – Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the T-FOMO scale 
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In summary, results of the CFA revealed a 5-item T-FOMO scale. This is depicted in Figure 

5-10. The items also continue to suit the overall definition of the construct that the scale is 

intending to measure, indicating content/face validity. 

5.4 STUDY THREE – VALIDATION TESTING 

5.4.1 Purpose 

Establishing trait/construct validity is the key goal for Study 3 (e.g. Peter 1981). More 

specifically, convergent, discriminant and criterion (predictive) validity is examined . 

Nomological validity can also be suggested for the described validity tests.  

Criterion validity determines ‘the ability of the scale to predict something that should 

theoretically be related or ability to predict’ (Oh 2005, 301). In the earlier sections of this 

chapter, it discusses how the presence of opportunities can elicit an emotive behavioura l 

response. This is central to how FOMO is characterised. In chapter two, it discusses how 

scarcity can enhance the attractiveness of the opportunity. As such, existing scales namely the 

attitude toward the advertisement, attitude toward the product and purchase intention were 

included in this study to establish criterion (predictive) validity (the three measures will be used 

in the context of a limited edition product (‘limited edition’ is a common tactic used by 

advertisers to imply quantity scarcity). Thus, if the T-FOMO scale is valid, it will lead to a 

positive relationship between these 3 measures. 

In line with Churchill Jr (1979) belief that a fundamental principle in science is that a particular 

construct or trait should be measured against different methods and trait; inclusion of a number 

of established scales were used to test for convergent and discriminant validity. For convergent 

validity, the current FOMO scale was used to test against the new T-FOMO scale.  

For discriminant validity, the CSSC (Consumer spending self-control) scale was used. CSSC 

is defined as ‘the ability to monitor and regulate one’s spending-related thoughts and decisions 

in accordance with self-imposed standards’ (Haws, Bearden, and Nenkov 2012, 696). In 

marketing literature, consumers have the tendency to seek out immediate gratification (Tunney 

and Shanks 2002). In many situations, the appeal of an immediate reward is hard to resist and 

overcome e.g. fear of missing out on a limited only sale. In this instance, a rational perspective 

looks at the immediate reward as obtaining a product at a discount price. However, this could 

be at the expense of buying something that is completely unnecessary, where the money could 
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be spent on something more practical. The issue here is that many consumers lack self-contro l, 

‘ability to override or change one's inner responses, as well as to interrupt undesired 

behavioural tendencies and refrain from acting on them’ (Hofmann et al. 2014, 265). 

Individuals who have more self-control are likely to consider the attractiveness of these 

opportunities and are less likely to be influenced by emotion. In addition to this, some 

individuals are more prone to take up opportunities as compared to others. Based on what was 

discussed, it can be seen that T-FOMO and CSSC share similar properties but are conceptually 

distinct from each other. Hence, CSSC proves to be a useful construct to test for discriminant 

validity.  

5.4.2 Survey and Sample Characteristics 

A survey was developed containing the remaining 5 items left after purification in Study 2. The 

new survey also included the discussed measures for the respective validity tests discussed in 

the earlier section. These instruments appear as 5 point Likert-style scales. Each scale that was 

used to conduct the validity tests achieved a Cronbach’s α ≥ 0.80 in previous studies. Further  

a stimulus was developed to elicit scarcity cues for the new survey. A fictitious product 

advertisement was designed to elicit the discussed scarcity condition. A set of demographic 

questions were also included in the survey.  

The survey was administered via an online consumer panel consisting of 261 valid respondents. 

The demographics and characteristics of the respondents were representative of a general 

consumer population. The sample consisted of males (45.6%) and females (54.4%) females. 

Most respondents were well educated with (29.1%) having completed at least a secondary 

school, college/tafe (36.0%), bachelor degree (23.8%), postgraduate degree (8.8%) and others 

(2.3%). 

5.4.3 Results – Criterion and Nomological Validity 

5.4.3.1 Mean Score Test 

Under the conditions outlined, purchase intention towards the scarce product recorded positive 

Cronbach alpha scores (α = .96). The criterion (predictive) validity of the scale is supported as 

those experiencing higher T-FOMO were found to have higher purchase intentions towards 

scarce products (Mean = 2.55, SD = .99) (as compared to those experiencing lower T-FOMO 

(Mean = 1.88, SD = .95) (t = 5.56, p = .00). 
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5.4.3.2 Pearson Correlation Matrix Test 

Table 5-3: Pearson Correlation Test – Nomological Validity 

 T-FOMO Aad Abr PI 

T-FOMO  1 .12(*) .14(*) .36(**) 

Aad  .12(*) 1 .83(**) .42(**) 

Abr  .14(*) .83(**) 1 .47(**) 

PI  .36(**) .42(**) .47(**) 1 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, Abr = Attitude toward the brand, PI = 
Purchase intention 

 

A Pearson correlation test shows the proposed T-FOMO scale to be significantly correlated 

towards attitude toward the advertisement, attitude towards the branded product and purchase 

intention. As discussed, correlations of behavioural or attitudinal reactions to the proposed 

scales are used in past studies to indicate validity (Netemeyer, Bearden, and Sharma 2003; 

Shimp and Sharma 1987). Nomological validity is thus indicated by these results as the items 

from the T-FOMO scale behaved as expected with respect to another item (attitude toward the 

advertisement, attitude toward the branded product and purchase intention) to which they are 

theoretically related (Cadogan, Diamantopoulos, and de Mortanges 1999; Churchill 1995). 

However, further research is needed before nomological validity can be fully established. At 

this stage, and with the support of the previous results, the scale continues to show positive 

results towards validation. Results are depicted in Table 5-3. 

5.4.4 Results – Convergent and Discriminant Validity 

5.4.4.1 Pearson Correlation Matrix Test 

Table 5-4: Pearson Correlation Matrix Test – Convergent and Discriminant Validity 

 T-FOMO FOMO CSSC 

T-FOMO  1 .67(**) -.12(*) 

FOMO  .67(**) 1 -.06 

CSSC  -.12(*) -.06 1 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, FOMO = Fear of missing out, CSSC = consumer spending self -control 

 

As seen in Table 5-4, a Pearson Correlation Matrix (PCM) test was conducted following the 

procedure suggested by Churchill (1979) and Eastman, Goldsmith, and Flynn (1999). First, as 

required for an acceptable PCM, the coefficients indicating convergent validity should reveal 

significant and higher correlation coefficients with measures of other scales to which it is 

expected to be related. The correlation of the proposed scale with the FOMO scale (r = 0.667, 

p <.01) is significant and high enough to show convergent validity. Discriminant validity is 
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supported when there is low or moderately correlation among measures that are designed to 

measure conceptually different but related constructs. As predicted, the developing T-FOMO 

scale correlated with consumer spending self-control (CSSC = -.12*, p <.05) demonstrating a 

negative correlation coefficient. Results are depicted in Table 5-4. 

From the studies conducted, it can be seen that the T-FOMO scale performs successfully in the 

predictive, nomological, convergent and discriminant validity tests. 

5.5 STUDY FOUR – GENERALIZABILITY  

5.5.1 Purpose 

A test for generalisability and further validation of the scale is the key purpose of this study. A 

CFA was conducted on the single-construct measurement model for T-FOMO consisting of 

the 5 prior validated items. A variation to the sample population compared to the previous 

studies were used (US consumers instead of Australian consumers) to assist in establishing 

generalizability. Successful adoption of the scale in both academic and managerial scenarios 

requires the scale to remain functional under varying conditions. CFA is also ideal for the final 

verification of the uni-dimensionality of a scale (Gerbing and Anderson 1988; Li, Edwards, 

and Lee 2002).  

5.5.2 Survey and Sample Characteristics 

A survey was developed containing the resulting 5 items after validation in Study 1 – 3. A set 

of demographic questions were also included in the survey. Instead of an Australian consumer 

panel, a US consumer panel was used. The survey was administered via an online consumer 

panel consisting of 353 valid respondents. Further, participants of the survey also came from a 

multitude of occupational sectors and are as follows: students (7.9%), engineering (18.7%), 

business (48.2%), education (12.5%), medical (7.1%), science (2.0%), retired (5.9%) and 

others (24.4%). Overall, it represented a diverse sample that contributed well to a replicat ive 

study.    
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5.5.3 Results 

 

To test the robustness of the scale, confirmatory factor analysis was estimated for the T-FOMO 

scale with the new sample set. Results indicated that the scale was found to have an acceptable 

fit (χ²= 10.63, df = 5, p-value = .60, RMSEA = .05, SRMR = .02, GFI = .99, AGFI = .96, CFI 

= .99, TLI = .99). This is depicted in Figure 5-11. 

5.6 IMPLICATIONS OF THE SCALE 

5.6.1 Theoretical and Methodological Implications 

The present study examines and re-evaluates the fear of missing out (FOMO) construct. The 

outcome of the study reveals that a new 5-item uni-dimensional Tendency towards the Fear of 

Missing Out (T-FOMO) scale. Psychometrically, the scale exhibits internal consistency and 

remains consistent across different population samples. Further, the scale has undergone and 

successful passed all the reliability and validity tests conducted in studies 1 – 4. With the new 

T-FOMO scale, researchers will be able incorporate it as an independent construct in a variety 

of advertising and marketing contexts, particularly testing its effects on scarcity messages such 

as supply-related scarcity messages (e.g. limited edition) or demand-related scarcity messages 

(e.g. ‘while stocks last). Further, it will also be useful in testing how FOMO consumers react 

to sales promotion messages which aim to stimulate immediate purchases. Researchers can 

also employ the scale as means to discover other facilitating conditions that can appeal to the 

FOMO consumer.  

Due to the contemporary nature FOMO, both academic theory and insights gathered from 

popular press and industry publications have helped contribute to the conceptual soundness of 

Figure 5-11: Generalizability Test – Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the T-FOMO scale 
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the measurement, an element which many existing scales have not incorporated fully – many 

of which have relied solely on scholarly or academic sources. In addition, using the social 

media monitoring (SMM) approach in generating the scale items has been useful in the initia l 

stages of scale development – but still relatively underused in current scale development papers 

in literature. Further in terms of methodological significance, the research indicates successful 

procedures for future extensions and adaptions of the scale. 

The T-FOMO scale builds on Przybylski et al. (2013) existing FOMO scale by developing a 

scale which is more applicable for use in a marketing context. More specifically, the items in 

the scale encompasses a variety of items can be applied in both online and offline consumption 

experiences.  

5.6.2 Managerial Implications 

Based on study 3, namely the predictive validation tests, the study found that individuals who 

possessed the FOMO trait favoured products that are scarce. Obviously, replication of the 

results in future studies is important to confirm this. However, preliminary results from this 

study provide a good step in the right direction. Hence, for managers utilizing scarcity 

messages in their advertising, the scale can be useful in acting as a manipulat ion check for 

determining whether the scarcity cue has an effect on purchase behaviour as FOMO consumers 

are likely to be more susceptible these scarcity messages.   

The scale can also be used as a self-evaluation tool for consumers and a useful measure for 

public policy advocates as a way to identify consumers prone to the persuasive effects of 

advertising and finding ways to educate these consumers to make better purchase decisions.  
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5.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter has explained the processes undertaken to develop the Tendency towards the Fear 

of Missing Out (T-FOMO) scale. The outcome of the scale revealed that T-FOMO was a uni-

dimensional scale which was contradictory to the proposed 3 dimensions discussed in chapter 

two (literature review). The body of the chapter demonstrate that the rigorous scale 

development processes used, which follows the guidelines set out by earlier studies. A total of 

four studies were conducted namely (1) Generation of Scale Items (EFA), (2) Purification of 

Scale Items (CFA), (3) Validation of Scale, (4) Generalizability to produce the 5-item uni-

dimensional T-FOMO scale.  

To further validate and increase generalisability of the T-FOMO scale, it was tested in a 

theoretically-driven research model using different product categories. These results are 

discussed in following chapter. Additionally, the chapter will also discuss the results for 

hypothesis testing. 
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6 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is divided into six ‘studies’ which corresponds to the six experimental conditions 

described in chapter four (research methodology). To reiterate, the study employs a 2 (limited -  

quantity scarcity vs limited-time scarcity) x 2 (public product vs private product) factorial 

experimental design which include 2 control conditions. The main purpose of each study is to 

examine how individuals who possess traits (T-FOMO and Desire for Uniqueness) respond to 

scarcity messages in terms of their attitudes and behaviour. In addition, the research examines 

effects of the moderators, namely, inferences of manipulative intent and consumer 

susceptibility to interpersonal influence, and the potential mediating effect of attitude toward 

the advertisement on the relationships described in chapter three (theoretical framework and 

hypotheses development). Finally, the research aims to identify any differences between 

manipulation of the two scarcity conditions and the two product categories used across the s ix 

studies. An overview of the research design employed for the study is depicted in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1: Research Design of Study 

  Type of experimental condition 

  Limited quantity scarcity Limited time scarcity Control group 

P
r
o

d
u

c
t 

c
a

te
g

o
r
y

 Public 

(watch) 
Study one Study two Study three 

Private 

(fragrance) 
Study four Study five Study six 

 

6.2 INITIAL SCREENING OF DATA 

The data collected was initially screened for input accuracy and to check for any missing data. 

The data screening revealed that 180 responses were found to be incomplete (respondents did 

not complete the survey). Following this, the data was examined for any univariate outliers. 

This was done through the computation of the frequency distribution of z-scores for each item. 

Cases with standardised scores (z-score > 3.29) or  (z-score < -3.29) were seen as potential 

univariate outliers ( Tabachnick and Fidell 2001). A total of 53 responses were removed as 

they did not conform to this criterion.  
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In multivariate analysis, multivariate normality is an important assumption for use in structured 

equation modelling (which was used in the present study). In most cases, multivariate normality 

can be determined through an examination of the univariate distributions. Although 

preliminary analysis identified some skewness and kurtosis in the data, these cases were not 

severe. Further, a minimum sample size of (n > 153) across the six data sets was felt to be 

sufficiently large to reduce the detrimental effects of non-normality.  According to the central 

limit theorem, in large samples (n > 30 or 40), the sampling distribution tends to be normal, 

regardless of the shape of the data (Elliott and Woodward 2007; Field 2009; Ghasemi and 

Zahediasl 2012). Based on the preceding discussion, the data was deemed to be normally 

distributed. Furthermore, transformation of the data (e.g. using square root, log and inverse 

transformation methods) could bring about interpretation difficulties in subsequent analys is 

(Osborne 2002). 

6.3 OVERALL PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS 

Out of a total 1169 responses collected, 936 were found to be useable across the six data sets. 

Descriptive analysis using SPSS 22.0 examined the pooled total sample of the 936 respondents, 

followed by the individual data set collected for each of the six studies. A summary of the 

gender, age, education status and income levels are depicted in Table 6-2. 

Table 6-2: Demographic Profile of Respondents  

 Percentage (%) 

Sample characteristic 
Total pool  

sample 
(N=936) 

LQ S  
(Public) 
(N=153) 

LTS  
(Public) 
(N=160) 

CTRL 
(Public) 
(N=156) 

LQ S  
(Public) 
(N=153) 

LTS 
(Public) 
(N=161) 

CTRL 
(Public) 
(N=153) 

Gender        

Male 45.1 46.4 43.1 53.2 42.5 44.7 40.5 
Female 54.9 53.6 56.9 46.8 57.5 55.3 59.5 

Age        

18 – 34 years 24.6 23.6 25.7 21.1 23.6 29.8 23.5 
35 – 54 years 34.8 34 38.2 32.7 33.3 28.5 42.5 

55 years and above 40.6 42.5 36.3 46.2 43.1 41.6 34.0 

Education Status        

Secondary School 33.1 36.6 29.4 32.1 37.3 36.0 27.5 
College/TAFE 32.7 27.5 31.3 30.8 34.6 29.8 42.5 

Bachelor Degree 22.1 24.8 23.8 23.7 17.6 21.7 20.9 
Postgraduate Degree 10.4 9.2 14.4 10.9 9.8 10.6 7.2 
Others 1.7 2.0 1.3 2.6 0.7 1.9 2.0 

Annual Income (dollars)        

Less than $45,000 46.7 47.0 46.9 50.0 47.1 45.9 43.2 

$45,001 – $75,000 25.4 20.3 20.7 23.7 30.1 29.8 27.4 
More than $75,001  19.1 21.6 24.4 19.9 13.0 17.4 18.3 
Not Applicable (N/A) 8.9 11.1 8.1 6.4 9.8 6.8 11.1 

Majority of respondents that indicated N/A for income were either homemakers or retirees.  

 

6.4 MANIPULATION CHECK 
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An independent-sample t-test was conducted to compare the manipulation checks means for 

each scarcity condition for private and public product conditions.  

Firstly, for the advertisement that used the Limited Quantity Scarcity (LQS) message, 

respondents who were exposed to both public (M = 4.09, SD = .08) and private (M = 4.07, SD 

= .08) perceived that the advertised product was of limited quantities. Also, there was no 

significant difference in the scores for both public and private conditions t (304) = .17, p > .05). 

Secondly, for the advertisement that used the Limited Time Scarcity (LTS) message, 

respondents who were exposed to both public (M = 3.99, SD = .08) and private (M = 4.01, SD 

= .08) perceived that the advertised product was of limited quantit ies. Also, there was no 

significant difference in the scores for both public and private conditions t (319) = .17, p > .05). 

The overall results indicated no significant differences for both conditions across the two 

product categories, hence the manipulation was deemed successful. 

6.5 STUDY ONE – LIMITED QUANTITY SCARCITY (PUBLIC) 

6.5.1 Measurement Properties of the Constructs 

The test for the psychometric soundness of the four constructs namely 1) Desire for 

Uniqueness, 2) Tendency towards the Fear of Missing Out, 3) Attitude toward the 

advertisement and 4) Purchase Intention used for this research, four single-construct 

measurement models were estimated. A series of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were 

conducted and respecified, if theoretically sound, for each of the four single-construct 

measurement models before a full measurement model was tested. The goodness-of-fit indices 

were examined for each of the four constructs to determine if re-specification was necessary. 

If an adequate fit was not achieved, the modification indices were consulted to identify any 

problematic items. These items were found and removed in a reiterative fashion. The results 

obtained are discussed in the subsequent paragraphs, beginning with the desire for uniqueness 

construct.  

6.5.1.1 Desire for Uniqueness 
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The four items that are shown in Figure 6-1 were used to measure the desire for uniqueness 

construct. Results of the CFA suggested that the four items should be retained as the model 

showed an acceptable fit (χ² = 3.03, df = 2, p-value = .22, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .02, GFI = 

.99, AGFI = .95, CFI = .99, TLI = .99). Consequently, the items for the desire for uniqueness 

construct were retained for subsequent analysis. 

6.5.1.2 Tendency towards the Fear of Missing Out 

 

The five items that are shown in Figure 6-2 were used to measure the tendency towards the 

fear of missing out construct. Results of the CFA suggested that the four items should be 

retained as the model showed an acceptable fit (χ² = 7.97, df = 5, p-value = .16, RMSEA = .06, 

SRMR = .03, GFI = .98, AGFI = .94, CFI = .99, TLI = .99). Consequently, the items for the 

tendency towards the fear of missing out construct were retained for subsequent analysis. 

Figure 6-1: Study One – CFA for Desire for Uniqueness Construct 

Figure 6-2: Study One – CFA for Tendency towards the Fear of Missing Out Construct 
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6.5.1.3 Attitude toward the Advertisement 

The attitude toward the advertisement construct was measured by six items. Results of the CFA 

indicated that the six items were a poor fit (χ² = 41.31, df = 9, p-value = .00, RMSEA = .15, 

SRMR = .03, GFI = .91, AGFI = .81, CFI = .96, TLI = .93). Hence, the modification indices 

were consulted for possible solutions (Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; Garver and Mentzer 

1999; Schumacker and Lomax 2004). One item namely ‘Bad/Good’, was removed due to cross-

loadings. 

 

As shown in Figure 6-3, the modified construct with five items showed an acceptable fit (χ² = 

17.30, df = 5, p-value = 0.004, RMSEA = .13, SRMR = .02, GFI = .96, AGFI = .89, CFI = .98, 

TLI = .96). Although the RMSEA and p-value of the χ² statistic did not quite conform to the 

acceptable level of fit (Byrne 2001; Cunningham 2007), the other fit indices such as the GFI, 

AGFI, CFI, and TLI indicated a reasonable model fit (Cunningham 2007; Hair et al. 1998; 

Schumacker and Lomax 2004). This is further supported by a cross-reference to the (SRMR < 

.08), which is another indication of good model fit (Hu and Bentler 1999). Hence, at this stage, 

no further refinements were made and the items for the revised attitude towards the ad construct 

were retained for subsequent analysis.  

  

Figure 6-3: Study One – CFA for Attitude toward the Ad 
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6.5.1.4 Purchase Intention 

The purchase intention construct was measured by four items. Results of the CFA indicated 

that the four items were a poor fit (χ² = 43.29, df = 2, p-value = .00, RMSEA = .37, SRMR = 

.03, GFI = .90, AGFI = .52, CFI = .94, TLI = .82). Hence, the modification indices were 

consulted for possible solutions (Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; Garver and Mentzer 1999; 

Schumacker and Lomax 2004). One item namely ‘I would consider buying the (product shown 

in the advertisement)’ was removed due to cross-loadings. 

 

As shown in Figure 6-4, the modified construct with three items showed an acceptable fit (χ² = 

1.96, df = 1, p-value = .16, RMSEA = .08, SRMR = .01, GFI = .99, AGFI = .95, CFI = .99, 

TLI = .99). Consequently, the items for the revised purchase intention construct were retained 

for subsequent analysis.  

An overview of the measurement properties of the 4 constructs are shown in Table 6-3. 

. 

 

  

Figure 6-4: Study One – CFA for Purchase Intention 
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Table 6-3: Study One – Overview of Measurement Properties of Constructs 

Construct/Items Estimate χ²
 

df 
p-

value 
RMSEA SRMR GFI AGFI CFI TLI 

Desire for uniqueness  3.03 2 .22 .06 .02 .99 .95 .99 .99 

dfu1: I prefer being different from other 

people 

.77          

dfu2: Being distinctive is important to 

me 

.83          

dfu3: I intentionally do things to make 

myself different from those around me 

.78          

dfu4: I have a strong desire for 

uniqueness 

.91          

Tendency towards the fear of missing 

out 

 7.97 5 .16 .06 .03 .98 .94 .99 .99 

tfomo1: I become anxious during a sale 

and tend to buy more than I actually need 

.86          

tfomo2: I have the constant urge to check 

for the latest product deals on the 

internet for fear of missing out  

.73          

tfomo3: I have the habit of accepting 

appointments even though my schedule 

is full for fear of missing out  

.58          

tfomo4: I tend to panic buy during a sale 

for fear of missing out 

.92          

tfomo5: I have the urge to buy during a 

sale even though there is nothing that I 

really want  

.85          

Attitude toward the advertisement  17.30 1 .004 0.13 0.02 0.96 0.89 0.98 0.96 

aad1: Bad/good Removed          

aad2: Unfavourable/favourable .84          

aad3: Uncreative/creative  .76          

aad4: Unattractive/attractive  .81          

aad5: Unlikeable/likeable .89          

aad6: Boring/interesting .87          

Purchase intention  1.95 1 .16 .08 .01 .99 .95 .99 .99 

pi1: I would intend to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.93          

pi2: I would consider buying the 

(product shown in the advertisement) 

Removed          

pi3: I would expect to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)   

.93          

pi4: I would plan to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.91          

χ² = Chi-square, df = Degrees of freedom, RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation, SRMR = Standardised root mean square 
residual, GFI = Goodness of fit  index, AGFI = Adjusted goodness of fit index, CFI = Comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker -lewis index 
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6.5.2 Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the Constructs  

Table 6-4: Study One – Convergent and Discriminant Validity of Constructs  

Construct CR 
AVE  

Score 

Squared Correlations 

DFU T-FOMO Aad PI 

DFU .89 .67 .82    

T-FOMO .92 .70 -.05 .84   

Aad .95 .85 .39 .46 .92  

PI .89 .63 .39 .26 .59 .80 

CR = Composite reliability, AVE = Average variance extracted, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of 

missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Before the measurement model was estimated, the constructs were examined for their 

convergent and discriminant validity.  

Convergent validity is established as evidenced by the average variance extracted of each 

construct is (AVE > .50). Moreover, each construct showed strong internal consistency as seen 

by the composite reliability (CR > .70). Finally, each construct’s explained variance estimate 

on the diagonal is greater than the corresponding inter-factor squared correlation estimates 

below the diagonal. This suggests that discriminant validity is achieved and that each variable 

was distinct from the other (Hair et al. 2010). The results are depicted in Table 6-4. 

6.5.3 Estimating the Measurement Model 

The measurement model should be assessed before the structural model is estimated (Gerbing 

and Anderson 1988). The measurement model was estimated by allowing all of the structural 

constructs to correlate with all of the other constructs. The CFA indicated that the model was 

a poor fit (χ² = 170.70, df = 113, p-value = .00, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .05, GFI = .89, AGFI 

= .85, CFI = .97, TLI = .96). Hence, the modification indices were consulted for possible 

solutions (Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; Garver and Mentzer 1999; Schumacker and Lomax 

2004). Two items namely ‘I tend to panic buy during a sale for fear of missing out’, and 

‘Unlikeable/Likeable’ were removed in an iterative fashion due to cross-loadings. 
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As shown in Figure 6-5, the modified measurement model showed an acceptable fit (χ² = 99.27, 

df = 1, p-value = .12, RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .05, GFI = .92, AGFI = .89, CFI = .99, TLI = 

.99). Consequently, the revised constructs were retained for subsequent analysis. 

  

Figure 6-5: Study One – Measurement Model 
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6.5.4 The Structural Model 

After the measurement model was shown to have a good fit, the hypothesized pathways were 

evaluated using SEM analyses. In order to provide support for the study’s theoretical model, 

path analysis was conducted to examine the relationships between the constructs (Kline 2005).  

 

The structural model’s fit was assessed by examining a number of goodness-of-fit indices to 

see whether the model was appropriate to test the various hypotheses outlined in chapter three. 

In this case, the goodness-of-fit indices suggested the model was a reasonably good fit (χ² = 

99.27, df = 84, p-value = .12, RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .05, GFI = .92, AGFI = .89, CFI = .99, 

TLI = .99) and that the relationships in the estimated model should be examined. The structural 

model with standardised parameter estimates is presented in Figure 6-6. 

Following the fit assessment of the structural model, the correlation (for H1) and the 

standardised regression coefficients of the relevant paths of the structural model were examined 

and the results are discussed in the following section. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-6: Study One – Structural Model 
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6.5.5 Path Analysis Results for H1 – H6  

Table 6-5: Study One – Structural Model’s Standardized Path Coefficients  

 Relationships β Conclusion 

H1 DFU    T-FOMO .41(***) Accept 

H2 DFU  Aad -.15 Reject 

H3 T-FOMO  Aad .27(**) Accept 

H4 DFU  PI .25(**) Accept 

H5 T-FOMO  PI .39(***) Accept 

H6 Aad  PI .38(***) Accept 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the 
advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Table 6-5 shows paths coefficients for H1 – H6 based on the model. The results confirm a 

number of the proposed relationships discussed in chapter three (theoretical framework and 

hypotheses development). The key results are discussed in the following Table 6-6. 

Table 6-6: Study One – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H1 – H6  

Hypotheses Results Discussion 

Results for H1: There is a positive 

and significant correlation between 

desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO, 

thus H1 is accepted. 

H1 proposes that desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but 

positively correlated constructs. 

  

The analyses from the structural model showed a significant correlation  

of .41 (p < .0001) between desire for uniqueness and the fear of missing  

out. Discriminant validity reported in Table 6-4  also suggested the two 

constructs to be distinct and independent. This finding provides 

theoretical confirmation in relation to the drive-reduction theory (Hull 

1943) and the social comparison theory (Festinger 1957).  

Results for H3: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between T-FOMO and attitude 

toward the advertisement, hence H3 

was accepted. 

 

Results for H5: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention, hence H5 was accepted. 

H3 proposes that a higher tendency towards the fear of missing out will 

lead to a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement 

H5 proposes that a higher tendency towards the fear of missing out will 

lead to a higher purchase intention 

 

Results indicate that FOMO individuals favour advertisements which  

promote products which are scarce. In addition, results also indicate that 

the scarcity message was able to generate positive purchase intentions 

towards the advertised product. These findings provide theoretical 

support in relation to the social cognition theory (K Witte and Morrison 

2000), protection motivation theory (Rogers 1975), drive-reduction 

theory (Hull 1943) and theory of regret intensity (Beike, Markman, and 

Karadogan 2009). Furthermore, as previously discussed in chapter two 
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and three, scarcity has the effect of enhancing the attractiveness of the 

opportunity, which in turn impacts on their attitudes and behaviour. 

Results for H4: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between desire for uniqueness and 

purchase intention, hence H4 was 

accepted. 

H4 proposes that a higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a higher 

purchase intention 

 

Results indicate that the scarcity message was able to generate positive 

purchase intentions for individuals who desire uniqueness. This finding 

provides theoretical support for the social cognition theory (K Witte and 

Morrison 2000). The result is also consistent with earlier studies (e.g. 

(Roy and Sharma 2015) which found that consumer traits such as need 

for uniqueness were found to positively influence consumer attitudes 

and purchase intentions. Moreover, studies have shown that individuals 

who desired uniqueness preferred scarce products as owning such 

products helped to differentiate themselves from others  (Roy and 

Sharma 2015; Tian, Bearden, and Hunter 2001; Wu et al. 2012). 

Results for H6: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase 

intention, hence H6 was accepted.  

H6 proposes that a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement 

will lead to a higher purchase intention  

 

Results indicated that individuals who favoured the advertisement also 

had positive intentions towards the advertised product. This finding is 

consistent with earlier studies (e.g. Ajzen 1991; Cotte and Ritchie 2005;  

Mackenzie and Lutz 1989; Spears and Singh 2004) which have reported 

the significant and positive relationship between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase intention.  
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6.5.6 Mediation Analysis H7 – H8 

Mediation H7: DFU   Aad   PI 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. Results 

from the regression analysis revealed that step 2: (DFU  Aad) was non-significant (β = -.03, 

p = .74). Although results from the regression analysis for step 1: (DFU  PI), (β = .34, p = 

.00) and step 3: (Aad  PI), (β = .43, p = .00) were significant, there was insufficient evidence 

to suggest that Aad acted as mediator for the relationship between DFU and PI. Therefore, H7 

is rejected. 

Mediation H8: T-FOMO  Aad   PI 

Table 6-7: Study One – Results for Mediation Analysis H8 

Steps IV DV Unstd. β S.E. Std. β t-Value Sig. Adjusted 

R2 

1 T-FOMO PI .68 .09 .51 7.31 .000(***) .26 

2 T-FOMO Aad .22 .09 .19 2.34 .021(*) .03 

3 Aad PI .48 .08 .43 5.85 .000(***) .18 

4 
T-FOMO 

PI 
.59 .09 .45 6.80 .000(***) 

.37 
Aad .39 .07 .35 5.28 .000(***) 

Sobel Test: Test Statistic = 4.17; p = .000(***) 
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
DV = Dependant variable, IV = Independent variable, Unstd. β = Unstandardized Beta, S.E. = Standardized error, Std. β = Standardized 

Beta, T -FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention  

 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. As shown 

in Table 6-7, the regression analysis from step 1 to step 3 shows a significant relationship, this 

suggests mediation is present. Multiple regression analysis for step 4 suggests the relationship 

between T-FOMO and PI is partially mediated by Aad. Following this, a Sobel test was 

conducted to confirm this relationship. Results from the Sobel test confirmed that the 

relationship between T-FOMO and PI was partially mediated by Aad. Therefore, H8 is accepted. 

The key results for the mediation analysis are discussed in Table 6-8. 

. 
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Table 6-8: Study One – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H7 – H8 

Hypotheses results Discussion 

Results for H8: The relationship between T-FOMO 

and purchase intention is partially mediated by 

attitude toward the advertisement 

H8 proposes that attitude toward the advertisement 

will mediate the relationship between T-FOMO and 

purchase intention. 

 

The result indicates that attitude toward the 

advertisement could directly and indirectly evoke 

purchase intentions. Hence, creating a likeable 

advertisement is important in this situation. This 

finding is consistent with earlier studies which 

examined the mediating effects of attitudes on traits 

and behaviour (Kolar and Zabkar 2014; Lucidi et al. 

2014; Ulleberg and Rundmo 2003).  

 

6.5.7 Moderation Analysis for H9 – H14 

In order to test for moderating role of inferences of manipulative intent and consumer 

susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was first 

conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometric soundness as well as the 

dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor loadings (> 0.5) and cross 

loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 

Table 6-9: Study One – EFA Results for Moderators 

Construct No. of items 
Factor  

Loadings 
α Eigen 

Value 

Variance  

explained  

(% ) 

KMO 

IMI 3 .89-.94 .91 2.52 84.05 .74 

CSII (Normative) 8 .57-.90 .95 6.49 57.01 

.90 
CSII (Informational) 3 .80-.88 .89 1.67 15.18 

Extraction Method: Principle Component Analysis, Rotation Method: Varimax rotation  
α = Cronbach Alpha, KMO = Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin, IMI = Inferences of Manipulative Intent, CSII = Consumer Susceptibility 
to Interpersonal Influence 

 

 

Results of the EFA showed that the IMI construct and the original 6-item scale was reduced to 

3 items due to cross-loadings. In addition, the CSII construct and the original 12-item scale 

was reduced to 11 items due to cross-loadings. Moreover, the process led to the extraction of 

two corresponding factors namely ‘normative’ and ‘informational’ influences which was 

consistent with Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel (1989). Both factors also achieved a reliability 

of  (α > 0.7) (Nunnally 1978) respectively. The final results are shown in Table 6-9. 
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Hierarchical moderated regression was used to test the moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence on the various 

relationships outlined in chapter three (theoretical framework and hypotheses development). 

This method is employed to detect if the addition of the moderator-independent variable 

interaction term to the relationship between the independent and the dependant variable will 

result in a significant R2 change. The full result of the analysis is depicted in Appendix H: Study 

One. The key results are discussed in Table 6-10. 

Table 6-10: Study One – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H9 – H14   

Hypotheses Results Discussion 

Results for H11: Normative influence was found to 

enhance the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement. 

However, results showed that informational 

influence did not moderate the relationship 

between desire for uniqueness and attitude toward 

the advertisement. Hence H11 was partially  

supported. 

Results for H13: Both normative influence and 

informational influence were found to enhance the 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and 

purchase intention. Hence, H13 was supported. 

H11 proposes that (a) Normative influences will enhance 

the relationship between desire for uniqueness and 

attitude toward the advertisement; (b) Informational 

influences will enhance the relationship between desire 

for uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 

H13 proposes that (a) Normative influences will enhance 

the relationship between desire for uniqueness and 

purchase intention; (b) Informational influences will 

enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and purchase intention 

 

The results indicated that individuals who desire 

uniqueness rely on social influences in their formation of 

attitudes and purchase intention towards scarce products. 

This finding is supported by earlier studies (e.g. Lynn and 

Harris 1997; Snyder and Fromkin 1980) which suggest 

that though these individuals desire uniqueness, 

expression of this uniqueness is done in socially 

acceptable ways to prevent social disapproval.  
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6.5.8 Summary of Overall Findings 

Table 6-11 summarizes the overall findings for Study One. 

Table 6-11: Study One – Summary of Results 

Hypotheses Conclusion 

H1 Desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but positively correlated constructs  Accept 

H2 

A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to more favourable attitude toward the 

advertisement 
Reject 

H3 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement Accept 

H4 A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a higher purchase intention  Accept 

H5 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase intention Accept 

H6 

A more favourable attitude toward the advertisement will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 
Accept 

H7 

Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention 
Reject 

H8 

Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between T-FOMO and 

purchase intention 
Accept 

H9 

Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H10 

Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between T-FOMO and 

attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H11 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and attitude toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 

Partially 

Supported 

H12 

Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and attitude 

toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship 

between T-FOMO and attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject 

H13 

a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and purchase intention; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship 

between desire for uniqueness and purchase intention. 

Accepted 

H14 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention. (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO 

and purchase intention 

Reject 
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6.6 STUDY TWO – LIMITED TIME SCARCITY (PUBLIC) 

6.6.1 Measurement Properties of the Constructs 

Similar to the processes described in the preceding study, to test for the psychometr ic 

soundness of the four constructs namely 1) Desire for Uniqueness, 2) Tendency towards the 

Fear of Missing Out, 3) Attitude toward the advertisement and 4) Purchase Intention used for 

this research, four single-construct measurement models were estimated. A series of 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were conducted and respecified, if theoretically sound, for 

each of the four single-construct measurement models before a full measurement model was 

tested. The goodness-of-fit indices were examined for each of the four constructs to determine 

if re-specification was necessary. If an adequate fit was not achieved, the modification indices 

were consulted to identify any problematic items. An overview of the measurement properties 

of the 4 constructs are shown in Table 6-12. 
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Table 6-12: Study Two – Overview of Measurement Properties of Constructs 

Construct/Items Estimate χ²
 

df 
p-

value 
RMSEA SRMR GFI AGFI CFI TLI 

Desire for uniqueness  4.43 2 .11 .08 .03 .99 .93 .99 .97 

dfu1: I prefer being different from other 

people 

.63          

dfu2: Being distinctive is important to me .76          

dfu3: I intentionally do things to make 

myself different from those around me 

.72          

dfu4: I have a strong desire for 

uniqueness 

.87          

Tendency towards the fear of missing 

out 

 2.50 2 .29 .04 .01 .99 .96 .99 .99 

tfomo1: I become anxious during a sale 

and tend to buy more than I actually need 

Removed          

tfomo2: I have the constant urge to check 

for the latest product deals on the internet 

for fear of missing out 

.85          

tfomo3: I have the habit of accepting 

appointments even though my schedule is 

full for fear of missing out  

.73          

tfomo4: I tend to panic buy during a sale 

for fear of missing out 

.85          

tfomo5: I have the urge to buy during a 

sale even though there is nothing that I 

really want  

.86          

Attitude toward the advertisement  2.64 2 .27 .04 .01 .99 .96 .99 .99 

aad1: Bad/good .93          

aad2: Unfavourable/favourable .88          

aad3: Uncreative/creative  .76          

aad4: Unattractive/attractive  Removed          

aad5: Unlikeable/likeable .79          

aad6: Boring/interesting Removed          

Purchase intention  1.20 1 .27 .03 .01 .99 .97 1.00 .99 

pi1: I would intend to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.95          

pi2: I would consider buying the (product 

shown in the advertisement) 

Removed          

pi3: I would expect to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)   

.91          

pi4: I would plan to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.95          

χ² = Chi-square, df = Degrees of freedom, RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation, SRMR = Standardised root mean square 

residual, GFI = Goodness of fit  index, AGFI = Adjusted goodness of fit index, CFI = Comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker-lewis index 
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6.6.2 Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the Constructs Used 

Table 6-13: Study Two – Convergent and Discriminant Validity of Constructs 

Construct CR 
AVE  

Score 

Squared Correlations 

DFU T-FOMO Aad PI 

DFU .84 .56 .75    

T-FOMO .91 .71 -.03 .84   

Aad .96 .88 .31 .36 .94  

PI .90 .68 .42 .21 .63 .83 

CR = Composite reliability, AVE = Average variance extracted, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of 

missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Before the measurement model was estimated, the constructs were examined for their 

convergent and discriminant validity.  

Convergent validity is established as evidenced by the average variance extracted of each 

construct is (AVE > .50). Moreover, each construct showed strong internal consistency as seen 

by the composite reliability (CR > .70). Finally, each construct’s explained variance estimate 

on the diagonal is greater than the corresponding inter-factor squared correlation estimates 

below the diagonal. This suggests that discriminant validity is achieved and that each variable 

was distinct from the other (Hair et al. 2010).  The results are depicted in Table 6-13. 

6.6.3 Estimating the Measurement Model 

The measurement model should be assessed before the structural model is estimated (Gerbing 

and Anderson 1988). The measurement model was estimated by allowing all of the structural 

constructs to correlate with all of the other constructs. The CFA indicated that the model was 

a poor fit (χ² = 157.10, df = 84, p-value = .00, RMSEA = .07, SRMR = .07, GFI = .89, AGFI = 

.84, CFI = .96, TLI = .95). Hence, the modification indices were consulted for possible 

solutions (Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; Garver and Mentzer 1999; Schumacker and Lomax 

2004). Two items namely ‘I intentionally do things to make myself different from those around  

me’, and ‘Unlikeable/Likeable’ were removed in an iterative fashion due to cross-loadings. 

After which, the modified measurement model showed an acceptable fit (χ² = 97.61, df = 59, 

p-value = .001, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .05, GFI = .92, AGFI = .87, CFI = .97, TLI = .97). 

Consequently, the revised model was retained for subsequent analysis. 
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6.6.4 The Structural Model 

After the measurement model was shown to have a good fit, the hypothesized pathways were 

evaluated using SEM analyses. In order to provide support for the study’s theoretical model, 

path analysis was conducted to examine the relationships between the constructs (Kline 2005).  

 

The structural model’s fit was assessed by examining a number of goodness-of-fit indices to 

see whether the model was appropriate to test the various hypotheses outlined in chapter three . 

In this case, the goodness-of-fit indices suggested the model was a reasonably good fit (χ² = 

97.61, df = 59, p-value = .001, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .05, GFI = .92, AGFI = .87, CFI = .97, 

NFI = .94, TLI = .97) and that the relationships in the estimated model should be examined. 

The structural model with standardised parameter estimates is presented in Figure 6-7. 

Following the fit assessment of the structural model, the correlation (for H1) and the 

standardised regression coefficients of the relevant paths of the structural model were examined 

and the results are discussed in the following section. 

  

Figure 6-7: Study Two – Structural Model 
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6.6.5 Path Analysis Results for H1 – H6  

Table 6-14: Study Two – Structural Model’s Standardized Path Coefficients  

 Relationships β Conclusion 

H1 DFU    T-FOMO .37(***) Accept 

H2 DFU  Aad -.17 Reject 

H3 T-FOMO  Aad .28(*) Accept 

H4 DFU  PI .05 Reject 

H5 T-FOMO  PI .56(***) Accept 

H6 Aad  PI .24(***) Accept 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the 
advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Table 6-14 shows paths coefficients for H1 – H6 based on the model. The results confirm a 

number of the proposed relationships discussed in chapter three (theoretical framework and 

hypotheses development). The key results are discussed in the following Table 6-15. 

Table 6-15: Study Two – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H1 - H6 

Hypotheses results Discussion 

Results for H1: There is a 

positive and significant 

correlation between desire for 

uniqueness and T-FOMO, thus 

H1 is accepted. 

H1 proposes that desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but 

positively correlated constructs. 

  

The analyses from the structural model showed a significant correlation of 

.37 (p < .0001) between desire for uniqueness and the fear of missing out. 

Discriminant validity reported in Table 6-13 also suggested the two 

constructs to be distinct and independent. This finding provides theoretical 

confirmation in relation to the drive-reduction theory (Hull 1943) and the 

social comparison theory (Festinger 1957). 
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Results for H3: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between T-FOMO and attitude 

toward the advertisement, hence H3 

was accepted. 

 

Results for H5: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention, hence H5 was accepted. 

 

H3 proposes that a higher T-FOMO will lead to a more favourable 

attitude toward the advertisement 

H5 proposes that a higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 

 

Results indicate that FOMO individuals favour advertisements  

which promote products which are scarce. In addition, results also 

indicate that the scarcity message was able to generate positive 

purchase intentions towards the advertised product. These findings  

provides theoretical support in relation to the social cognition theory 

(Witte and Morrison 2000), protection motivation theory (Rogers 

1975), drive-reduction theory (Hull 1943) and theory of regret 

intensity (Beike, Markman, and Karadogan 2009). Furthermore, as 

previously discussed in chapter two and three, scarcity has the effect 

of enhancing the attractiveness of the opportunity, which in turn 

impacts on their attitudes and behaviour. 

Results for H6: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase 

intention, hence H6 was accepted.  

H6 proposes that a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement 

will lead to a higher purchase intention  

 

Results indicated that individuals who favoured the advertisement also 

had positive intentions towards the advertised product. This finding is 

consistent with earlier studies (e.g. Ajzen 1991; Cotte and Ritchie 2005;  

Mackenzie and Lutz 1989; Spears and Singh 2004) which have reported 

the significant and positive relationship between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase intention.  
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6.6.6 Mediation Analysis H7 – H8 

Mediation H7: DFU   Aad   PI 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. Results 

from the regression analysis revealed that step 2: (DFU  Aad) was non-significant (β = -.54, 

p = .59). Although results from the regression analysis for step 1: (DFU  PI), (β = .188, p = 

.02) and step 3: (Aad  PI), (β = .34, p = .00) were significant, there was insufficient evidence 

to suggest that Aad acted as mediator for the relationship between DFU and PI. Therefore, H7 

is rejected. 

Mediation H8: T-FOMO  Aad   PI 

Table 6-16: Study Two – Results for Mediation Analysis H8 

Steps IV DV Unstd. β S.E. Std. β t-Value Sig. Adjusted R2 

1 T-FOMO PI .76 .082 .59 9.27 .000(***) .35 

2 T-FOMO Aad .20 .081 .19 2.46 .015(*) .03 

3 Aad PI .42 .092 .34 4.61 .000(***) .11 

4 

T-FOMO 
PI 

.70 .080 .55 8.75 .000(***) 

.40 
Aad .293 .077 .239 3.816 .000(***) 

Sobel Test: Test Statistic = 3.49; p = .000(***) 
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
DV = Dependant variable, IV = Independent variable, Unstd. β = Unstandardized beta, S.E. = Standardized error, Std. β = Standardized 
beta, T -FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. As shown 

in Table 6-16, the regression analysis from step 1 to step 3 shows a significant relationship, 

this suggests mediation is present. Multiple regression analysis for step 4 suggests the 

relationship between T-FOMO and PI is partially mediated by Aad. Following this, a Sobel test 

was conducted to confirm this relationship. Results from the Sobel test confirmed that the 

relationship between T-FOMO and PI was partially mediated by Aad. Therefore, H8 is accepted.  

The key results for the mediation analysis are discussed below in   
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Table 6-17. 
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Table 6-17: Study Two – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H7 – H8 

Hypotheses Results Discussion 

Results for H8: The relationship between T-FOMO 

and purchase intention is partially mediated by 

attitude toward the advertisement 

H8 proposes that attitude toward the advertisement 

will mediate the relationship between T-FOMO and 

purchase intention. 

 

The result indicates that attitude toward the 

advertisement could directly and indirectly evoke 

purchase intentions. Hence, creating a likeable 

advertisement is important in this situation for FOMO 

individuals. This finding is consistent with earlier 

studies which examined the mediating effects of 

attitudes on traits and behaviour (Kolar and Zabkar 

2014; Lucidi et al. 2014; Ulleberg and Rundmo 2003).  

 

6.6.7 Moderation Analysis for H9 – H14 

In order to test for moderating role of inferences of manipulative intent and consumer 

susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was first 

conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometric soundness as well as the 

dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor loadings (> 0.5) and cross 

loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 

Table 6-18: Study Two – EFA Results for Moderators 

Construct No. of items 
Factor  

Loadings 
α Eigen 

Value 

Variance  

explained  

(% ) 

KMO 

IMI 3 .77-.87 .88 2.44 81.24 .72 

CSII (Normative) 8 .57-.90 .94 6.49 59.01 

.90 
CSII (Informational) 3 .80-.88 .83 1.67 15.18 

Extraction Method: Principle Component Analysis, Rotation Method: Varimax rotation  
α = Cronbach Alpha, KMO = Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin, IMI = Inferences of Manipulative Intent, CSII = Consumer Susceptibility 
to Interpersonal Influence 

 

 

Results of the EFA showed that the IMI construct and the original 6-item scale was reduced to 

3 items due to cross-loadings. In addition, the CSII construct and the original 12-item scale 

was reduced to 11 items due to cross-loadings. Moreover, the process led to the extraction of 

two corresponding factors namely ‘normative’ and ‘informational’ influences which was 

consistent with Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel (1989). Both factors also achieved a reliability 

of  (α > 0.7) (Nunnally 1978) respectively.  In order to test for moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory 
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factor analysis (EFA) was first conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometr ic 

soundness as well as the dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor 

loadings (> 0.5) and cross loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 

Table 6-18. 

Hierarchical moderated regression was used to test the moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence on the various 

relationships outlined in chapter three (theoretical framework and hypotheses development). 

This method is employed to detect if the addition of the moderator-independent variable 

interaction term to the relationship between the independent and the dependant variable will 

result in a significant R2 change. The full result of the analysis is depicted in Appendix H: Study 

Two. The key results are discussed in   
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Table 6-19. 
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Table 6-19: Study Two - Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H9 – H14   

Hypotheses results Discussion 

Results for H9: Inferences of 

manipulative intent was found to dilute 

the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and attitude toward the 

advertisement. Hence, H9 was accepted. 

H9 proposes that inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and attitude toward the 

advertisement 

 

The results indicate that individuals saw the advertisement as 

manipulative and which reduced their favourable attitudes towards 

the advertisement. This finding provides theoretical confirmation  

for the persuasion knowledge model (PKM) (Friestad and Wright 

1994) and the reactance theory (Brehm 1989). Furthermore, the 

findings were consistent with earlier findings which found that due 

to the wide use of scarcity messages in the marketplace, 

individuals have developed knowledge about such tactics which 

has reduces the effect of the scarcity message (Aguirre-Rodriguez 

2013; Mukherjee and Lee 2016).  

Results for H13: Informational influence 

was found to enhance the relationship 

between desire for uniqueness and 

purchase intention. However, results 

showed that normative influence did not 

moderate the relationship between desire 

for uniqueness and purchase intention. 

Hence, H13 was partially supported. 

H13 proposes that (a) Normative influences will enhance the 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and purchase 

intention; (b) Informational influences will enhance the 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and purchase intention 

 

The results indicated that individuals who desire uniqueness rely 

on social influences in their formation of attitudes and purchase 

intention towards scarce products. This finding is supported by 

earlier studies (e.g. Lynn and Harris 1997; Snyder and Fromkin  

1980) which suggest that though these individuals desire 

uniqueness, expression of this uniqueness is done in socially 

acceptable ways to prevent social disapproval. 
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6.6.8 Summary of Overall Findings 

Table 6-20 summarizes the overall findings for Study Two. 

Table 6-20: Study Two – Summary of Results 

Hypotheses Conclusion 

H1 Desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but positively correlated constructs  Accept 

H2 
A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to more favourable attitude toward the 

advertisement 
Reject 

H3 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement Accept 

H4 A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a higher purchase intention  Reject 

H5 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase intention Accept 

H6 
A more favourable attitude toward the advertisement will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 
Accept 

H7 
Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention 
Reject 

H8 
Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between T-FOMO and 

purchase intention 
Accept 

H9 
Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 
Accept 

H10 
Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between T-FOMO and 

attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H11 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and attitude toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject 

H12 

Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and attitude 

toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship 

between T-FOMO and attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject 

H13 

a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and purchase intention; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship 

between desire for uniqueness and purchase intention. 

Partially 

Supported 

H14 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention. (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO 

and purchase intention 

Reject 
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6.7 STUDY THREE – CONTROL GROUP (PUBLIC) 

6.7.1 Measurement Properties of the Constructs 

Similar to the processes described in the preceding study, to test for the psychometr ic 

soundness of the four constructs namely 1) Desire for Uniqueness, 2) Tendency towards the 

Fear of Missing Out, 3) Attitude toward the advertisement and 4) Purchase Intention used for 

this research, four single-construct measurement models were estimated. A series of 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were conducted and respecified, if theoretically sound, for 

each of the four single-construct measurement models before a full measurement model was 

tested. The goodness-of-fit indices were examined for each of the four constructs to determine 

if re-specification was necessary. If an adequate fit was not achieved, the modification indices 

were consulted to identify any problematic items. An overview of the measurement properties 

of the 4 constructs are shown in Table 6-21. 

. 
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Table 6-21: Study Three – Overview of Measurement Properties of Constructs 

Construct/Items Estimate χ²
 

df 
p-

value 
RMSEA SRMR GFI AGFI CFI TLI 

Desire for uniqueness  1.31 1 .25 .04 .01 .99 .97 .99 .99 

dfu1: I prefer being different from other 

people 

.71          

dfu2: Being distinctive is important to me .85          

dfu3: I intentionally do things to make 

myself different from those around me 

Removed          

dfu4: I have a strong desire for 

uniqueness 

.79          

Tendency towards the fear of missing 

out 

 2.16 2 .34 .02 .02 .99 .97 .99 .99 

tfomo1: I become anxious during a sale 

and tend to buy more than I actually need 

.80          

tfomo2: I have the constant urge to check 

for the latest product deals on the internet 

for fear of missing out 

Removed          

tfomo3: I have the habit of accepting 

appointments even though my schedule is 

full for fear of missing out  

.60          

tfomo4: I tend to panic buy during a sale 

for fear of missing out 

.94          

tfomo5: I have the urge to buy during a 

sale even though there is nothing that I 

really want  

.78          

Attitude toward the advertisement  4.19 2 .12 .08 .02 .99 .93 .99 .98 

aad1: Bad/good Removed          

aad2: Unfavourable/favourable .79          

aad3: Uncreative/creative  .80          

aad4: Unattractive/attractive  Removed          

aad5: Unlikeable/likeable .86          

aad6: Boring/interesting .86          

Purchase intention  2.47 2 .29 .04 .004 .99 .96 .99 .99 

pi1: I would intend to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.97          

pi2: I would consider buying the (product 

shown in the advertisement) 

.92          

pi3: I would expect to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)   

.95          

pi4: I would plan to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.95          

χ² = Chi-square, df = Degrees of freedom, RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation, SRMR = Standardised root mean square 

residual, GFI = Goodness of fit  index, AGFI = Adjusted goodness of fit index, CFI = Comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker-lewis index 
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6.7.2 Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the Constructs  

Table 6-22: Study Three – Convergent and Discriminant Validity of Constructs 

Construct CR 
AVE  

Score 

Squared Correlations 

DFU T-FOMO Aad PI 

DFU .83 .62 .79    

T-FOMO .90 .68 .19 .83   

Aad .97 .90 .07 .41 .95  

PI .87 .63 .26 .04 .37 .79 

CR = Composite reliability, AVE = Average variance extracted, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of 

missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Before the measurement model was estimated, the constructs were examined for their 

convergent and discriminant validity.  

Convergent validity is established as evidenced by the average variance extracted of each 

construct is (AVE > .50). Moreover, each construct showed strong internal consistency as seen 

by the composite reliability (CR > .70). Finally, each construct’s explained variance estimate 

on the diagonal is greater than the corresponding inter-factor squared correlation estimates 

below the diagonal. This suggests that discriminant validity is achieved and that each variable 

was distinct from the other (Hair et al. 2010). The results are depicted in Table 6-22. 

6.7.3 Estimating the Measurement Model 

The measurement model should be assessed before the structural model is estimated (Gerbing 

and Anderson 1988). The measurement model was estimated by allowing all of the structural 

constructs to correlate with all of the other constructs. The CFA indicated that the model was 

a poor fit (χ² = 170.70, df = 113, p-value = .00, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .05, GFI = .89, AGFI 

= .85, CFI = .97, TLI = .96). Hence, the modification indices were consulted for possible 

solutions (Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; Garver and Mentzer 1999; Schumacker and Lomax 

2004). Two items namely ‘I tend to panic buy during a sale for fear of missing out,’ and 

‘Unlikeable/Likeable’ were removed in an iterative fashion due to cross-loadings. 
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6.7.4 The Structural Model 

After the measurement model was shown to have a good fit, the hypothesized pathways were 

evaluated using SEM analyses. In order to provide support for the study’s theoretical model, 

path analysis was conducted to examine the relationships between the constructs (Kline 2005).  

 

The structural model’s fit was assessed by examining a number of goodness-of-fit indices to 

see whether the model was appropriate to test the various hypotheses outlined in chapter three. 

In this case, the goodness-of-fit indices suggested the model was a reasonably good fit (χ ² = 

68.18, df = 59, p-value = .19, RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .05, GFI = .94, AGFI = .91, CFI = .99, 

TLI = .99) and that the relationships in the estimated model should be examined. The structural 

model with standardised parameter estimates is presented in Figure 6-8. 

Following the fit assessment of the structural model, the correlation (for H1) and the 

standardised regression coefficients of the relevant paths of the structural model were examined 

and the results are discussed in the following section. 

 

 

Figure 6-8: Study Three – Structural Model 
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6.7.5 Path Analysis Results for H1 – H6  

Table 6-23: Study Three – Structural Model’s Standardized Path Coefficients  

 Relationships β Conclusion 

H1 DFU    T-FOMO .26(*) Accept 

H2 DFU  Aad .22(*) Accept 

H3 T-FOMO  Aad -.03 Reject 

H4 DFU  PI -.11 Reject 

H5 T-FOMO  PI .39(***) Accept 

H6 Aad  PI .39(***) Accept 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the 
advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Table 6-23 shows paths coefficients for H1 – H6 based on the model. The results confirm a 

number of the proposed relationships discussed in chapter three (theoretical framework and 

hypotheses development). The key results are discussed in the following Table 6-24. 

Table 6-24: Study Three – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H1 - H6 

Hypotheses results Discussion 

Results for H1: There is a 

positive and significant 

correlation between desire for 

uniqueness and T-FOMO, thus 

H1 is accepted. 

H1 proposes that desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but 

positively correlated constructs. 

  

The analyses from the structural model showed a significant correlation of 

.26 (p < .05) between desire for uniqueness and the fear of missing out. 

Discriminant validity reported in Table 6-22 also suggested the two 

constructs to be distinct and independent. This  finding provides theoretical 

confirmation in relation to the drive-reduction theory (Hull 1943) and the 

social comparison theory (Festinger 1957). 
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Results for H2: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between desire for uniqueness and 

attitude toward the advertisement, 

hence H2 was accepted. 

H2 proposes that a higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a more 

favourable attitude toward the advertisement 

 

Results indicate that the scarcity message was able to generate 

favourable attitudes towards the advertisement for individuals who 

desire uniqueness. This result provides theoretical support for the social 

cognition theory (K Witte and Morrison 2000). This finding is also 

consistent with earlier studies (e.g. (Roy and Sharma 2015) which found 

that consumer traits such as need for uniqueness were found to 

positively influence consumer attitudes and purchase intentions. 

Moreover, studies have shown that individuals who desired uniqueness 

preferred scarce products as owning such products helped to 

differentiate themselves from others (Roy and Sharma 2015; Tian, 

Bearden, and Hunter 2001; Wu et al. 2012). 

Results for H5: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention, hence H5 was accepted. 

 

H5 proposes that a higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 

 

Results indicate that the scarcity message was able to generate positive 

purchase intentions towards the advertised product for FOMO 

consumers. This finding provides theoretical support in relation to the 

social cognition theory (K Witte and Morrison 2000), protection 

motivation theory (Rogers 1975), drive-reduction theory (Hull 1943) 

and theory of regret intensity (Beike, Markman, and Karadogan 2009). 

Furthermore, as previously discussed in chapter two and three, scarcity 

has the effect of enhancing the attractiveness of the opportunity, which 

in turn impacts on their attitudes and behaviour. 

Results for H6: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase 

intention, hence H6 was accepted.  

H6 proposes that a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement 

will lead to a higher purchase intention  

 

Results indicated that individuals who favoured the advertisement also 

had positive intentions towards the advertised product. This finding is 

consistent with earlier studies (e.g. Ajzen 1991; Cotte and Ritchie 2005;  

Mackenzie and Lutz 1989; Spears and Singh 2004) which have reported 

the significant and positive relationship between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase intention.  
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6.7.6 Mediation Analysis H7 – H8 

Mediation H7: DFU   Aad   PI 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. Results 

from the regression analysis revealed that both step 1: (DFU  PI), (β = .59, p = .56) and step 

2: (DFU  Aad), (β = .12, p = .13) were non-significant. Although regression analysis for step 

3: (Aad  PI) was significant (β = .34, p = .00), there was insufficient evidence to suggest that 

Aad acted as mediator for DFU and PI. Therefore, H7 is rejected. 

Mediation H8: T-FOMO  Aad   PI 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. Results 

from the regression analysis revealed that step 2: (T-FOMO  Aad) was non-significant (β = 

(β = -.01, p = .90). Although results from the regression analysis for step 1: (T-FOMO  PI), 

(β = .35, p = .00) and step 3: (Aad  PI), (β = .34, p = .00) were significant, there was 

insufficient evidence to suggest that Aad acted as mediator for relationship between T-FOMO 

and PI. Therefore, H8 is rejected. 

Results of the mediation analysis indicated that attitude toward the advertisement was not a 

significant mediator on the relationship between desire for uniqueness and purchase intention, 

and the relationship between T-FOMO and purchase intention. 

6.7.7 Moderation Analysis for H9 – H14 

In order to test for moderating role of inferences of manipulative intent and consumer 

susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was first 

conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometric soundness as well as the 

dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor loadings (> 0.5) and cross 

loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 
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Table 6-25: Study Three – EFA Results for Moderators 

Construct No. of items 
Factor  

Loadings 
α Eigen 

Value 

Variance  

explained  

(% ) 

KMO 

IMI 3 .85-.87 .82 2.22 74.08 .72 

CSII (Normative) 8 .62-.87 .94 7.12 59.32 

.90 
CSII (Informational) 3 .86-.90 .90 1.82 15.20 

Extraction Method: Principle Component Analysis, Rotation Method: Varimax rotation 
α = Cronbach Alpha, KMO = Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin, IMI = Inferences of Manipulative Intent, CSII = Consumer Susceptibility 
to Interpersonal Influence 

 

 

Results of the EFA showed that the IMI construct and the original 6-item scale was reduced to 

3 items due to cross-loadings. In addition, the CSII construct and the original 12-item scale 

was reduced to 11 items due to cross-loadings. Moreover, the process led to the extraction of 

two corresponding factors namely ‘normative’ and ‘informational’ influences which was 

consistent with Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel (1989). Both factors also achieved a reliability 

of  (α > 0.7) (Nunnally 1978) respectively.  In order to test for moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory 

factor analysis (EFA) was first conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometr ic 

soundness as well as the dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor 

loadings (> 0.5) and cross loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 
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Table 6-25. 

Hierarchical moderated regression was used to test the moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence on the various 

relationships outlined in chapter three (theoretical framework and hypotheses development). 

This method is employed to detect if the addition of the moderator-independent variable 

interaction term to the relationship between the independent and the dependant variable will 

result in a significant R2 change. The full result of the analysis is depicted in Appendix H: Study 

Three. 

Results of the moderation analysis indicated that neither inferences of manipulative intent nor 

consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence was a significant moderator for any of the 

proposed relationships. 
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6.7.8 Summary of Overall Findings 

Table 6-26 summarizes the overall findings for Study Three. 

Table 6-26: Study Three – Summary of Results 

Hypotheses Conclusion 

H1 Desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but positively correlated constructs  Accept 

H2 
A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to more favourable attitude toward the 

advertisement 
Accept 

H3 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement Reject 

H4 A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a higher purchase intention  Reject 

H5 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase intention Accept 

H6 
A more favourable attitude toward the advertisement will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 
Accept 

H7 
Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention 
Reject 

H8 
Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between T-FOMO and 

purchase intention 
Reject 

H9 
Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H10 
Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between T-FOMO and 

attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H11 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness and 

attitude toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject 

H12 

Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and attitude toward 

the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between T-

FOMO and attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject 

H13 

a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness and 

purchase intention; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between 

desire for uniqueness and purchase intention. 

Reject 

H14 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention. (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO 

and purchase intention 

Reject 
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6.8 STUDY FOUR – LIMITED QUANTITY SCARCITY (PRIVATE) 

6.8.1 Measurement Properties of the Constructs 

Similar to the processes described in the preceding study, to test for the psychometr ic 

soundness of the four constructs namely 1) Desire for Uniqueness, 2) Tendency towards the 

Fear of Missing Out, 3) Attitude toward the advertisement and 4) Purchase Intention used for 

this research, four single-construct measurement models were estimated. A series of 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were conducted and respecified, if theoretically sound, for 

each of the four single-construct measurement models before a full measurement model was 

tested. The goodness-of-fit indices were examined for each of the four constructs to determine 

if re-specification was necessary. If an adequate fit was not achieved, the modification indices 

were consulted to identify any problematic items. An overview of the measurement properties 

of the 4 constructs are shown in Table 6-27. 

. 
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Table 6-27: Study Four – Overview of Measurement Properties of Constructs  

Construct/Items Estimate χ²
 

df 
p-

value 
RMSEA SRMR GFI AGFI CFI TLI 

Desire for uniqueness  2.16 1 .14 .08 .02 .99 .94 .99 .98 

dfu1: I prefer being different from other 

people 

.58          

dfu2: Being distinctive is important to 

me 

Removed          

dfu3: I intentionally do things to make 

myself different from those around me 

.89          

dfu4: I have a strong desire for 

uniqueness 

.92          

Tendency towards the fear of missing 

out 

 2.45 2 .29 .03 .01 .99 .96 .99 .99 

tfomo1: I become anxious during a sale 

and tend to buy more than I actually need 

.87          

tfomo2: I have the constant urge to check 

for the latest product deals on the internet 

for fear of missing out 

.65          

tfomo3: I have the habit of accepting 

appointments even though my schedule 

is full for fear of missing out  

Removed          

tfomo4: I tend to panic buy during a sale 

for fear of missing out 

.87          

tfomo5: I have the urge to buy during a 

sale even though there is nothing that I 

really want  

.87          

Attitude toward the advertisement  11.13 5 .05 .09 .03 .97 .91 .99 .97 

aad1: Bad/good .72          

aad2: Unfavourable/favourable Removed          

aad3: Uncreative/creative  .75          

aad4: Unattractive/attractive  .83          

aad5: Unlikeable/likeable .89          

aad6: Boring/interesting .82          

Purchase intention  3.59 1 .06 .13 .01 .99 .91 .99 .98 

pi1: I would intend to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.95          

pi2: I would consider buying the 

(product shown in the advertisement) 

.91          

pi3: I would expect to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)   

.89          

pi4: I would plan to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

Removed          

χ² = Chi-square, df = Degrees of freedom, RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation, SRMR = Standardised root mean square 
residual, GFI = Goodness of fit  index, AGFI = Adjusted goodness of fit index, CFI = Comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker -lewis index 
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6.8.2 Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the Constructs  

Table 6-28: Study Four – Convergent and Discriminant Validity of Constructs  

Construct CR 
AVE  

Score 

Squared Correlations 

DFU T-FOMO Aad PI 

DFU .85 .66 .81    

T-FOMO .90 .65 .00 .80   

Aad .94 .84 .18 .43 .92  

PI .89 .68 .34 .09 .40 .82 

CR = Composite reliability, AVE = Average variance extracted, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of 

missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Before the measurement model was estimated, the constructs were examined for their 

convergent and discriminant validity.  

Convergent validity is established as evidenced by the average variance extracted of each 

construct is (AVE > .50). Moreover, each construct showed strong internal consistency as seen 

by the composite reliability (CR > .70). Finally, each construct’s explained variance estimate 

on the diagonal is greater than the corresponding inter-factor squared correlation estimates 

below the diagonal. This suggests that discriminant validity is achieved and that each variable 

was distinct from the other (Hair et al. 2010).  The results are depicted in Table 6-28. 

6.8.3 Estimating the Measurement Model 

The measurement model should be assessed before the structural model is estimated (Gerbing 

and Anderson 1988). The measurement model was estimated by allowing all of the structural 

constructs to correlate with all of the other constructs. The CFA indicated that the model was 

a poor fit (χ² = 109.80, df = 84, p-value = .03, RMSEA = .04, SRMR = .06, GFI = .92, AGFI = 

.88, CFI = .98, TLI = .98). Hence, the modification indices were consulted for possible 

solutions (Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; Garver and Mentzer 1999; Schumacker and Lomax 

2004). One item namely ‘Boring/Interesting’ was removed in an iterative fashion due to cross-

loadings. After which, the modified measurement model had an acceptable fit (χ² = 84.38, df = 

71, p-value = .13, RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .05, GFI = .93, AGFI = .90, CFI = .99, TLI = .99). 

Consequently, the revised model was retained for subsequent analysis. 
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6.8.4 The Structural Model 

After the measurement model was shown to have a good fit, the hypothesized pathways were 

evaluated using SEM analyses. In order to provide support for the study’s theoretical model, 

path analysis was conducted to examine the relationships between the constructs (Kline 2005).  

 

The structural model’s fit was assessed by examining a number of goodness-of-fit indices to 

see whether the model is an appropriate one of the obtain data. In this case, the goodness-of- fit 

indices suggested the model was a reasonably good fit (χ² = 84.38, df = 71, p-value = .13, 

RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .05, GFI = .93, AGFI = .90, CFI = .99, TLI = .99) and that the 

relationships in the estimated model should be examined. The structural model with 

standardised parameter estimates is presented in Figure 6-9. 

Following the fit assessment of the structural model, the correlation (for H1) and the 

standardised regression coefficients of the relevant paths of the structural model were examined 

and the results are discussed in the following section. 

 

 

Figure 6-9: Study Four – Structural Model 
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6.8.5 Path Analysis Results for H1 – H6  

Table 6-29: Study Four – Structural Model’s Standardized Path Coefficients  

 Relationships β Conclusion 

H1 DFU    T-FOMO .34(***) Accept 

H2 DFU  Aad -0.02 Reject 

H3 T-FOMO  Aad .07 Reject 

H4 DFU  PI .05 Reject 

H5 T-FOMO  PI .36(***) Accept 

H6 Aad  PI .38(***) Accept 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the 
advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Table 6-29 shows paths coefficients for H1 – H6 based on the model. The results confirm a 

number of the proposed relationships discussed in chapter three (theoretical framework and 

hypotheses development). The key results are discussed in the following Table 6-30. 

Table 6-30: Study Four – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H1 - H6 

Hypotheses results Discussion 

Results for H1: There is a positive 

and significant correlation between 

desire for uniqueness and T-

FOMO, thus H1 is accepted. 

H1 proposes that desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but 

positively correlated constructs. 

  

The analyses from the structural model showed a significant correlation  

of .34 (p < .0001) between desire for uniqueness and the fear of missing  

out. Discriminant validity reported in Table 6-13 also suggested the two 

constructs to be distinct and independent. This finding provides 

theoretical confirmation in relation to the drive-reduction theory (Hull 

1943) and the social comparison theory (Festinger 1957). 

Results for H5: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention, hence H5 was accepted. 

 

H5 proposes that a higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 

 

Results indicate that the scarcity message was able to generate positive 

purchase intentions towards the advertised product for FOMO 

consumers. This finding provides theoretical support in relation to the 

social cognition theory (K Witte and Morrison 2000), protection 

motivation theory (Rogers 1975), drive-reduction theory (Hull 1943) 

and theory of regret intensity (Beike, Markman, and Karadogan 2009). 

Furthermore, as previously discussed in chapter two and three, scarcity 

has the effect of enhancing the attractiveness of the opportunity, which  

in turn impacts on their attitudes and behaviour. 
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Results for H6: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase 

intention, hence H6 was accepted.  

H6 proposes that a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement 

will lead to a higher purchase intention  

 

Results indicated that individuals who favoured the advertisement also 

had positive intentions towards the advertised product. This finding is 

consistent with earlier studies (e.g. Ajzen 1991; Cotte and Ritchie 2005;  

Mackenzie and Lutz 1989; Spears and Singh 2004) which have reported 

the significant and positive relationship between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase intention.  

 

6.8.6 Mediation Analysis H7 – H8 

Mediation H7: DFU   Aad   PI 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. Results 

from the regression analysis revealed that both step 1: (DFU  PI), (β = .12, p = .14) and step 

2: (DFU  Aad), (β = -.025, p = .761) were non-significant. Although regression analysis for 

step 3: (Aad  PI) was significant (β = .380, p = .000), there was insufficient evidence to 

suggest that Aad acted as mediator for DFU and PI. Therefore, H7 is rejected. 

Mediation H8: T-FOMO  Aad   PI 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. Results 

from the regression analysis revealed that step 2: (T-FOMO  Aad) was non-significant (β = 

(β = .08, p = .30). Although results from the regression analysis for step 1: (T-FOMO  PI), 

(β = .387, p = .000) and step 3: (Aad  PI), (β = .38, p = .00) were significant, there was 

insufficient evidence to suggest that Aad acted as mediator for relationship between T-FOMO 

and PI. Therefore, H8 is rejected. 

Results of the mediation analysis indicated that attitude toward the advertisement was not a 

significant mediator on the relationship between desire for uniqueness and purchase intention, 

and the relationship between T-FOMO and purchase intention. 
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6.8.7 Moderation Analysis for H9 – H14 

In order to test for moderating role of inferences of manipulative intent and consumer 

susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was first 

conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometric soundness as well as the 

dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor loadings (> 0.5) and cross 

loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 

Table 6-31: Study Four – EFA Results for Moderators 

Construct No. of items 
Factor  

Loadings 
α Eigen 

Value 

Variance  

explained  

(% ) 

KMO 

IMI .78-.89 .80 2.16 72.14 .78-.89 .68 

CSII (Normative) .60-.89 .94 6.31 57.32 .60-.89 

.87 
CSII (Informational) .85-.93 .90 1.95 17.69 .85-.93 

Extraction Method: Principle Component Analysis, Rotation Method: Varimax rotation 

α = Cronbach Alpha, KMO = Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin, IMI = Inferences of Manipulative Intent, CSII = Consumer Susceptibility 
to Interpersonal Influence 

 

 

Results of the EFA showed that the IMI construct and the original 6-item scale was reduced to 

3 items due to cross-loadings. In addition, the CSII construct and the original 12-item scale 

was reduced to 11 items due to cross-loadings. Moreover, the process led to the extraction of 

two corresponding factors namely ‘normative’ and ‘informational’ influences which was 

consistent with Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel (1989). Both factors also achieved a reliability 

of  (α > 0.7) (Nunnally 1978) respectively.  In order to test for moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory 

factor analysis (EFA) was first conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometr ic 

soundness as well as the dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor 

loadings (> 0.5) and cross loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 

Table 6-31. 

Hierarchical moderated regression was used to test the moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence on the various 

relationships outlined in chapter three (theoretical framework and hypotheses development). 

This method is employed to detect if the addition of the moderator-independent variable 

interaction term to the relationship between the independent and the dependant variable will 

result in a significant R2 change. The full result of the analysis is depicted in Appendix H: Study 

Four. The key results are discussed in Table 6-32. 
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Table 6-32: Study Four - Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H9 – H14 

Hypotheses results Discussion 

Results for H12: Normative influence was found to 

enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and 

attitude toward the advertisement. However, results 

showed that informational influence did not 

moderate the relationship between T-FOMO and 

attitude toward the advertisement. Hence H12 was 

partially accepted. 

 

Results for H14: Both normative influence and 

informational influence were found to enhance the 

relationship between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention. Hence, H14 was accepted. 

H12 proposes that (a) Normative influences will enhance 

the relationship between T-FOMO and attitude toward 

the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will 

enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and attitude 

toward the advertisement 

 

H14 proposes that (a) Normative influences will enhance 

the relationship between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention. (b) Informational influences will enhance the 

relationship between T-FOMO and purchase intention 

 

The result indicated that FOMO consumers rely on social 

influences in their formation of attitudes  and purchase 

intentions towards scarce products. This finding is 

supported by Przybylski et al. (2013) which found that 

individuals with low basic psychological need 

relatedness (connectedness to others) are likely  

demonstrate higher FOMO tendencies.  
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6.8.8 Summary of Overall Findings 

Table 6-33 summarizes the overall findings for Study Four. 

Table 6-33: Study Four – Summary of Results 

Hypotheses Results Conclusion 

H1 Desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but positively correlated constructs  Accept 

H2 
A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to more favourable attitude toward the 

advertisement 
Reject 

H3 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement Reject 

H4 A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a higher purchase intention  Reject 

H5 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase intention Accept 

H6 
A more favourable attitude toward the advertisement will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 
Accept 

H7 
Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention 
Reject 

H8 
Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between T-FOMO and 

purchase intention 
Reject 

H9 
Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H10 
Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between T-FOMO and 

attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H11 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and attitude toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject 

H12 

Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and attitude 

toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship 

between T-FOMO and attitude toward the advertisement 

Partially 

Supported 

H13 

a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and purchase intention; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship 

between desire for uniqueness and purchase intention. 

Reject 

H14 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention. (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO 

and purchase intention 

Accept 
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6.9 STUDY FIVE – LIMITED TIME SCARCITY (PRIVATE) 

6.9.1 Measurement Properties of the Constructs 

Similar to the processes described in the preceding study, to test for the psychometr ic 

soundness of the four constructs namely 1) Desire for Uniqueness, 2) Tendency towards the 

Fear of Missing Out, 3) Attitude toward the advertisement and 4) Purchase Intention used for 

this research, four single-construct measurement models were estimated. A series of 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were conducted and respecified, if theoretically sound, for 

each of the four single-construct measurement models before a full measurement model was 

tested. The goodness-of-fit indices were examined for each of the four constructs to determine 

if re-specification was necessary. If an adequate fit was not achieved, the modification indices 

were consulted to identify any problematic items. An overview of the measurement properties 

of the 4 constructs are shown in Table 6-34. 
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Table 6-34: Study Five – Overview of Measurement Properties of Constructs 

Construct/Items Estimate χ²
 

df 
p-

value 
RMSEA SRMR GFI AGFI CFI TLI 

Desire for uniqueness  .36 1 .55 .01 .01 .99 .99 1.00 1.00 

dfu1: I prefer being different from other 

people 

.67          

dfu2: Being distinctive is important to 

me 

Removed          

dfu3: I intentionally do things to make 

myself different from those around me 

.80          

dfu4: I have a strong desire for 

uniqueness 

.94          

Tendency towards the fear of missing 

out 

 5.93 5 .31 .03 0.02 .99 .96 0.99 0.99 

tfomo1: I become anxious during a sale 

and tend to buy more than I actually need 

.86          

tfomo2: I have the constant urge to check 

for the latest product deals on the 

internet for fear of missing out  

.82          

tfomo3: I have the habit of accepting 

appointments even though my schedule 

is full for fear of missing out  

.64          

tfomo4: I tend to panic buy during a sale 

for fear of missing out 

.89          

tfomo5: I have the urge to buy during a 

sale even though there is nothing that I 

really want  

.76          

Attitude toward the advertisement  10.88 5 .05 .08 .02 .98 .93 0.99 .98 

aad1: Bad/good .85          

aad2: Unfavourable/favourable Removed          

aad3: Uncreative/creative  .83          

aad4: Unattractive/attractive  .90          

aad5: Unlikeable/likeable .89          

aad6: Boring/interesting .88          

Purchase intention  1.99 1 .16 .08 .01 .99 .95 .99 .99 

pi1: I would intend to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.95          

pi2: I would consider buying the 

(product shown in the advertisement) 

Removed          

pi3: I would expect to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)   

.96          

pi4: I would plan to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.95          

χ² = Chi-square, df = Degrees of freedom, RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation, SRMR = Standardised root mean square 
residual, GFI = Goodness of fit  index, AGFI = Adjusted goodness of fit index, CFI = Comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker-lewis index 
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6.9.2 Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the Constructs  

Table 6-35: Study Five – Convergent and Discriminant Validity of Constructs  

Construct CR 
AVE  

Score 

Squared Correlations 

DFU T-FOMO Aad PI 

DFU .85 .66 .81    

T-FOMO .94 .76 .30 .87   

Aad .97 .91 .40 .55 .95  

PI .90 .64 .38 .14 .55 .80 

CR = Composite reliability, AVE = Average variance extracted, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of 

missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Before the measurement model was estimated, the constructs were examined for their 

convergent and discriminant validity.  

Convergent validity is established as evidenced by the average variance extracted of each 

construct is (AVE > .50). Moreover, each construct showed strong internal consistency as seen 

by the composite reliability (CR > .70). Finally, each construct’s explained variance estimate 

on the diagonal is greater than the corresponding inter-factor squared correlation estimates 

below the diagonal. This suggests that discriminant validity is achieved and that each variable 

was distinct from the other (Hair et al. 2010).  The results are depicted in Table 6-35. 

6.9.3 Estimating the Measurement Model 

The measurement model should be assessed before the structural model is estimated (Gerbing 

and Anderson 1988). The measurement model was estimated by allowing all of the structural 

constructs to correlate with all of the other constructs. The CFA indicated that the model was 

a poor fit (χ² = 162.99, df = 98, p-value = .00, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .05, GFI = .89, AGFI = 

.85, CFI = .97, TLI = .96). Hence, the modification indices were consulted for possible 

solutions (Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; Garver and Mentzer 1999; Schumacker and Lomax 

2004). Three items namely ‘I would expect to buy the (product shown in the advertisement)’, 

‘Bad/Good’ and ‘I have the habit of accepting appointments even though my schedule is full 

for fear of missing out’ were removed in an iterative fashion due to cross-loadings. After which, 

the modified measurement model had an acceptable fit (χ² = 69.69, df = 59, p-value = .16, 

RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .04, GFI = .94, AGFI = .91, CFI = .99, TLI = .99). Consequently, the 

revised model was retained for subsequent analysis. 
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6.9.4 The Structural Model  

After the measurement model was shown to have a good fit, the hypothesized pathways were 

evaluated using SEM analyses. In order to provide support for the study’s theoretical model, 

path analysis was conducted to examine the relationships between the constructs (Kline 2005).  

 

The structural model’s fit was assessed by examining a number of goodness-of-fit indices to 

see whether the model is an appropriate one of the obtain data. In this case, the goodness-of- fit 

indices suggested the model was a reasonably good fit (χ² = 69.69, df = 59, p-value = .16, 

RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .04, GFI = .94, AGFI = .91, CFI = .99, TLI = .99) and that the 

relationships in the estimated model should be examined. The structural model with 

standardised parameter estimates is presented in Figure 6-10. 

Following the fit assessment of the structural model, the correlation (for H1) and the 

standardised regression coefficients of the relevant paths of the structural model were examined 

and the results are discussed in the following section. 

  

Figure 6-10: Study Five – Structural Model 
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6.9.5 Path Analysis Results for H1 – H6  

Table 6-36: Study Five – Structural Model’s Standardized Path Coefficients  

 Relationships β Conclusion 

H1 DFU    T-FOMO .36(***) Accept 

H2 DFU  Aad .29(**) Accept 

H3 T-FOMO  Aad .007 Reject 

H4 DFU  PI .12 Reject 

H5 T-FOMO  PI .42(***) Accept 

H6 Aad  PI .49(***) Accept 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the 
advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Table 6-36 shows paths coefficients for H1 – H6 based on the model. The results confirm a 

number of the proposed relationships discussed in chapter three (theoretical framework and 

hypotheses development). The key results are discussed in the following Table 6-37. 

Table 6-37: Study Five – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H1 - H6 

Hypotheses results Discussion 

Results for H1: There is a 

positive and significant 

correlation between desire for 

uniqueness and T-FOMO, thus 

H1 is accepted. 

H1 proposes that desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but 

positively correlated constructs. 

  

The analyses from the structural model showed a significant correlation of 

.36 (p < .0001) between desire for uniqueness and the fear of missing out. 

Discriminant validity reported in Table 6-35 also suggested the two 

constructs to be distinct and independent. This finding provides theoretical 

confirmation in relation to the drive-reduction theory (Hull 1943) and the 

social comparison theory (Festinger 1957). 
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Results for H2: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between desire for uniqueness and 

attitude toward the advertisement, 

hence H2 was accepted. 

H2 proposes that a higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a more 

favourable attitude toward the advertisement 

 

Results indicate that the scarcity message was able to generate 

favourable attitudes towards the advertisement for individuals who 

desire uniqueness. This result provides theoretical support for the social 

cognition theory (K Witte and Morrison 2000). The result is also 

consistent with earlier studies (e.g. (Roy and Sharma 2015) which found 

that consumer traits such as need for uniqueness were found to 

positively influence consumer attitudes and purchase intentions. 

Moreover, studies have shown that individuals who desired uniqueness 

preferred scarce products as owning such products helped to 

differentiate themselves from others (Roy and Sharma 2015; Tian, 

Bearden, and Hunter 2001; Wu et al. 2012). 

Results for H5: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention, hence H5 was accepted. 

 

H5 proposes that a higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 

 

Results indicate that the scarcity message was able to generate positive 

purchase intentions towards the advertised product for FOMO 

consumers. This finding provides theoretical support in relation to the 

social cognition theory (K Witte and Morrison 2000), protection 

motivation theory (Rogers 1975), drive-reduction theory (Hull 1943) 

and theory of regret intensity (Beike, Markman, and Karadogan 2009). 

Furthermore, as previously discussed in chapter two and three, scarcity 

has the effect of enhancing the attractiveness of the opportunity, which 

in turn impacts on their attitudes and behaviour. 

Results for H6: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase 

intention, hence H6 was accepted.  

H6 proposes that a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement 

will lead to a higher purchase intention  

 

Results indicated that individuals who favoured the advertisement also 

had positive intentions towards the advertised product. This finding is 

consistent with earlier studies (e.g. Ajzen 1991; Cotte and Ritchie 2005;  

Mackenzie and Lutz 1989; Spears and Singh 2004) which have reported 

the significant and positive relationship between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase intention.  
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6.9.6 Mediation Analysis H7 – H8 

Mediation H7: DFU   Aad   PI 

Table 6-38: Study Five – Results for Mediation Analysis H7 

Steps IV DV Unstd. β S.E. Std. β t-Value Sig. Adjusted R2 

1 DFU PI .44 .088 .37 5.00 .000(***) .13 

2 DFU Aad .28 .084 .25 3.29 .001(**) .06 

3 Aad PI .49 .061 .54 7.99 .000(***) .28 

4 
DFU 

PI 
.30 .080 .25 3.74 .000(***) 

.34 
Aad .52 .073 .47 7.09 .000(***) 

Sobel Test: Test Statistic = 3.29; p = .000(***) 
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
DV = Dependant variable, IV = Independent variable, Unstd. β = Unstandardized Beta, S.E. = Standardized error, Std. β = Standardized 
Beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention  

 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. As shown 

in Table 6-38, the regression analysis from step 1 to step 3 shows a significant relationship, 

this suggests mediation is present. Multiple regression analysis for step 4 suggests the 

relationship between DFU and PI is partially mediated by Aad. Following this, a Sobel test was 

conducted to confirm this relationship. Results from the Sobel test confirmed that the 

relationship between DFU and PI was partially mediated by Aad. Therefore, H7 is accepted.  

Mediation H8: T-FOMO  Aad   PI 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. Results 

from the regression analysis revealed that step 2: (T-FOMO  Aad) was non-significant (β = 

(β = .12, p = .15). Although results from the regression analysis for step 1: (T-FOMO  PI), 

(β = .48, p = .00) and step 3: (Aad  PI), (β = .54, p = .00) were significant, there was 

insufficient evidence to suggest that Aad acted as mediator for relationship between T-FOMO 

and PI. Therefore, H8 is rejected. 

The key results for the mediation analysis are discussed in the following   
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Table 6-39. 
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Table 6-39: Study Five – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H7 – H8 

Hypotheses Results Discussion 

Results for H7: The relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention is partially 

mediated by attitude toward the advertisement 

H7 proposes that attitude toward the advertisement 

will mediate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention  

 

The result indicates that attitude toward the 

advertisement could directly and indirectly evoke 

purchase intentions. Hence, creating a likeable 

advertisement is important in this situation for 

individuals who desire uniqueness . This finding is 

consistent with earlier studies which examined the 

mediating effects of attitudes on traits and behaviour 

(Kolar and Zabkar 2014; Lucidi et al. 2014; Ulleberg  

and Rundmo 2003). 

 

6.9.7 Moderation Analysis for H9 – H14 

In order to test for moderating role of inferences of manipulative intent and consumer 

susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was first 

conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometric soundness as well as the 

dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor loadings (> 0.5) and cross 

loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 

Table 6-40: Study Five – EFA Results for Moderators 

Construct No. of items 
Factor  

Loadings 
α Eigen 

Value 

Variance  

explained  

(% ) 

KMO 

IMI .84-.88 .82 2.22 73.83 .84-.88 .71 

CSII (Normative) .59-.92 .95 6.94 63.12 .59-.92 

.92 
CSII (Informational) .81-.90 .87 1.53 13.93 .81-.90 

Extraction Method: Principle Component Analysis, Rotation Method: Varimax rotation  
α = Cronbach Alpha, KMO = Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin, IMI = Inferences of Manipulative Intent, CSII = Consumer Susceptibility 
to Interpersonal Influence 

 

 

Results of the EFA showed that the IMI construct and the original 6-item scale was reduced to 

3 items due to cross-loadings. In addition, the CSII construct and the original 12-item scale 

was reduced to 11 items due to cross-loadings. Moreover, the process led to the extraction of 

two corresponding factors namely ‘normative’ and ‘informational’ influences which was 

consistent with Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel (1989). Both factors also achieved a reliability 

of  (α > 0.7) (Nunnally 1978) respectively.  In order to test for moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory 
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factor analysis (EFA) was first conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometr ic 

soundness as well as the dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor 

loadings (> 0.5) and cross loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 

Table 6-40. 

Hierarchical moderated regression was used to test the moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence on the various 

relationships outlined in chapter three (theoretical framework and hypotheses development). 

This method is employed to detect if the addition of the moderator-independent variable 

interaction term to the relationship between the independent and the dependant variable will 

result in a significant R2 change. The full result of the analysis is depicted in Appendix H: Study 

Five.  

Results of the moderation analysis indicated that neither inferences of manipulative intent nor 

consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence was a significant moderator for any of the 

proposed relationships. 
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6.9.8 Summary of Overall Findings 

Table 6-41summarizes the overall findings for Study Five. 

Table 6-41: Study Five – Summary of Results 

Hypotheses Conclusion 

H1 Desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but positively correlated constructs  Accept 

H2 
A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to more favourable attitude toward the 

advertisement 
Accept 

H3 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement Reject 

H4 A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a higher purchase intention  Reject 

H5 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase intention Accept 

H6 
A more favourable attitude toward the advertisement will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 
Accept 

H7 
Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention 
Accept 

H8 
Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between T-FOMO and 

purchase intention 
Reject 

H9 
Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H10 
Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between T-FOMO and 

attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H11 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness and 

attitude toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject 

H12 

Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and attitude toward 

the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between T-

FOMO and attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject 

H13 

a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness and 

purchase intention; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between 

desire for uniqueness and purchase intention. 

Reject 

H14 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention. (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO 

and purchase intention 

Reject 
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6.10 STUDY SIX – CONTROL GROUP (PRIVATE) 

6.10.1 Measurement Properties of the Constructs 

Similar to the processes described in the preceding study, to test for the psychometr ic 

soundness of the four constructs namely 1) Desire for Uniqueness, 2) Tendency towards the 

Fear of Missing Out, 3) Attitude toward the advertisement and 4) Purchase Intention used for 

this research, four single-construct measurement models were estimated. A series of 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were conducted and respecified, if theoretically sound, for 

each of the four single-construct measurement models before a full measurement model was 

tested. The goodness-of-fit indices were examined for each of the four constructs to determine 

if re-specification was necessary. If an adequate fit was not achieved, the modification indices 

were consulted to identify any problematic items. An overview of the measurement properties 

of the 4 constructs are shown in Table 6-42. 

. 
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Table 6-42: Study Six – Overview of Measurement Properties of Latent Variables  

Construct/Items Estimate χ²
 

df 
p-

value 
RMSEA SRMR GFI AGFI CFI TLI 

Desire for uniqueness  1.01 1 .32 .01 .01 .99 .97 1.00 1.00 

dfu1: I prefer being different from other 

people 

Removed          

dfu2: Being distinctive is important to me .75          

dfu3: I intentionally do things to make 

myself different from those around me 

.84          

dfu4: I have a strong desire for 

uniqueness 

.86          

Tendency towards the fear of missing 

out 

 8.53 5 .13 .06 .02 .98 .93 .99 .99 

tfomo1: I become anxious during a sale 

and tend to buy more than I actually need 

.75          

tfomo2: I have the constant urge to check 

for the latest product deals on the internet 

for fear of missing out 

.83          

tfomo3: I have the habit of accepting 

appointments even though my schedule is 

full for fear of missing out  

.79          

tfomo4: I tend to panic buy during a sale 

for fear of missing out 

.86          

tfomo5: I have the urge to buy during a 

sale even though there is nothing that I 

really want  

.84          

Attitude toward the advertisement  3.79 2 .15 .07 .01 .99 .94 .99 .99 

aad1: Bad/good Removed          

aad2: Unfavourable/favourable .80          

aad3: Uncreative/creative  .93          

aad4: Unattractive/attractive  .91          

aad5: Unlikeable/likeable Removed          

aad6: Boring/interesting .92          

Purchase intention  1.61 1 .21 .06 .01 .99 .96 .99 .99 

pi1: I would intend to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.95          

pi2: I would consider buying the (product 

shown in the advertisement) 

Removed          

pi3: I would expect to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)   

.96          

pi4: I would plan to buy the (product 

shown in the advertisement)  

.94          

χ² = Chi-square, df = Degrees of freedom, RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation, SRMR = Standardised root mean square 

residual, GFI = Goodness of fit  index, AGFI = Adjusted goodness of fit index, CFI = Comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker -lewis index 
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6.10.2 Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the Constructs  

Table 6-43: Study Six – Convergent and Discriminant Validity of Constructs  

Construct CR 
AVE  

Score 

Squared Correlations 

DFU T-FOMO Aad PI 

DFU .86 .67 .82    

T-FOMO .94 .80 .30 .89   

Aad .96 .90 .37 .46 .95  

PI .91 .66 .24 .22 .55 .81 

CR = Composite reliability, AVE = Average variance extracted, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of 

missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Before the measurement model was estimated, the constructs were examined for their 

convergent and discriminant validity.  

Convergent validity is established as evidenced by the average variance extracted of each 

construct is (AVE > .50). Moreover, each construct showed strong internal consistency as seen 

by the composite reliability (CR > .70). Finally, each construct’s explained variance estimate 

on the diagonal is greater than the corresponding inter-factor squared correlation estimates 

below the diagonal. This suggests that discriminant validity is achieved and that each variable 

was distinct from the other (Hair et al. 2010). The results are depicted in Table 6-43. 

6.10.3 Estimating the Measurement Model 

The measurement model should be assessed before the structural model is estimated (Gerbing 

and Anderson 1988). The measurement model was estimated by allowing all of the structural 

constructs to correlate with all of the other constructs. The CFA indicated that the model was 

a poor fit (χ² = 104.81, df = 84, p-value = .06, RMSEA = .04, SRMR = .04, GFI = .92, AGFI = 

.88, CFI = .99, TLI = .99). Hence, the modification indices were consulted for possible 

solutions (Cortina, Chen, and Dunlap 2001; Garver and Mentzer 1999; Schumacker and Lomax 

2004). One item namely ‘Boring/Interesting’ was removed in an iterative fashion due to cross-

loadings. After which, the modified measurement model had an acceptable fit (χ² = 78.93, df = 

71, p-value = .24, RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .04, GFI = .93, AGFI = .90, CFI = .99, TLI = .99). 

Consequently, the revised model was retained for subsequent analysis. 
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6.10.4 The Structural Model 

After the measurement model was shown to have a good fit, the hypothesized pathways were 

evaluated using SEM analyses. In order to provide support for the study’s theoretical model, 

path analysis was conducted to examine the relationships between the constructs (Kline 2005).  

 

 

The structural model’s fit was assessed by examining a number of goodness-of-fit indices to 

see whether the model is an appropriate one of the obtain data. In this case, the goodness-of- fit 

indices suggested the model was a reasonably good fit (χ² = 78.93, df = 71, p-value = .24, 

RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .04, GFI = .93, AGFI = .90, CFI = .99, TLI = .99) and that the 

relationships in the estimated model should be examined. The structural model with 

standardised parameter estimates is presented in Figure 6-11. 

Following the fit assessment of the structural model, the correlation (for H1) and the 

standardised regression coefficients of the relevant paths of the structural model were examined 

and the results are discussed in the following section. 

  

Figure 6-11: Study Six – Structural Model 
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6.10.5 Path Analysis Results for H1 – H6  

Table 6-44: Study Six – Structural Model’s Standardized Path Coefficients  

 Relationships β Conclusion 

H1 DFU    T-FOMO .24(*) Accept 

H2 DFU  Aad .25(**) Accept 

H3 T-FOMO  Aad .16 Reject 

H4 DFU  PI .18(*) Accept 

H5 T-FOMO  PI .43(***) Accept 

H6 Aad  PI .30(***) Accept 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the 
advertisement, PI = Purchase intention 

 

Table 6-44 shows paths coefficients for H1 – H6 based on the model. The results confirm a 

number of the proposed relationships discussed in chapter three (theoretical framework and 

hypotheses development). The key results are discussed in the following Table 6-45. 

Table 6-45: Study Six – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H1 – H6 

Hypotheses Results Discussion 

Results for H1: There is a 

positive and significant 

correlation between desire for 

uniqueness and T-FOMO, thus 

H1 is accepted. 

H1 proposes that desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but 

positively correlated constructs. 

  

The analyses from the structural model showed a significant correlation of 

.24 (p < .05) between desire for uniqueness and the fear of missing out. 

Discriminant validity reported in Table 6-35 also suggested the two 

constructs to be distinct and independent. This finding provides theoretical 

confirmation in relation to the drive-reduction theory (Hull 1943) and the 

social comparison theory (Festinger 1957). 
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Results for H2: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between desire for uniqueness and 

attitude toward the advertisement, 

hence H2 was accepted. 

 

Results for H4: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between desire for uniqueness and 

purchase intention, hence H4 was 

accepted. 

 

H2 proposes that a higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a more 

favourable attitude toward the advertisement 

 

H4 proposes that a higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a higher 

purchase intention 

 

Results indicate that the scarcity message was able to generate 

favourable attitudes towards the advertisement as well as positive 

purchase intentions for individuals who desire uniqueness. This result 

provides theoretical support for the social cognition theory (K Witte and 

Morrison 2000). The result is also consistent with earlier studies (e.g. 

(Roy and Sharma 2015) which found that consumer traits such as need 

for uniqueness were found to positively influence consumer attitudes 

and purchase intentions. Moreover, studies have shown that individuals 

who desired uniqueness preferred scarce products as owning such 

products helped to differentiate themselves from others (Roy and 

Sharma 2015; Tian, Bearden, and Hunter 2001; Wu et al. 2012). 

Results for H5: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention, hence H5 was accepted. 

 

H5 proposes that a higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 

 

Results indicate that the scarcity message was able to generate positive 

purchase intentions towards the advertised product for FOMO 

consumers. This finding provides theoretical support in relation to the 

social cognition theory (K Witte and Morrison 2000), protection 

motivation theory (Rogers 1975), drive-reduction theory (Hull 1943) 

and theory of regret intensity (Beike, Markman, and Karadogan 2009). 

Furthermore, as previously discussed in chapter two and three, scarcity 

has the effect of enhancing the attractiveness of the opportunity, which 

in turn impacts on their attitudes and behaviour. 

Results for H6: A positive and 

significant relationship was found 

between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase 

intention, hence H6 was accepted.  

H6 proposes that a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement 

will lead to a higher purchase intention  

 

Results indicated that individuals who favoured the advertisement also 

had positive intentions towards the advertised product. This finding is 

consistent with earlier studies (e.g. Ajzen 1991; Cotte and Ritchie 2005;  

Mackenzie and Lutz 1989; Spears and Singh 2004) which have reported 

the significant and positive relationship between attitude toward the 

advertisement and purchase intention.  
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6.10.6 Mediation Analysis H7 – H8 

Mediation H7: DFU   Aad   PI 

Table 6-46: Study Six – Results for Mediation Analysis H7 

Steps IV DV Unstd. β S.E. Std. β t-Value Sig. Adjusted R2 

1 DFU PI .39 .088 .34 4.45 .000(***) .11 

2 DFU Aad .28 .084 .26 3.31 .001(**) .06 

3 Aad PI .46 .079 .43 5.87 .000(***) .18 

4 
DFU 

PI 
.28 .085 .25 3.33 .001(**) 

.23 
Aad .39 .079 .37 4.99 .000(***) 

Sobel Test: Test Statistic = 2.76; p = .005(**) 
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
DV = Dependant variable, IV = Independent variable, Unstd. β = Unstandardized Beta, S.E. = Standardized error, Std. β = Standardized 
Beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention  

 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. As shown 

in Table 6-46, the regression analysis from step 1 to step 3 shows a significant relationship, 

this suggests mediation is present. Multiple regression analysis for step 4 suggests the 

relationship between DFU and PI is partially mediated by Aad. Following this, a Sobel test was 

conducted to confirm this relationship. Results from the Sobel test confirmed that the 

relationship between DFU and PI was partially mediated by Aad. Therefore, H7 is accepted.  

Mediation H8: T-FOMO  Aad   PI 

Table 6-47: Study Six – Results for Mediation Analysis H8 

Steps IV DV Unstd. β S.E. Std. β t-Value Sig. Adjusted R2 

1 T-FOMO PI .65 .090 .51 7.20 .000(***) .25 

2 T-FOMO Aad .23 .096 .20 2.44 .016(*) .03 

3 Aad PI .46 .079 .43 5.87 .000(***) .18 

4 

T-FOMO 
PI 

.56 .085 .44 6.62 .000(***) 

.36 
Aad .37 .071 .35 5.23 .000(***) 

Sobel Test: Test Statistic = 2.76; p = .005(**) 
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

DV = Dependant variable, IV = Independent variable, Unstd. β = Unstandardized Beta, S.E. = Standardized error, Std. β = Standardized 
Beta, T -FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, Aad = Attitude toward the advertisement, PI = Purchase intention  

 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four step method for mediation analysis was performed. As shown 

in Table 6-47, the regression analysis from step 1 to step 3 shows a significant relationship, 

this suggests mediation is present. Multiple regression analysis for step 4 suggests the 

relationship between T-FOMO and PI is partially mediated by Aad. Following this, a Sobel test 

was conducted to confirm this relationship. Results from the Sobel test confirmed that the 

relationship between T-FOMO and PI was partially mediated by Aad. Therefore, H8 is accepted.  
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The key results for the mediation analysis are discussed below in Table 6-48. 

Table 6-48: Study Six – Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H7 – H8 

Hypotheses Results Discussion 

Results for H7: The relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention is partially 

mediated by attitude toward the advertisement 

 

Results for H8: The relationship between T-FOMO 

and purchase intention is partially mediated by 

attitude toward the advertisement 

H7 proposes that attitude toward the advertisement 

will mediate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention  

 

H8 proposes that attitude toward the advertisement 

will mediate the relationship between T-FOMO and 

purchase intention. 

 

The result indicates that attitude toward the 

advertisement could directly and indirectly evoke 

purchase intentions. Hence, creating a likeable 

advertisement is important in this situation for both 

FOMO consumers and individuals who desire 

uniqueness. This finding is consistent with earlier 

studies which examined the mediating effects of 

attitudes on traits and behaviour (Kolar and Zabkar 

2014; Lucidi et al. 2014; Ulleberg and Rundmo 2003). 

 

6.10.7 Moderation Analysis for H9 – H14 

In order to test for moderating role of inferences of manipulative intent and consumer 

susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was first 

conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometric soundness as well as the 

dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor loadings (> 0.5) and cross 

loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 
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Table 6-49: Study Six – EFA Results for Moderators 

Construct No. of items 
Factor  

Loadings 
α Eigen 

Value 

Variance  

explained  

(% ) 

KMO 

IMI .84-.88 .82 2.22 73.83 .84-.88 .71 

CSII (Normative) .59-.92 .95 6.94 63.12 .59-.92 

.92 
CSII (Informational) .81-.90 .87 1.53 13.93 .81-.90 

Extraction Method: Principle Component Analysis, Rotation Method: Varimax rotation  
α = Cronbach Alpha, KMO = Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin, IMI = Inferences of Manipulative Intent, CSII = Consumer Susceptibility 
to Interpersonal Influence 

 

 

Results of the EFA showed that the IMI construct and the original 6-item scale was reduced to 

3 items due to cross-loadings. In addition, the CSII construct and the original 12-item scale 

was reduced to 11 items due to cross-loadings. This process led to the extraction of two 

corresponding factors namely ‘normative’ and ‘informational’ influences as cited by Bearden, 

Netemeyer, and Teel (1989). The factors  also achieved a reliability of  (α > 0.7) (Nunnally 

1978) respectively. In order to test for moderating role of inferences of manipulative intent and 

consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was 

first conducted on the two constructs to examine the psychometric soundness as well as the 

dimensionality of the constructs. Items with standardised factor loadings (> 0.5) and cross 

loadings were removed in an iterative fashion (Nunnally 1978). 
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Table 6-49. 

Hierarchical moderated regression was used to test the moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent and consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence on the various 

relationships outlined in chapter three (theoretical framework and hypotheses developmen t). 

This method is employed to detect if the addition of the moderator-independent variable 

interaction term to the relationship between the independent and the dependant variable will 

result in a significant R2 change. The full result of the analysis is depicted in Appendix H: Study 

Six. The key results are discussed in   
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Table 6-50. 
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Table 6-50: Study Six - Summary and Discussion of Key Results for H9 – H14 

Hypotheses results Discussion 

Results for H12: Normative influence was found 

to enhance the relationship between T-FOMO 

and attitude toward the advertisement. However, 

results showed that informational influence did 

not moderate the relationship between T-FOMO 

and attitude toward the advertisement. Hence H12 

was partially accepted. 

H12 proposes that (a) Normative influences will enhance the 

relationship between T-FOMO and attitude toward the 

advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance 

the relationship between T-FOMO and attitude toward the 

advertisement 

 

The result indicated that FOMO consumers rely on social 

influences in their formation of attitudes and purchase 

intentions towards scarce products. This finding is 

supported by Przybylski et al. (2013) which found that 

individuals with low basic psychological need relatedness 

(connectedness to others) are likely demonstrate higher 

FOMO tendencies. 

Results for H13: Informational influence was 

found to enhance the relationship between desire 

for uniqueness and purchase intention. However, 

results showed that normative influence did not 

moderate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention. Hence H11 

was partially accepted. 

H13 proposes that (a) Normative influences will enhance 

the relationship between desire for uniqueness and 

purchase intention; (b) Informational influences will 

enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and purchase intention 

 

The results indicated that individuals who desire 

uniqueness rely on social influences in their formation of 

attitudes and purchase intention towards scarce products. 

This finding is supported by earlier studies (e.g. Lynn and 

Harris 1997; Snyder and Fromkin 1980) which suggest that 

though these individuals desire uniqueness, expression of 

this uniqueness is done in socially acceptable ways to 

prevent social disapproval. 
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6.10.8 Summary of Overall Findings 

Table 6-51 summarizes the overall findings for Study Six. 

Table 6-51: Study Six – Summary of Results 

Hypotheses Conclusion 

H1 Desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct but positively correlated constructs  Accept 

H2 
A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to more favourable attitude toward the 

advertisement 
Accept 

H3 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a more favourable attitude toward the advertisement Reject 

H4 A higher desire for uniqueness will lead to a higher purchase intention  Accept 

H5 A higher T-FOMO will lead to a higher purchase intention Accept 

H6 
A more favourable attitude toward the advertisement will lead to a higher purchase 

intention 
Accept 

H7 
Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention 
Accept 

H8 
Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the relationship between T-FOMO and 

purchase intention 
Accept 

H9 
Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H10 
Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the relationship between T-FOMO and 

attitude toward the advertisement 
Reject 

H11 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and attitude toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject 

H12 

Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and attitude 

toward the advertisement; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship 

between T-FOMO and attitude toward the advertisement 

Partially 

Supported 

H13 

a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between desire for uniqueness 

and purchase intention; (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship 

between desire for uniqueness and purchase intention. 

Partially 

Supported 

H14 

(a) Normative influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO and purchase 

intention. (b) Informational influences will enhance the relationship between T-FOMO 

and purchase intention 

Reject 
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6.11 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

Across the six studies, the results confirmed a number of the hypothesised relationships 

described in chapter three (theoretical framework and hypotheses development). In particular, 

the results confirmed that desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are distinct and positive ly 

correlated products. Results across the six studies showed that desire for uniqueness and T-

FOMO both differed in relation to how they influenced attitudes and behaviour. This finding 

suggests two distinct constructs that are empirically shown to be unique from one another. 

However, results from the SEM for each of the six studies reveals that across the six studies, 

desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO are positively correlated. The finding provides theoretica l 

confirmation for the social comparison theory by Festinger (1957) and the drive-reduction 

theory by Hull (1943), which postulate that the two constructs are influenced by the innate need 

to compare oneself to that of others and the need to reduce the negative tensions that are evoked 

when the two traits are manifested or triggered through scarcity cues respectively.  

Another result which is consistent across the six studies is the positive effect attitude toward 

the advertisement had on purchase intention. This finding shows consistency between existing 

studies, (e.g. Ajzen 1991; Cotte and Ritchie 2005; Mackenzie and Lutz 1989; Spears and Singh 

2004) which observed the positive relationship between attitude toward the advertisement and 

purchase intention. In addition to this, the six studies demonstrate that T-FOMO has a direct 

and positive relationship with purchase intention. This is an interesting finding as it reveals that 

FOMO consumers are particularly prone to limited edition products with or without the 

presence of scarcity cues.  

The findings in the previous discussion offer an overview of the results that are consistent 

across the six studies. The following chapter will address the remainder of the findings in detail. 

More specifically, the chapter will firstly compare the results pertaining to each type of scarcity 

condition. This is then followed by a comparison of the results pertaining to each product type. 

Subsequently, there will be a discussion on the theoretical, methodological and manageria l 

contributions. The limitations and the future directions of the study are addressed at the end of 

the chapter.  
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7 CONCLUSION 

7.1 OVERVIEW 

This chapter will first review the research questions and objectives of the study and provide a 

brief overview of how these have been achieved. Next, it will provide a summary of the key 

results from chapter six (results and analysis). These will be discussed based on how each trait, 

desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO impact on the type of scarcity message and product 

category used. Following this, the chapter will highlight the key contributions of this study in 

terms of its theoretical, conceptual, methodological and managerial implications and 

significance. Finally, the limitations as well as the potential future research directions of this 

study will be discussed.   

7.2 RESPONSE TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES 

The study has two research questions with a number of accompanying objectives. The 

following provides a brief overview and summary of how these various objectives have been 

achieved.  

Research Question One: How does FOMO impact on consumer’s attitudes and purchase  

intentions? 

Objective 1: To develop the Tendency towards the Fear of Missing Out (T-FOMO) scale (Gap 

1)  

Objective 2: To develop a theoretically driven framework to measure FOMO in a marketing 

context (Gap 2) 

In response to objectives 1 and 2, this study has successfully developed and validated the 

tendency towards the fear of missing out (T-FOMO) scale presented in chapter five (scale 

development). The outcome of the scale development process was a uni-dimensional scale 

consisting 5-items measuring the T-FOMO trait. The scale was further validated in the main 

study of this thesis discussed in chapter six (analysis and discussion). In addition to this, 

through the use of the T-FOMO scale, FOMO was successfully adopted within a marketing 

context. More specifically, the results indicated that FOMO had a positive and significant 

influence on consumer’s purchase intentions and attitudes. 
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Research Question Two: What other variables (including FOMO) impact on the 

effectiveness of different types of scarcity messages? 

Objective 3: To validate T-FOMO and desire for uniqueness as correlated by separate and 

distinct constructs  

Objective 4: To examine how traits such as T-FOMO and desire for uniqueness influence the 

effectiveness of scarcity messages  

Objective 5: To examine the effectiveness of different types of scarcity messages on limited 

edition products across different product categories within a luxury branding context  

Objective 6: To examine the mediating role of attitudes on the relationship between traits and 

behaviour  

Objective 7: To examine the moderating effects of inferences of manipulative intent and 

consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence on the relationship between traits (T-FOMO 

and Desire for Uniqueness) on attitudes and purchase intentions 

In response to objective 3, the results confirmed that the desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO 

were positively correlated constructs as outlined in the SEM analyses across the six studies 

discussed in chapter six. However, these were distinct constructs as evidenced by the how they 

differ in terms of their influence on attitudes and purchase intentions, as outlined below in the 

response to objective 4. 

In response to objective 4, this study explored the direct and indirect effects that the desire for 

uniqueness and T-FOMO had on consumer’s attitudes and intentions towards scarce products. 

The findings have indicated that FOMO consumers were more susceptible to the effects of 

scarcity messages as compared to consumers who desire uniqueness. These results were 

discussed in detail in chapter six (analysis and discussion), of which the implications will be 

discussed in the following sections of this chapter. 

In response to objective 5, the study observed differences between using a limited quantity 

scarcity message versus a limited time scarcity message across two different product 

categories, namely public and private products. These differences are also elaborated further 

in the following sections of this chapter. 
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Finally, in response to objectives 6 and 7, the study had successfully tested for the mediating 

effects of attitude toward the advertisement and the moderating role of inferences of 

manipulative intent. One of the major outcomes of the study was understanding the dominant 

effects of emotions which influenced FOMO consumers. This was supported by the findings 

which showed that inferences of manipulative intent did not play any role in diluting the effects 

of T-FOMO on purchase intentions. This was in contradiction to studies which showed that 

scarcity messages would evoke some manipulative intent in consumers (Aggarwal, Jun, and 

Huh 2011).  

7.3 INFLUENCE OF SCARCITY MESSAGES ON INDIVIDUALS WITH 

DESIRE FOR UNIQUENESS TRAIT 

Table 7-1: Overall Results for Individuals Who Desire Uniqueness 

Hypotheses 
 

LQ S  

(Public) 

 
LTS  

(Public) 

 
Control 

(Public) 

 
LQ S 

(Private) 

 
LTS 

(Private) 

 
Control 

(Private) 
H2: A higher desire for uniqueness will  

lead to more favourable attitude toward 

the advertisement 

Reject  Reject Accept Reject Accept Accept 

H4: A higher desire for uniqueness will  

lead to a higher purchase intention 
Accept Reject Reject Reject Reject  Accept 

H7: Attitude toward the advertisement 

will mediate the relationship between 

desire for uniqueness and purchase 

intention 

Reject  Reject Reject Reject Accept Accept 

H9: Inferences of manipulative intent will 

dilute the relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and attitude toward the 

advertisement 

Reject  Accept Reject Reject Reject  Reject  

H11: (a) Normative influences will  

enhance the relationship between desire 

for uniqueness and attitude toward the 

advertisement; (b) Informational 

influences will enhance the relationship 

between desire for uniqueness and 

attitude toward the advertisement 

Partially 

Supported 
(Normative) 

Reject Reject Reject Reject  Reject  

H13: (a) Normative influences will  

enhance the relationship between desire 

for uniqueness and purchase intention; (b) 

Informational influences will enhance the 

relationship between desire for 

uniqueness and purchase intention 

Accept 
Partially 

Supported 
(Informational) 

Reject Reject Reject  
Partially 

Supported 
(Informational) 

LQS = Limited time scarcity, LTS = Limited quantity scarcity  
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7.3.1 Public Goods 

7.3.1.1 Effectiveness of Explicitly Expressed LQS Messages 

For public products, the results reveals that only the advertisement that used the LQS message 

is effective in generating positive purchase intentions towards the advertised LE product for 

individuals who desire uniqueness (H4). This finding suggests that using an explicitly expressed 

LQS message is effective in influencing purchase decisions as compared to relying on the 

implicit scarcity of just promoting the product as ‘limited edition’.  

Moreover, though the advertisement that used the LQS message was found to significantly 

influence purchase intentions, it was ineffective in generating favourable attitudes towards the 

advertisement (H2). This contradicts earlier studies, which found that positive attitudes were 

pre- requisites to positive purchase intentions (e.g. Ajzen 1991; Cotte and Ritchie 2005; 

Mackenzie and Lutz 1989; Spears and Singh 2004). This finding suggests that favourable prior 

attitudes are not necessary in generating positive purchase intentions in this situation. Hence, 

it is not necessary for advertisers to create likeable ads to influence purchase intentions.  

A possible reason for this result is that individuals who desire uniqueness will respond by 

default, or are conditioned to have positive intentions towards the scarce products . As 

cited by Jang et al. (2015), this finding is supported by the heuristic decision rule, where 

scarcity cues act as a mental shortcut for individuals when making purchase decision. 

Moreover, the presence of scarcity hampers an individual to think rationally. Hence, in this 

situation, an individual’s behaviour is influenced by feelings rather than what logic. 

In the same vein, this preceding result shares similarities conceptually to that of unplanned 

purchases. Unplanned purchases occur when exposure to a particular stimulus elicits a reactive 

buying behaviour (Engel, Kollat, and Blackwell 1968). For example, a consumer’s decision to 

buy a particular product is only prompted when they encounter a ‘store only’ deal (Bayley and 

Nancarrow 1998). Many consumers today are susceptible to these ‘spur of the moment’ 

purchases, and presence of scarcity messages, in particular explicitly communicated LQS 

messages, can evoke this kind of reactive buying behaviour. 

7.3.1.2 Inferences of Manipulative Intent for LTS Messages 

Next, for public products, compared with the advertisement that used a LQS message, results 

reveal that the advertisement that used the LTS to promote the LE product was perceived as 

manipulative (H9). One possible reason why consumers saw the LQS message as being 
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manipulative is because by nature, luxury branded goods are already perceived to be exclusive 

and limited (Kapferer and Laurent 2016). Hence, it is likely that the consumer generally accepts 

these types of messages. On the other hand, LTS messages may not be as accepted by the 

consumer because of how the way they are being employed in the marketplace today.  

The LTS messages are aimed at maximizing products sales during the promotional period. 

These types of messages encourage consumers to purchase as many products within the given 

time-frame. LTS messages are generally associated with advertising non-conspicuous 

products. This is because these type of products are low involvement and people do not buy 

these types of products to signal their uniqueness, status or wealth (Jang et al. 2015).  

For LTS messages, regardless of the number of interested buyers of the advertised product, the 

customer is able to obtain as much of the advertised product as they desire as long as it’s done 

within the designated time period. In this sense, it reduces the perceived exclusiveness of the 

product (Aggarwal, Jun, and Huh 2011). Hence, using an LTS message to promote a luxury 

branded product may have the effect of diminishing its perceived value. As mentioned above, 

this is because LTS messages are better suited to promote non-conspicuous products (Gierl and 

Huettl 2010; Jang et al. 2015). Therefore, due to the extensive use of limited-time offers as a 

persuasive tactic (Aggarwal and Vaidyanathan 2003; Aggarwal, Jun, and Huh 2011; Inman, 

Peter, and Raghubir 1997) for non-conspicuous products, over time consumers are conditioned 

to viewed products advertised using time scarcity as means to generate sales. 

This is theoretically supported by the Persuasion Knowledge Model (PKM) (Friestad and 

Wright 1994), where consumers develop knowledge regarding such tactics over time as they 

are repeatedly exposed to these scarcity messages employed by advertisers. Additionally, as 

cited by Brannon and Brock (2001), offers with time restrictions can cause potential buyers to 

place extra scrutiny on the particular offer and the advertisement in general.  

Hence, in general, caution must be exercised when employing a LQS message  in an 

advertisement to promote public LE products. 

7.3.1.3 Importance of Social Influences on Purchase Decisions towards LE products 

Finally, for public products, the results revealed that social influences significantly enhanced 

the relationship between desire for uniqueness and purchase intention for both advertisements 

that used scarcity messages to promote the LE product (H11 and H13). This finding suggests that 
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individuals who desire uniqueness rely on their social cues to make decisions when it comes to 

purchasing LE products. Although this contradicts the conceptual definition of desire for 

uniqueness, this is consistent with studies which posit that these individuals strive to achieve a 

certain level of distinction between  self to others in ways that are socially acceptable as they 

do want to risk alienating themselves (Lynn and Harris 1997; Snyder and Fromkin 1980). 

Hence, one possible reason for this result is that social influences play a role to the extent to 

which the purchase of the advertised LE product is acceptable to the people around them. 

Additionally, due to the high visibility of public products, social influences will generally play 

a significant role in consumer’s purchase decisions. This is supported by research on the impact 

of reference group influence on consumer behaviour (Bearden and Etzel 1982; Escalas and 

Bettman 2003; Wei and Yu 2012). An individual’s consumption is influenced people whom 

they are in regular contact with (e.g. friends, family, co-workers) (Schiffman et al. 2013). In 

particular, the visibility of the purchase can affect reference group influence on purchase 

decisions (Bearden and Etzel 1982; Brinberg and Plimpton 1986). As cited by Brinberg and 

Plimpton (1986), public luxury products were found to be more susceptible to group influence. 

This suggests that individuals are likely to be reliant on social influences if the product is 

consumed in a public setting (Bearden and Etzel 1982).  

Therefore, in general, when implementing scarcity messages, appealing to individuals who 

desire uniqueness should be done in ways that focus on a theme which signals social 

acceptance. 

7.3.2 Private goods 

7.3.2.1 Effectiveness of Explicitly LTS Messages  

For private goods, the results reveal that attitude toward the advertisement partially mediated 

the relationship between desire for uniqueness and purchase intention for advertisement which 

used the LTS message (H7). Hence, purchase intention is positively influenced with or without 

favourable attitudes towards the advertisement.  This finding indicates that designing a likeable 

advertisement is equally as important as using a LTS message to promote the LE product.  

In general, these results are contradictory to earlier studies, which have investigated the effects 

of LTS messages on the consumption of luxury brands. As discussed earlier, these studies 

found that LTS messages having a dampening effect on the ‘exclusiveness’ of the advertised 

product. The value of products advertised using time scarcity was diminished as it was 
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perceived to be easily obtainable by anyone as long as they purchase it within the designated 

time frame (Aggarwal, Jun, and Huh 2011; Jang et al. 2015).  

As cited by Truong and McColl (2011), a possible reason for this result was that not every 

consumer who purchased luxury brands practices conspicuous consumption. Rather, these 

consumers sought more inconspicuous benefits such as quality of luxury branded products 

(Franck Vigneron and Johnson 1999; Frank Vigneron and Johnson 2004; Truong and McColl 

2011), or personal pleasure (Silverstein and Fiske 2003; Truong and McColl 2011). Hence, the 

prospect of other people acquiring the product was not a factor in their decision-making.  

Another reason may be the nature of the product used. For this study, perfumes were used to 

represent privately consumed luxury good. Perfumes are perishable products and their lifespan 

is determined by how often the consumer uses the product. Hence, consumers may be 

motivated to purchase multiple units of the advertised LE perfume because firstly, they have 

favourable attitudes towards it. Secondly, they are buying the product because of its intrins ic 

benefits (e.g. quality). Thirdly, they are able to buy as many of the advertised product as long 

as they do it within a certain time frame. Lastly, they are likely to buy more units of the product 

because of its perishability and they want to ‘stock up’ while they can during the designated 

time frame. 

In general, the results indicate that using LTS messages are well suited for the promotion of 

private LE products, in particular for perfumes. 
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7.4 INFLUENCE OF SCARCITY MESSAGES ON TENDENCY 

TOWARDS THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT TRAIT 

Table 7-2: Overall Results for the FOMO consumer 

Hypotheses 

 

LQ S  
(Public) 

 

LTS  
(Public) 

 

Control 
(Public) 

 

LQ S 
(Private) 

 

LTS 
(Private) 

 

Control 
(Private) 

H3: A higher tendency towards the fear of missing out 

will lead to a more favourable attitude toward the 

advertisement 

Accept Accept Reject Reject Reject  Reject 

H6: A higher tendency towards the fear of missing out 

will lead to a higher purchase intention 
Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept Accept 

H8: Attitude toward the advertisement will mediate the 

relationship between tendency towards the fear of 

missing out and purchase intention 

Accept Accept Reject Reject Reject  Accept 

H10: Inferences of manipulative intent will dilute the 

relationship between the tendency towards the fear of 

missing out and attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject Reject Reject  Reject Reject  Reject 

H12: (a) Normative influences will enhance the 

relationship between tendency towards the fear of 

missing out and attitude toward the advertisement; (b) 

Informational influences will enhance the relationship 

between tendency towards the fear of missing out and 

attitude toward the advertisement 

Reject Reject Reject  
Partially 

Supported 
(Normative) 

Reject 
Partially 

Supported 
(Normative) 

H14: (a) Normative influences will enhance the 

relationship between tendency towards the fear of 

missing out and purchase intention. (b) Informational 

influences will enhance the relationship between 

tendency towards the fear of missing out and purchase 

intention 

Reject Reject Reject  Accept Reject Reject 

LQS = Limited time scarcity, LTS = Limited quantity scarcity  

 

7.4.1 Public goods 

7.4.1.1 Effectiveness of Scarcity Messages for FOMO consumers 

For public goods, results indicate that the advertisements using scarcity messages to promote 

the LE product are found to be effective in generating both favourable attitudes towards the 

advertisement, as well as positive purchase intentions towards the advertised LE product (H3 

and H6). More specifically, this finding suggests that the presence of scarcity messages has a 

positive impact on how FOMO consumers viewed both the advertisement as well as the 

advertised LE product.  
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As highlighted in the earlier sections, a possible reason for finding is that scarcity has the 

effect of enhancing the attractiveness of the purchase opportunity. In this sense, it also has 

the effective of enhancing the perceived value of the advertised LE product. Based on the 

FOMO behavioural model (See Figure 2-10), the first stage of the model is the ‘awareness of 

opportunities’. FOMO consumers are defined by their evolutionary opportunistic nature. 

Hence, as the opportunities become more attractive, it is likely to have the effect of generating 

more favourable attitudes and purchase intentions.  

Additionally, results show that attitude toward the advertisement is partially mediated the 

relationship between T-FOMO and purchase intention. This result suggests developing 

likeable advertisements is equally as important as using scarcity messages to influence  

purchase intention towards the LE product. 

7.4.1.2 Overriding Effects of Emotions on FOMO consumers 

For public products, results demonstrate that inferences of manipulative intent did not dilute 

the relationship between T-FOMO and attitude toward the advertisement for any of the 

experimental conditions (H10). This was contradictory to earlier studies which suggested that 

due to the extensive use of scarcity messages, individuals were generally more cautious when 

processing such advertisements (Aguirre-Rodriguez 2013; Mukherjee and Lee 2016). This is 

also supported by the Persuasion Knowledge Model (PKM) (Friestad and Wright 1994) and 

the reactance theory (Brehm 1989) where individuals acquired knowledge about the advertisers 

tactics as they were repeatedly exposed to it over time (Friestad and Wright 1994), and as a 

result build resistance against such tactics (Brehm 1989). Hence, as per the preceding 

discussion, it is an interesting finding as not even one of the advertisements was perceived to 

be manipulative by the consumer. 

A possible reason for this is that the presence of scarcity messages has the effect of 

increasing the intensity of the negative feelings experienced. To reiterate, the second stage 

of the FOMO Behavioural Model (See Figure 2-10), is ‘arousal of emotions’. For FOMO 

consumers, encountering a product advertised as ‘limited edition’ already implies the limited 

availability of the product. Moreover, when the advertiser explicitly states this limited 

availability of the advertised LE product through scarcity messages like a LTS or LQS, it is 

likely to cause FOMO consumers to feel even more anxious about potentially ‘missing out’ on 

the opportunity if they do not act quickly. This suggests that the presence of scarcity message 

hampers the ability of such individuals to process the message effectively. Hence, though the 
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individual may infer that the message is manipulative, this is negated by the emotions 

experienced.  

Additionally, as discussed in chapter two (literature review), this finding can be explained 

through similar behavioural characteristics to that of impulsive consumers. Empirical research 

on impulsive buying suggest that when individuals encounter ‘point of sale displays’ or ‘in 

store only deals,’ they succumb to such tactics because of the overwhelming desire to act on 

impulse (O’Guinn and Faber 1989; Sharma, Gandharva, and Kumar 2015). Engaging in such 

impulsive purchases are also found to be pleasurable, and have the effect of reducing stress  

(O’Guinn and Faber 1989; Sharma, Gandharva, and Kumar 2015).  

In the same vein, when the FOMO consumer eventually seizes the opportunity to buy the scarce 

product, it provides a temporary relief for the negative state they are experiencing (until the 

next opportunity comes along – as these individuals are by nature conditioned to anticipate the 

next opportunity that comes their way).  

Many articles have likened FOMO to an addiction. One article describes how, for a period of 

time, FOMO drove them to attend social events every night, because of the irrational fear that 

if that did not attend one of these events, they might miss out on something important 

(Fitzgerald 2015).  

7.4.2 Private goods 

7.4.2.1 Effectiveness of the Advertisement 

For private goods, the results suggest that the advertisements using scarcity messages to 

promote the LE product are found to be effective in generating positive purchase intentions 

towards the advertised LE product for FOMO consumers (H8). However, results also indicate 

that both the LTS and LQS message are ineffective in generating favourable attitudes towards 

the advertisement. Again, this finding is contradictory to earlier studies which found that 

positive attitudes are pre-requisites to positive purchase intentions (e.g. Ajzen 1991; Cotte and 

Ritchie 2005; Mackenzie and Lutz 1989; Spears and Singh 2004). One possible reason, as 

discussed earlier, is that the negative emotions (e.g. anxiety and fear) experienced when an 

opportunity present itself (limited edition product), is further intensified when the opportunity 

becomes more attractive (use of an explicitly expressed scarcity message).  
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This finding suggests that it is not necessary to spend too much effort into developing a 

likeable ad, as the use of scarcity cues is enough to elicit positive purchase intentions (from 

FOMO consumers?).  

7.4.2.2 Social Influences and Effectiveness of LQS Messages 

For private goods, results suggest that social influences significantly enhanced the relationship 

between desire for uniqueness and purchase intention for FOMO consumers who were exposed 

to the LQS advertisement promoting the LE product, but not the LTS advertisement (H12 and 

H14). 

A possible reason for this may be the product used. For this study, perfumes were used to 

represent privately consumed luxury goods. Although perfumes are typically seen to be a 

private good, their effects are evident in a public setting. Scents can serve as means to define a 

person’s image and can also play a significant role in the introduction of a person (Delong and 

Bye 1990). This suggests that social influences will play a significant role in the choice of 

perfume used. In addition, perfumes are seen as perishable and the resale value, even for one 

that is a luxury brand, is low, which makes choosing the right perfume even more significant  

because of the monetary sacrifice involved.  

As cited by (Aggarwal, Jun, and Huh 2011), LTS messages differed from LQS messages due 

to the amount of perceived effort or risk involved with obtaining the product. For products 

advertised using a LTS message, consumers perceived that the product was obtainable as long 

as they purchased within the allocated time frame. Though there is a risk of not being able to 

obtain the product, the sense of urgency is not as apparent. On other hand, products advertised 

using a LQS message created a sense of uncertainty for the consumer. It evoked a competit ive 

mindset as they were under the impression that if they do not act quickly, someone else would 

buy the product before them, causing them to miss out (e.g. each time a unit of the advertised 

product is purchase, there is one less unit available for purchase). Hence, the consumer would 

need to make the extra effort to buy the product early so as not to miss out.  

Thus, because of the nature of the product, coupled with the perceived risk and effort involved , 

social influences are likely to play a significant role in FOMO consumers’ purchase  

decision on privately consumed LE products which are advertised using a LQS message.   
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7.5 CONTRIBUTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 

The results from the study provide a number of theoretical, conceptual, methodological and 

managerial contributions to enhance the understanding of FOMO within a marketing context. 

These are discussed in detail in the following sections. 

7.6 THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

One of the key contributions of the study was to expand both theoretical and conceptual 

knowledge pertaining to the fear of missing out (FOMO). This study conceptualises T-

FOMO as general personality trait that varies across different individuals, more  

specifically in relation to their consumption behaviour. Through the extensive review of 

past and current definitions of FOMO, the study has identified three key components of FOMO, 

namely: ‘awareness of opportunities’, ‘arousal of emotion’ and ‘alleviating the negative 

tension’. These three components follow a sequential order or process, which demonstrates 

how FOMO is manifested within an individual. As described in chapter two (literature review), 

this is known as the FOMO Behavioural Model. The model is representative of an individua l’s 

primordial instincts towards opportunistic behaviour to ensure survival, where ‘survival’ in 

today’s context is more about improving one’s well-being. Additionally, it is a fundamenta l 

part of the conceptualization and the development of a measurement instrument for the FOMO 

consumer.  The FOMO model extends the conceptual understanding of FOMO, and 

provides insight into how it functions as a trait. More importantly, it extends the current 

body of knowledge on consumer traits, which aids in advancing the understanding of 

consumer behaviour in marketing and consumer psychology. 

Apart from the use of academic literature, this study draws insights gathered from popular 

press and industry publications to develop a more holistic interpretation of FOMO. These 

insights were key to the development of T-FOMO scale. Paying attention to sources such as 

popular press is useful in understanding new phenomena and emerging trends (Corley and 

Gioia 2011). Hence, this approach undertaken during the scale development process, as well 

as the development of theoretical and conceptual understanding of FOMO, provides a useful 

framework for future researchers to adopt when developing new scales.  

While there are other studies that attempted to conceptualise and operationalize FOMO, these 

have been done within the social sciences discipline (e.g. Elhai et al. 2016; Hetz, Dawson, and 
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Cullen 2015; Przybylski et al. 2013). The application of these studies is limited to FOMO and 

its effects within a social media context. This study provides the first step to understand 

how FOMO can be incorporated within a consumer behaviour setting using a product 

and brand context. Further, the T-FOMO scale was found to be generalizable across a wide 

population of consumers, as evidenced by the sample population of general consumers used in 

chapter four (research methodology).  

This study successfully tested a theoretical-driven framework to measure how FOMO can 

be operationalized in a marketing context, more specifically how it applies to luxury brands 

using scarcity appeals to promote their products. Additionally, this study builds on the existing 

FOMO scale (Przybylski et al. 2013), by developing the T-FOMO scale which is more relevant 

and suitable for use in a marketing context. More specifically, the items in the scale 

encompasses a variety of items which can be generalized to both online and offline 

consumption experiences.  

Traditionally, luxury brands have been defined by their exclusive and inaccessible nature 

(Dubois and Paternault 1995; Kastanakis and Balabanis 2012). However, this perception of 

luxury brands has evolved over time. Luxury brands have started to introduce a number of 

brand and line extensions at cheaper price points known as ‘masstige luxuries’ (Silverstein and 

Fiske 2003; Kastanakis and Balabanis 2012). This ‘democratization’ of luxury or making 

luxury brands ‘more accessible to the masses’ has become one of the key strategies of growth 

of many luxury brands today (Catry 2003; Kapferer and Valette-Florence 2016; Okonkwo 

2009; Kastanakis and Balabanis 2012). This study expands current knowledge of this area in 

relation to how traits, such as desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO, impact on the attitudes and 

purchase behaviour. 

The results from this study identify the distinct but significantly correlated relationship 

between desire for uniqueness and tendency towards the fear of missing out constructs . 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, there are no studies that have yet to explore the 

relationship between these two constructs. One primary reason is because of the contemporary 

nature of FOMO. The positive correlation between these constructs were demonstrated by the 

results of H1 across the six studies, and supported by various theories (Festinger 1954; Hull 

1943). However, they are distinct from each other, as evidenced by their differing effects on 

attitudes and intentions. Hence, future studies should further examine the relationship between 

the desire for uniqueness and T-FOMO constructs. 
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Current scales measuring an individual’s need for uniqueness use items which emphasize 

public and socially risky displays of uniqueness (Tian, Bearden, and Hunter 2001; Snyder and 

Fromkin 1977). However, as cited by Snyder and Fromkin (1980), people preferred more 

socially conventional ways of being unique. In response to these issues, Lynn and Harris (1997) 

developed the Self-Attributed Need for Uniqueness (SANU) scale, which focused on 

measuring consumer dispositions rather than specific behaviours. However, while the scale 

offered promising results in understanding the role of uniqueness in consumer behaviour, it 

was still limited in its generalizability and required further investigation. Hence, the adaptation 

of the scale under the guise of ‘desire for uniqueness’, which was incorporated into the study’s 

research model, provided further validation to Lynn and Harris (1997) SANU scale. The ‘desire 

for uniqueness’ construct was found to have a significant impact on consumer attitudes and 

purchase intentions.  

7.7 METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

The T-FOMO scale was developed in response to the lack of a measurement scale for FOMO, 

which accounted for more than just social influences of FOMO (Przybylski et al. 2013). In 

addition, there was a lack of scales on FOMO that was relevant to a marketing context. Hence, 

this study followed a rigorous scale development process, which was based on various studies 

identified as being integral to the development process  (Churchill Jr 1979; DeVellis 1991; 

DeVellis 2003; Nunnally 1978; Oh 2005; Wells, Leavitt, and McConville 1971). The outcome 

of the scale development process was a uni-dimensional scale which was formulated based on 

an extensive review of past and current definitions of FOMO. In the main study, the scales 

were further validated across two product categories, which provided evidence for its 

generalizability and robustness. The development of the T-FOMO represents a good 

foundation for future studies to explore its impact on consumer behaviour. Further, in terms of 

methodological significance, the research indicates successful procedures for future extensions 

and adaptions of the scale. 

According to Li, Edwards, and Lee (2002), researchers generally use three main methods to 

generate a set of potential scale items. They are namely literature reviews (Churchill Jr 1979), 

thesaurus searches (Wells, Leavitt, and McConville 1971), and experience surveys (Chen and 

Wells 1999; Churchill Jr 1979). In line with the contemporary nature of FOMO, this study 

integrates a social media monitoring approach as part of the process to generate the initial 

items for the scale. This process involved observing what people on social media were 
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discussing on FOMO by searching various terms such as ‘FOMO’ and ‘fear of missing out’ on 

various social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter and identifying various situations 

in which FOMO was being evoked or discussed. Furthermore, posts were also made on these 

platforms to generate discussion about FOMO. This process was integral in the 

conceptualization of the tendency towards the fear of missing out (T-FOMO) construct as well 

as the development of the scale items. The use of such an approach in generating the scale 

items is still relatively underused in current scale development papers in literature. Future 

researchers should consider using this approach where relevant as firstly, the method is easy to 

employ and secondly, it serves as a good initial platform for deriving insights for item 

generation before proceeding to methods recommended by Li, Edwards, and Lee (2002). 

7.8 MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 

7.8.1 Targeting the ‘Unique’ Individual 

7.8.1.1 Communicating Information Based Scarcity 

Catry (2003) described the use of scarcity messages as strategies that involved ‘information-

based rarity’. Such strategies are heavily reliant on the manipulation of information 

communicated as compared to the actual physical supply limitations.  

During the early years of luxury brands, this concept of scarcity was evident because of natural 

shortages that occurred due to production limitations. Luxury brands were able to capitalize on 

these natural shortages if they were able to manage their supplies effectively. For example, 

Valmont communicates the use of rare herbs to manufacture its high-end cosmetics to exploit 

this form of natural scarcity (“About Valmont” 2016; Catry 2003). However, embracing this 

form of scarcity can hinder sale ambitions, which is attributed to an emergence of an increased 

number of middle class consumers pursuing these luxury products (Catry 2003). 

Though the use of natural rare components is still an important part of product design, luxury 

brands are shifting their focus on other aspects of the product that can define their 

exclusiveness. This includes focusing on attributes such as superior craftsmanship and 

expertise. More importantly, as cited by Catry (2003), luxury brands today rely on information 

cues to signal the perceived scarcity and exclusiveness of their brand. Some examples include 

using exclusive distribution strategies, using minimalistic advertising that relies mainly on 

word of mouth, and hosting rare exclusive member only events. Many of these strategies rely 

on implicit cues to communicate its perceived scarcity. However, based on the results, this 
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study proposes that there needs to be a balance between these implicit and explicit cues. More 

specifically, the findings have shown that the use of scarcity messages which are explicit ly 

stated in the advertisement can have a significant influence on the attitudes and behaviour of 

individuals who desire uniqueness.  

Hence, for luxury brand managers, rather than just focusing on implicit cues (such as through 

relying on the implied scarcity of just stating that the product is ‘limited edition,’ they should 

also focus on explicit cues through specifically stating either the limited availability of the 

product through explicitly expressed limited quantity scarcity messages or limited time scarcity 

messages on the advertisement itself. Specifics on when and how to do so are elaborated in the 

following sections. 

7.8.1.2 Focus on Using Explicit LQS Scarcity Messages for Luxury Public Goods 

Based on the results of this study, it is proposed that using scarcity cues that explicitly 

communicate scarcity is more effective compared to those that need to be inferred by the 

consumer. More specifically, luxury brand managers should consider focusing on the using 

LQS messages compared to other scarcity messages (e.g. LTS messages) to appeal to 

individuals who desire uniqueness. Purchasing products advertised with quantity restrictions 

makes the consumer feel ‘special’ when they are possess such products (Aggarwal, Jun, and 

Huh 2011). This, in turn, has the effect of enhancing the perceived value of the advertised 

product (Bolton and Reed II 2004).   

On the other hand, they should avoid using LTS messages, or take extra precautions when 

using time restrictions to promote to individuals who desire uniqueness. This is because results 

suggest that these individuals perceive this type of time based scarcity messages as being 

manipulative. For example, a large number of companies such as Groupon and Scoopon have 

used LTS messages, but the products return to sale shortly after using the same scarcity 

message. Therefore, this form of scarcity message can reduce credibility when overused. 

Additionally, the results also suggest that the likeability of the advertisement does not influence 

purchase intentions. For luxury brand managers, it would be more cost effective to invest their 

resources into crafting the LQS message to emphasize the exclusive nature of the product 

rather than investing too much on developing a likeable/favourable ad.  
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Luxury brands often rely on highly creative messages in their advertising to communicate a 

sense of exclusivity (Catry 2003). To reinforce the sophisticated nature of the brand, they use 

complex visual elements in their advertising. These advertisements rely on implicit meanings 

which leaves the audience to decipher the intentions of the advertiser  (Callow and Schiffman 

2002) (e.g. Figure 7-1 depicts a watch advertisement by Louis Vuitton. The advertisement uses 

sophisticated imagery, which may make it difficult for the audience to interpret the message).  

 

Figure 7-1: Louis Vuitton David Bowie Watch Advertisement (Nudd 2013) 

Figure 7-2: Louis Vuitton Ben Hill Watch Advertisement (‘Louis Vuitton Watches’ 2009) 
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It is recommended that brand managers use simple images which rely on explicit meaning 

(Callow and Schiffman 2002). This means that the advertisement should be simple so that it is 

easily understood by the audience (e.g. Figure 7-2 depicts another watch advertisement by 

Louis Vuitton. In this instance, it is easier for the audience to interpret the intended message of 

the advertisement as the advertiser has made the product its focal point).  

 

Furthermore, this should be followed up with explicit messages or cues to communica te 

quantity scarcity. In their advertising message, they could use words to the effect of ‘only ‘X’ 

number of units made’. Also, at a product development stage, luxury brand managers can also 

create numbered editions of the product by physical engraving it on the product itself. For 

example, see Figure 7-3.  

Figure 7-3: Omega Speedmaster Moonwatch Numbered Edition 

(Adams 2015) 
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7.8.1.3 Designing ads with a Focus of Social Acceptance for Public Products 

 

Finally, when developing these advertisements, luxury brand managers should consider 

focusing on a theme that supports/enhances social acceptance. As discussed earlier, individua ls  

who desire uniqueness are more likely to be susceptible to group influences for public luxury 

products. Hence in this situation, luxury brand managers should emphasize the theme of social 

acceptance and conformity when designing the advertisement. An example of such an 

advertisement is Figure 7-4. 

7.8.1.4 Using Time-based Scarcity to Promote Private Luxury Products 

In the marketplace today, there is a strong preference for luxury brand managers to favour 

employing a quantity scarcity cues to promote their products. Using quantity scarcity cues can 

strengthen the perception of uniqueness and status of the advertised luxury product (Aggarwal, 

Jun, and Huh 2011). For example, luxury watch brand Jaeger-LeCoultre, in conjunction with 

its 180th anniversary released a limited edition Master Grande Tradition Tourbillon Cylindr ique 

à Quantième Perpétuel Jubilee timepiece. As a way to commemorate its anniversary, the watch 

brand only produced 180 pieces of the limited edition watch (King 2013).  

However, the results of this study provide strong evidence that when marketing private luxury 

goods in particular, luxury brand managers should focus on using LTS messages rather than 

Figure 7-4: Dolce & Gabbana Advertisement (Barnett 2016) 
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LQS message. One reason is that for private luxury products, individuals who desire 

uniqueness may purchase such products because of the intrinsic benefits (e.g. quality) it offers 

compared to the it’s extrinsic benefits (e.g. to signal status). 

Building on the preceding discussion, in this situation, consumers may be motivated to 

purchase multiple units of the product. Firstly, they have favourable attitudes towards the 

advertised product. Secondly, they are buying the product because of its intrinsic benefits (e.g. 

quality). Thirdly, they are able to buy as many of the advertised product as long as they do it 

within a certain time frame. Lastly, they are likely to buy more units of the product because of 

its perishability and they want to ‘stock up’ while they can during the designated time frame.  

More specifically, luxury brand managers selling perfumes should be employing explicit LTS 

to promote their products. Perfumes are perceived to be a seasonal product as consumers tend 

to buy different scents to suit the different seasons. For example, colder temperatures in winter 

tend to suit fragrances with richer notes (‘Guide To Autumn/Winter 2016’s Luxury Fragrances’ 

2016). Hence, many consumers are conditioned to perceive the time exclusiveness of these 

perfumes which based on this study’s results, have the effect of generating positive attitudes 

towards the advertisement. Additionally, because perfumes are seen to be perishable, using a 

time-based scarcity can encourage the consumer to buy multiple units of the product. 
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Currently, many luxury perfume brands have adopted seasonal strategies to brand and market 

their perfumes. See Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-5. Based on the preceding discussion, to further 

enhance the exclusiveness of the product, luxury brand managers may want to consider using 

messages to the effect of ‘summer only limited edition range’ or ‘new limited edition fragrance 

only available this winter’ to appeal to these group of consumers. They could also release time  

exclusive products to celebrate certain milestones of the brand such as anniversaries, or during 

special events such as Christmas or valentine days. Furthermore, since private goods are 

purchased more for their intrinsic benefits, luxury brand managers should focus on 

communicating these intrinsic benefits. Their advertising message should highlight attributes 

such as quality, superior craftsmanship, expertise etc. For perfumes in particular, they may 

want to consider designing unique bottles which may help enhance its value. Once a bottle of 

perfume is used, some consumers tend to keep their empty bottles especially if it has a unique 

design (“Antique Perfume Bottles” 2016).   

Figure 7-6: Kate Moss Summer Time Perfume 

Advertisement  

(‘Kate Moss Perfume’ 2009) 

Figure 7-5: Katy Perry Spring Reign Perfume 

Advertisement 

 (Petrovic 2015) 
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7.8.2 Targeting the ‘FOMO’ Individual 

7.8.2.1 Scarcity Generates Positive Purchase Intentions in the FOMO consumer 

The overall findings indicate that the use of scarcity messages across both product categories 

was effective in generating favourable purchase intentions. Based on the FOMO behavioura l 

model, this study proposes that explicit scarcity messages have the effect of enhancing the 

attractiveness of the opportunity (in this case the advertised luxury product). For luxury brand 

managers, this suggests that the use of scarcity messages is an effective persuasive 

communication tactic to appeal to FOMO consumers.  

7.8.2.2 Emphasis on the Limited Availability of the LE product  

For public goods, luxury brands managers should emphasize on the limited availability of 

the advertised product. In doing so, it enhances the attractiveness of these opportunitie s . 

In light of these implications, luxury brand managers should consider using innovative 

communication strategies to highlight both time and quantity scarcity cues to consumers. 

Furthermore, this also includes highlighting the benefits of obtaining the advertised product.  

7.8.2.3 Maximise Engagement with FOMO consumers using Multiple Touchpoints 

Firstly, as discussed in the FOMO behavioural model, individuals need to be informed about 

as well as be made aware of ‘potential opportunities’ before FOMO can take effect. Luxury 

brand managers need to extend their marketing reach through the use of online and offline 

platforms as well. As cited by Bell, (2016), luxury brand managers need to set up their 

communication strategies so that it integrates across both in the digital space as well as 

through traditional media. This is to ensure that these mediums work together across all 

touch points in the consumer’s life. In addition, brands need to devise strategies to break 

through the advertising clutter.  
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For example, as shown in Figure 7-7, Net-a-Porter, a luxury e-commerce site launched a digita l 

outdoor campaign in London to show live-feeds of purchases happening globally on site in 

real-time through a digital advertising board (Arthur 2014). This showcased an innovative way 

on how luxury brands can integrate new and traditional media.  

 

Figure 7-7: Net-a-Porter Digital Outdoor Advertising (Arthur 2014) 

Figure 7-8: Burberry Snapchat Campaign (Strugatz 2015) 
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In a similar manner, Burberry partnered with Snapchat, an instant photo-messaging app to 

reveal its spring/summer 2016 advertisement campaign on the social media platform one day 

before its London Fashion Week launch (Kirkham 2015). This strategy was adopted after its 

previous snapchat campaign gathered almost 100 million impressions (Seb 2015). In 2015, 

while the global luxury brands grew by 1 percent,  Burberry’s revenue grew by 11 percent 

(Cheong 2016; Rigby 2015). In addition, in 2016, there are estimated over 40 million fans that 

follow it on social media which was a 30 percent increase from 2015 (Cheong 2016).  As cited 

by Rigby (2015), its growth success was due to a digital-focused strategy which helped enhance 

the brand’s overall performance.  

7.8.2.4 Creating a Sense of Urgency 

Following from previous examples discussed earlier, one of the reasons for the success of Net-

a-porter outdoor digital campaign Figure 7-7 was that it was able to successfully create a sense 

of urgency and a call to action for potential consumers who were exposed to the live feed. 

Similarly, Burberry’s Snapchat campaign was able to generate so much attention because they 

chose to release images of their 2016 spring/summer collection on the platform for only 24 

hours (Kirkham 2015). The time-exclusive launch created a sense of urgency amongst its 

followers to be amongst the first to catch a glimpse of the collection. 

The preceding example suggests that luxury brand managers can adopt a scarcity-driven 

strategy to successfully appeal to FOMO consumers. In addition, for public goods, luxury 

brands managers who want to appeal FOMO consumers should do so by investing resources 

into developing likeable advertisements. Results indicate that more favourable attitudes 

towards the advertisement is likely to evoke higher purchase intentions. Hence, when 

consumers like the advertisement, especially for products which they consume in the presence 

of others, it is likely to enhance the perceived attractiveness of opportunity of obtaining the 

scarce product, which inadvertently, creates positive purchase intentions. 

7.8.2.5 Marketing of Private Goods 

Luxury brand managers marketing private goods to FOMO consumers should focus on scarcity 

message rather than the advertisement itself. Results suggest that the advertisement did not 

have an effect on generating advertisement responses. Instead, the positive purchase intentions 

were derived more because of an emotional, reactive response towards the scarcity cue. Hence, 
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designing messages which can evoke emotions such as fear and anxiety through scarcity cues 

will be extremely effective in this kind of situations.  

Further, when incorporating a limited quantity scarcity message for private products, luxury 

brands managers should focus on a theme of social acceptance. Results from the study 

suggested that social influences were found to significantly enhance the relationship between 

T-FOMO and purchase intentions for individuals who were exposed to the limited quantity 

scarcity message. Hence, this suggests that the use of opinion leaders to influence consumers 

should be used in conjunction with products which are marketed as only available in limited 

quantities. 

7.9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

This study has successfully developed the T-FOMO scale which was successfully implemented 

within a marketing context. Findings from the study provides insights for both researchers and 

practitioners in understanding how different scarcity appeals impact on FOMO, more 

specifically how time and quantity scarcity cues differ in terms of how they influence the 

attitudes and purchase intentions of FOMO consumers.  

Due to the contemporary nature of FOMO, majority of current literature has been limited to 

exploring its effects within a social sciences context (Beyens, Frison, and Eggermont 2016; 

Elhai et al. 2016; Hetz, Dawson, and Cullen 2015; Lai et al. 2016; Przybylski et al. 2013). To 

the author’s best knowledge, a comprehensive review of literature reveals that there are no 

academic studies which have explored FOMO within a marketing context. Most studies which 

empirically tested and explored FOMO within marketing has been limited to industry 

publications (JWT Intelligence 2011; JWT Intelligence 2012). The findings from this study 

offers preliminary steps into understanding the effects of FOMO in marketing, however, more 

research is required to expand the knowledge in this area. Though this study offers many 

interesting insights into the effects of FOMO on consumer behaviour, there are still some 

limitations that need to be addressed. For example, generalizability of the findings is an issue 

for most research. Hence, future studies need to be able to replicate similar findings so that 

generalizability can be established.  

In addition, the study is limited to testing the effectiveness of scarcity message on FOMO 

consumers in a luxury brand industry.  In particular, the study focused on the area known as 
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‘masstige luxuries’ which represent how many luxury brands have extended their product lines 

to make the brand more accessible to the everyday consumer. Future researchers should look 

at comparing how the differential effects of these ‘masstige luxuries’ products versus these 

luxury brands’ more traditional, high-end products. In addition, there are other contexts and 

other studies that future studies can explore, such as how FOMO can impact on the adoption 

of new technologies, financial investments, tourism and education just to name a few. This list 

suggests that there is still a lot of work that can be done to better understand how FOMO can 

be utilized and implemented.  

Currently, the study only examines watches to represent public goods and perfumes to 

represent private goods. To generalize the findings of this study, future studies need to consider 

exploring the effects of FOMO on other products such as fashion items (e.g. handbags, 

jewellery, clothing) to represent public goods and beauty products (e.g. cosmetics, beauty 

creams) to represent private goods. In addition, the study focuses on luxury brands using the 

‘limited edition’ label. Future studies should consider looking at scarcity effects without the 

limited edition label.  

Additionally, the study has utilized the brand Mercedes Benz to represent an aspirational brand 

which has extended to ‘masstige luxuries’ products. The brand was selected after a focus group 

which saw Mercedes Benz as a brand in which most respondents aspired to own. Hence, the 

results may have been influenced by existing beliefs, attitudes and experiences about the brand. 

However, pre-tests suggested that Mercedes Benz was an appropriate brand to utilize for the 

purposes of this study. Future studies should consider utilizing other luxury brands or even 

fictitious brands to explore the differential effects it will have on scarcity messages for FOMO 

consumers. 

As identified in the chapter two (literature review), characteristics of FOMO are similar to other 

traits such as buying impulsiveness and compulsive buying. Future studies should consider 

adopting these scales (or similar) to differentiate and understand how these traits influence 

consumer behaviour, especially in the area of persuasive communications. 

The use of general consumers which included respondents ranging from 18 to 54 and over was 

deemed appropriate due to the experimental nature of the study, and it was also seen as a good 

starting point for measuring and testing the effects of FOMO. The sample used for the study 

did not specifically specify an age range of respondents and hence it did not allow for enough 
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data to be collected to compare whether FOMO was more dominant for younger consumers.  

However, studies have indicated that FOMO is very much closely related to a younger 

demographic.  A study conducted by Eventbrite found that 69 percent of millennials experience 

FOMO because they were unable to participate in something that people within their social 

group were going to (Taylor 2014). Many articles have highlighted how millennials have been 

a key group of consumers who are influenced by FOMO (Loose 2016; Przybylski et al. 2013; 

Streep 2012; Taylor 2014), which may be attributed to how FOMO has been linked heavily 

with social media use (Przybylski et al. 2013). Hence, future studies may want to specifica l ly 

focus on a younger demographic to understand if FOMO is more prevalent for this particular 

demographic of consumers. 

Through a rigorous process of scale development, this current study developed a uni-

dimensional unified measurement scale of FOMO in a marketing context, which was 

successfully implemented using a theoretically driven framework within a marketing context. 

However, literature review provides preliminary evidence which suggests that FOMO is made 

up of several dimensions.  More specifically, the proposed dimensions include comparative, 

hedonistic and reactive dimensions. Future studies should consider exploring these dimens ions 

in detail or may want to extend the current scale based on the dimensions described in this 

study.   

The study’s findings have also been limited to Australian consumers. Future researchers should 

consider looking at other consumers from different geographical regions. One such region is 

the Asia Pacific due to its size. Bain & Company estimates that 31 percent of global luxury 

sales in 2015 were made by Chinese consumers (Schultz 2016). This presents a good market 

for future researchers to apply this study’s framework into understanding the prevalence of the 

FOMO in these markets as well as the effects of scarcity cues to promote luxury brands.  

Currently, the study only uses SEM to draw conclusions based on hypotheses which are 

supported and unsupported. Future studies should consider incorporating a multi-group 

analysis so that comparisons can be made between the strength of the path coefficients across 

the various groups.  

Finally, this study focused on comparing two types of scarcity, limited supply scarcity (based 

on limited quantities) versus limited time scarcity. However, literature has indicated there is 

another form of scarcity known as limited supply scarcity (based on excessive demand). 
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Though this form of scarcity was found to be an unpopular method to promote luxury brands 

because it signals ‘conformity to the masses’ (Gierl and Huettl 2010), future researchers may 

consider utilizing this form of scarcity cue in light of the changing demographics of consumers 

purchasing luxury brands today.  

Luxury brands need to realize that the sustainability of their brands depends on their ability to 

attract the younger demographics (Shea 2013). In particular, the concept of limited supply 

scarcity (based on excessive demand) may be an approach worth exploring to target the 

younger demographic, in particular millennials. These millennials have grown up in a digita l 

world and developed the need to stay connected to their friends and family via a multitude of 

platforms within social media (Pate and Adams 2013). Many of their purchases are influenced 

by what they encounter within these social media channels, in particular, what they witness 

their peers buy or say about certain brands or products (Pooja et al. 2012). Hence, signall ing 

the popularity of a brand through an ‘excessive demand’ scarcity approach may be an 

interesting perspective that future researchers can explore. 
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APPENDIX A:  

LIMITED QUANTITY SCARCITY (PUBLIC)  

(STUDY ONE) 
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APPENDIX B:  

LIMITED TIME SCARCITY (PUBLIC)  

(STUDY TWO) 
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APPENDIX C:  

CONTROL GROUP (PUBLIC)  

(STUDY THREE) 
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APPENDIX D:  

LIMITED QUANTITY SCARCITY (PRIVATE)  

(STUDY FOUR) 
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APPENDIX E:  

LIMITED TIME SCARCITY (PRIVATE)  

(STUDY FIVE) 
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APPENDIX F:  

STIMULUS FOR CONTROL GROUP (PRIVATE)  

(STUDY SIX) 
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APPENDIX G:  

MAIN STUDY SURVEY INSTRUMENT  

Cover Page 
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Section A:  

Demographics 
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Section B:  

Tendency Towards the Fear Of Missing Out 

 

Section C:  

Desire for Uniqueness 
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Section D:  

Consumer Susceptibility to  

Interpersonal Influence 
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Section E:  

Stimulus 

Respondent is exposed to 1 out of the 6 advertisements  

(See Appendix A – F) 

 

Section F:  

Manipulation Check: Scarcity Condition 

Respondent will only be exposed to manipulation check if they are exposed 

to either the limited quantity scarcity condition or the limited time scarcity 

condition 

 

Manipulation Check: Limited Quantity Scarcity 

 

Manipulation Check: Limited Time Scarcity 
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Section G:  

Inferences of Manipulative Intent 

 

Section H:  

Attitude toward the advertisement 
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Section I:  

Purchase Intention 
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APPENDIX H:  

RESULTS FOR MODERATED ANALYSIS H9 – H14  

Study One:  

Hierarchical Moderated Regressions Results 

Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H9  

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU -.01 .11 1 .001 .11 151 .20 

DFU + IMI .35 42.26 1 .36 84.35 150 -.40(***) 

DFU + IMI + (DFU x IMI)  .35 28.55 1 .005 .08 149 -.30 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, IMI = Inferences of manipulative intent 

 
 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H10 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .03 5.478 1 .035 5.49 151 -.25(*) 

T-FOMO + IMI .37 44.61 1 .34 80.84 150 -.38(***) 

T-FOMO + IMI + (TFOMO x IMI)  .37 29.83 1 .00 .54 149 -.74 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, IMI = Inferences of manipulative 

intent 

 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H11a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU -.01 .11 1 .00 .111 151 -.58 

DFU + CSII-N .04 4.14 1 8.16 8.16 150 -.81(***) 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .09 6.43 1 10.50 10.50 149 1.31 (**) 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(normative) 

 
Study One – Hierarchical moderated regression H11b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU -.01 .111 1 .00 .74 151 -1.48 

DFU + CSII-I .03 3.20 1 .04 .01 150 -.27(**) 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .03 2.59 1 .01 .24 149 1.17 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 

(informational) 
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Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .03 5.48 1 .04 5.48 151 -0.13 (**) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .04 4.06 1 .02 2.58 150 .07 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-

N)  

.03 2.80 1 .00 .31 149 .19 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12b 
 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .03 5.48 1 .04 5.48 151 .13(**) 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .04 4.31 1 .02 3.07 150 .14 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.04 2.86 1 .00 .00 149 .02 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement  

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 

 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .11 19.31 1 .11 19.31 151 -.14 

DFU + CSII-N .31 35.22 1 .21 45.45 150 -.26 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .34 26.75 1 .03 7.00 149 .91 (**) 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention  
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(normative) 

 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .11 19.31 1 .11 19.31 1 -.28 

DFU + CSII-I .12 11.70 1 .02 3.75 1 -1.57 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .15 9.88 1 .03 5.52 1 2.35(*) 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .26 53.38 1 .26 53.38 151 .47(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .35 41.60 1 .10 22.29 150 .48(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x 

CSII-N)  

.35 27.94 1 .00 .75 149 -.24 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .26 53.38 1 .26 53.38 151 .45(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .26 27.41 1 .01 1.32 150 .06 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.25 18.17 1 .00 .03 149 .05 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 
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Study Two:  

Hierarchical Moderated Regressions Results 

Study Two – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H9  

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU -.01 .29 1 .00 .29 158 .46 

DFU + IMI .26 28.19 1 .26 55.99 157 -.04(***) 

DFU + IMI + (DFU x IMI)  .28 21.23 1 .03 5.64 156 -.71(**) 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, IMI = Inferences of manipulative intent 

 
 
Study Two – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H10 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .04 6.03 1 .04 6.03 158 .46 

T-FOMO + IMI .28 31.91 1 .25 55.69 157 -.37 

T-FOMO + IMI + (TFOMO x IMI)  .28 21.58 1 .00 .94 156 -.32 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, IMI = Inferences of manipulative 
intent 

 
Study Two – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H11a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU -.01 .29 1 .00 .29 158 -.06 

DFU + CSII-N .00 1.29 1 .01 2.30 157 .16 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  -.00 .86 1 .00 .01 156 -.04 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 

(normative) 

 
Study Two – Hierarchical moderated regression H11b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU -.01 .29 1 .00 .29 158 -.36 

DFU + CSII-I .05 4.90 1 .06 9.51 157 -.22 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .06 4.32 1 .02 3.03 156 .59 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study Two – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .03 6.03 1 .04 6.03 158 .02 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .03 3.01 1 .00 .03 157 -.13 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-

N)  

.02 2.17 1 .00 .50 156 .27 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study Two – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12b 
 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .03 6.03 1 .04 6.03 158 -.34 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .06 5.77 1 .03 5.34 157 -.05 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.07 4.82 1 .02 2.80 156 .61 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement  

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 

 
Study Two – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .03 5.78 1 .04 5.78 158 -.07 

DFU + CSII-N .34 41.57 1 .31 74.66 157 .32 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .34 27.90 1 .00 .71 156 .31 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention  
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(normative) 

 
Study Two – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .03 5.78 1 .04 5.78 158 -.20 

DFU + CSII-I .07 6.87 1 .05 7.72 157 -.35 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .09 6.27 1 .03 4.73 156 .73(**) 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study Two – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .35 85.99 1 .35 85.99 158 .13(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .43 60.19 1 .08 22.63 157 .21(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x 

CSII-N)  

.43 40.76 1 .01 1.51 156 .36 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study Two – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .35 85.99 1 .35 85.99 158 .61 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .35 42.95 1 .00 .30 157 .05 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.34 28.46 1 .00 .01 156 -.03 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 
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Study Three:  

Hierarchical Moderated Regressions Results 

Study Three – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H9  

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .02 2.36 1 .02 2.36 154 .06 

DFU + IMI .27 29.86 1 .27 56.52 153 -.45(***) 

DFU + IMI + (DFU x IMI)  .00 19.86 1 .00 .18 152 -.11 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, IMI = Inferences of manipulative intent 

 
 
Study Three – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H10 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO -.01 .02 1 .00 .02 154 -.31 

T-FOMO + IMI .28 30.41 1 .28 60.80 153 -.70(***) 

T-FOMO + IMI + (TFOMO x IMI)  .28 20.84 1 .01 1.51 152 .30 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, IMI = Inferences of manipulative 
intent 

 
Study Three – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H11a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .01 2.36 1 .02 2.36 154 .13 

DFU + CSII-N .02 2.46 1 .02 2.54 153 .21 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .01 1.65 1 .00 .05 152 -.10 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 

(normative) 

 
Study Three – Hierarchical moderated regression H11b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .01 2.36 1 .02 2.36 154 .39 

DFU + CSII-I .02 2.94 1 .02 3.50 153 .66 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .04 3.02 1 .02 3.09 152 -.65 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study Three – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO -.01 .02 1 .00 .02 154 -.28 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .02 2.94 1 .04 5.87 153 .15(**) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-

N)  

.02 2.05 1 .00 .29 152 .20 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study Three – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12b 
 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO -.01 .02 1 .00 .02 154 .16 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .03 2.98 1 .04 5.94 153 .36(**) 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.02 2.23 1 .01 .74 152 -.37 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement  

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 

 
Study Three – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .00 .34 1 .00 .34 154 -.23 

DFU + CSII-N .18 18.42 1 .19 36.42 153 .03(**) 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .19 12.88 1 .01 1.64 152 .51 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention  
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(normative) 

 
Study Three – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .00 .34 1 .00 .34 154 -.11 

DFU + CSII-I .11 9.61 1 .11 18.84 153 .16(**) 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .00 6.52 1 .00 .41 152 .23 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study Three – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .12 21.97 1 .13 21.97 154 -.10(**) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .20 19.87 1 .08 15.68 153 .19(**) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x 

CSII-N)  

.20 13.72 1 .01 1.33 152 .38 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study Three – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .12 21.97 1 .13 21.97 154 .53(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .15 14.83 1 .04 6.85 153 .36(**) 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.15 10.17 1 .01 .88 152 -.37 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 
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Study Four:  

Hierarchical Moderated Regressions Results 

Study Four – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H9  

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU -.01 .09 1 .00 .09 151 -.04 

DFU + IMI .35 41.46 1 .36 82.78 150 -.57(**) 

DFU + IMI + (DFU x IMI)  .34 27.47 1 .00 0.03 149 -.04 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, IMI = Inferences of manipulative intent 

 
 
Study Four – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H10 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .00 1.07 1 .01 1.07 151 -.01 

T-FOMO + IMI .34 40.58 1 .34 79.54 150 -.54(**) 

T-FOMO + IMI + (TFOMO x IMI)  .34 27.47 1 .01 1.15 149 -.09 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, IMI = Inferences of manipulative 
intent 

 
Study Four – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H11a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU -.01 .09 1 .00 .09 151 -.38 

DFU + CSII-N .01 2.04 1 .03 3.99 150 -.33 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .04 2.27 1 .02 2.68 149 .67 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 

(normative) 

 
Study Four – Hierarchical moderated regression H11b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU -.01 .09 1 .00 .093 151 .044 

DFU + CSII-I -.01 .23 1 .00 .368 150 .163 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  -.02 .22 1 .00 .218 149 -.165 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study Four – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .00 1.069 1 .01 1.07 151 -.77 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .01 1.652 1 .02 2.23 150 -.29 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x 

CSII-N)  

.05 3.564 1 .05 7.25 149 1.11(**) 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study Four – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12b 
 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .00 1.07 1 .01 1.07 151 -.34 

T-FOMO + CSII-I -.01 .53 1 .00 .00 150 -.22 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

-.00 .83 1 .01 1.42 149 .56 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement  

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 

 
Study Four – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .01 2.15 1 .01 2.15 151 -.27 

DFU + CSII-N .28 30.30 1 .27 57.63 150 .17(**) 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .28 21.05 1 .01 2.16 149 .51  

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention  
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(normative) 

 
Study Four – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .01 2.15 1 .01 2.15 151 .20 

DFU + CSII-I .05 4.78 1 .05 7.32 150 .42(**) 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .01 3.43 1 .01 .73 149 -.29 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study Four – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .14 26.53 1 .15 26.53 151 -.66(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .28 30.72 1 .14 29.84 150 .040(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x 

CSII-N)  

.32 25.09 1 .05 10.10 149 1.10(**) 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study Four – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .14 26.53 1 .15 26.53 151 -.43(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .15 13.86 1 .01 1.16 150 -.32 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.17 11.52 1 .03 5.92 149 1.04(**) 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 
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Study Five:  

Hierarchical Moderated Regressions Results 

Study Five – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H9  

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .06 10.83 1 .06 10.83 159 .19(**) 

DFU + IMI .40 53.97 1 .34 90.98 158 -.50(***) 

DFU + IMI + (DFU x IMI)  .40 35.91 1 .00 .27 157 -.14 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, IMI = Inferences of manipulative intent 

 
 
Study Five – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H10 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .01 2.12 1 .01 2.12 159 .01 

T-FOMO + IMI .39 52.60 1 .39 101.73 158 -.63(***) 

T-FOMO + IMI + (TFOMO x IMI)  .39 34.84 1 .00 .00 157 -.01 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, IMI = Inferences of manipulative 
intent 

 
Study Five – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H11a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .06 10.83 1 .06 10.83 159 .34(**) 

DFU + CSII-N .06 6.04 1 .01 1.23 158 .33 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .06 4.21 1 .00 0.58 157 -0.29 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 

(normative) 

 
Study Five – Hierarchical moderated regression H11b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .06 10.83 1 .06 10.83 159 .21(**) 

DFU + CSII-I .07 6.80 1 .02 2.65 158 .10 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .06 4.51 1 .00 .01 157 .04 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study Five – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .01 2.12 1 .01 2.12 159 .08 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .01 1.74 1 .01 1.36 158 .13 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-

N)  

.00 1.16 1 .00 .02 157 -.04 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study Five – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12b 
 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .01 2.12 1 .01 2.12 159 .07 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .02 2.48 1 .02 2.82 158 .14 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.01 1.64 1 .00 .00 157 -.00 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement  

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 

 
Study Five – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .13 24.95 1 .14 24.95 159 .30(***) 

DFU + CSII-N .27 29.78 1 .14 30.05 158 .43(***) 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .26 19.74 1 .00 .03 157 -.06 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention  
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(normative) 

 
Study Five – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .13 24.95 1 .14 24.95 159 .17(***) 

DFU + CSII-I .17 17.78 1 .05 9.31 158 -.01(**) 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .17 12.19 1 .01 .99 157 .31 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study Five – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .22 46.54 1 .23 46.54 159 .27(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .26 9.73 1 .05 9.73 158 .21(**) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x 

CSII-N)  

.26 .12 1 .00 .12 157 .09 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study Five – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .22 46.54 1 .23 46.54 159 .39(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .23 25.07 1 .01 3.01 158 .11 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.23 16.62 1 .00 .02 157 .05 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 
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Study Six:  

Hierarchical Moderated Regressions Results 

Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H9  

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .06 10.92 1 .07 10.92 151 .014(**) 

DFU + IMI .48 72.01 1 .42 124.19 150 -.72(***) 

DFU + IMI + (DFU x IMI)  .48 47.75 1 .00 .09 149 .06 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, IMI = Inferences of manipulative intent 

 
 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H10 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .03 5.94 1 .04 5.94 151 .08(*) 

T-FOMO + IMI .48 71.24 1 .45 131.40 150 -.66(***) 

T-FOMO + IMI + (TFOMO x IMI)  .48 47.21 1 .00 .04 149 -.05 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, IMI = Inferences of manipulative 
intent 

 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H11a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .06 10.92 1 .07 10.92 151 .15(***) 

DFU + CSII-N .06 5.88 1 .01 .85 150 -.09 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .06 4.04 1 .00 .41 149 .22 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 

(normative) 

 
Study One – Hierarchical moderated regression H11b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .06 10.92 1 .07 10.92 151 .07(**) 

DFU + CSII-I .07 7.12 1 .02 3.16 150 -.08 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .08 5.08 1 .01 1.01 149 .31 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .03 5.94 1 .04 5.94 151 -.33(*) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .03 3.00 1 .00 .10 150 -.32 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-

N)  

.05 3.67 1 .03 4.85 149 .80(*) 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H12b 
 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .03 5.94 1 .04 5.94 151 -.35(*) 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .04 4.12 1 .01 2.24 150 -.15 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.06 4.03 1 .02 3.70 149 .67 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Attitude toward the advertisement  

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 

 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .11 19.80 1 .12 19.80 151 .09(***) 

DFU + CSII-N .27 29.20 1 .16 34.23 150 .18(***) 

DFU + CSII-N + (DFU x CSII-N)  .27 19.86 1 .01 1.14 149 .32 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention  
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(normative) 

 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H13b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

DFU .11 19.80 1 .12 19.80 151 -.03(***) 

DFU + CSII-I .15 14.79 1 .05 8.77 150 -.22(**) 

DFU + CSII-I + (DFU x CSII-I)  .17 11.63 1 .03 4.60 149 .62(*) 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, DFU = Desire for uniqueness, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility to interpersonal influence 
(informational) 
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Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14a 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .25 51.63 1 .26 51.63 151 .33(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N .29 32.05 1 .05 9.55 150 .27(**) 

T-FOMO + CSII-N + (DFU x 

CSII-N)  

.29 21.28 1 .00 .00 149 .01 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 

df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-N = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (normative) 

 
Study One – Hierarchical Moderated Regression H14b 

Independent variables Adjusted R2 F df   R2 F change df β 

T-FOMO .25 51.63 1 .26 51.63 151 .46(***) 

T-FOMO + CSII-I .25 26.81 1 .01 1.74 150 .11 

T-FOMO + CSII-I + (T-FOMO x 

CSII-I)  

.25 17.76 1 .00 .00 149 -.01 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
Dependant variable: Purchase intention 
df = Degrees of freedom, β = Standardised beta, T-FOMO = Tendency towards the fear of missing out, CSII-I = Consumer susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence (informational) 

 

 


